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1.0 Introduction
This report will discuss the methodology used and the development of
uncertainties for use with the New SSME Model. The New SSME Model was
developed by Dr. L. Michael Santi of Christian Brothers University through a
separate contract effort. The new model requires information about the
experimental uncertainties from the Technology Test Bed (TTB) test
measurements and about the uncertainties within the component models of
the new model.
This effort was a follow-on and continuation of an engineering and
research effort begun under delivery order 106, which terminated 30 April
19951 . The primary products of that effort were an assessment of the
experimental uncertainty in the determination of the venturi flowrates and
the initial development of a methodology to assess the uncertainty in linear
regressions.
The primary products of this effort include information about the
experimental uncertainty in additional TTB measurements (i.e.
temperatures, pressures, turbopump rotational speeds, and valve positions),
additional assessment of conceptual bias uncertainties, development of
methodology to assess the uncertainty in linear regressions, and assessment
of the uncertainty in the model hardware characteristics.
A three month period at the beginning of this effort, June, July, and
August was excluded from the contract performance period. This was done to
allow Mr. Kendall Brown, Graduate Research Assistant working on this
contract, to participate in the Air Force Office of Scientific Research
Graduate Summer Research Program at the U. S. Air Force's Arnold
Engineering Development Center (AEDC). The purpose of his participation
was to work with engineers at AEDC who were also interested in developing
methods to incorporate uncertainties in the modeling and testing programs of
advanced aerospace systems. While at AEDC, Mr. Brown made substantial
progress in developing a new methodology to assess the uncertainty in linear
regressions (curvefits) 2. The products of the AFOSR Summer Research
Program were immediately applicable to this effort and was a great
leveraging of resources.
I Coleman, Hugh W., and Brown, Kendall K., "Impact of Uncertainty on Modeling and Testing,"
Propulsion Research Center Report # 95-001, Final Report on NASA-Marshall Space Fright Center
Contract NAS8-38609 D.O. #106, 10 January 1994 to 30 April 1995.
2 Brown, Kendall K., "A Methodology for Assessing Experimental Uncertainties in Curve.fits with
Application to Compressor Map Characteristics," Air Force Office of Scientific Research graduate
summer Research Program Final Report, Arnold Engineering Development Center, Arnold AFB, TN,
Aug 1995.
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1.1 Statement of Work
The Statement of Work for this contractual effort is provided. The 31
March 1996 delivery order termination date was extended to 16 May 1996
under a 45 day, no-cost extension
The work identified under this statement of work is a continuation of work
performed under UAH Contract NAS8-38609, Delivery Order No. 106. The
primary focus of the work performed under Delivery Order No. 106 was to
establish methods for generating uncertainty estimates for selected
Technology Test Bed (VI_B) experimental flowrate measurements and to
assess the impact of these uncertainties on developing a new test integration
strategy. The goal of this new effort is to generate or finalize uncertainty
estimates for 2_B pressure and temperature measurements and to evaluate
these estimates within the new Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) steady-
state performance model. The incorporation of these uncertainty estimates
will enhance the capability to better support current performance analysis
requirements such as, assessing vehicle/engine feed system interface flow
characteristics, engine hardware design changes, evaluating engine
hardware performance, predicting engine hardware operation, and
supporting failure investigations.
Rocket engine performance models consist of mathematical relationships
which model physical processes within the engine. Experimental data is use
to anchor these physical relationships. Performance models are used to
derive engine component hardware characteristics from experimental data.
Both experimental data and the physical relationships within a model
contain various sources of errors. These sources of errors include calibration
errors, signal processing and localized effects, uncertainties in both physical
approximations and fluid property data. These sources of errors are
neglected within the current SSME steady-state performance model.
Experimental data is treated as absolute and computational predictions are
forced to agree with the data at instrumented locations, often at the expense
of physical consistency. This situation impacts the integration of
experimental data within the model, thus reducing the accuracy of the
computed hardware characteristics.
A new SSME steady-state performance prediction program is currently
being developed to evaluate and utilize experimental data derived from
recent TrB tests. A modified test data integration scheme has been
developed which reconciles uncertain experimental data with uncertain
physical relationships. This strategy systematically transforms uncertain
experimental data into a physically self consistent set of data. This is
accomplished by forcing the minimum adjustment required in engine fluid
measurements to satisfy prescribed uncertainty constraints. This
reconciliation scheme was reformulated during this last year based on the
method developed in estimating the experimental uncertainties of the few
TFB measurements. The overall success of the reconciliation strategy is a
function of determining a reliable method to both generate and incorporate
these required uncertainty estimates. Thus, the incorporation of these
uncertainty estimates will enhance the use of experimental data to anchor
the physical relationships which in turn, will improve the overall accuracy of
the performance predictions.
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Theresearchrequiredtoimplementheseuncertaintyanalysisconcepts will
be conducted within the SSME engine 3001 test program which is currently
being conducted on the _ test facility. Engine 3001 provides a
significantly larger number of experimental measurements as compared to
standard SSME flight engines. This test program provides a unique
opportunity to assess how accurate we can predict SSME hardware
performance based on selected instrumentation.
A two phase research effort will be established to support the modified test
data reconciliation strategy, and ultimately will improve the use of
experimental data in generating performance predictions. Phase I involves
generating or finalizing uncertainty estimates for _ pressure and
temperature measurements that were not generated under UAH Contract
NAS8-38609, Delivery Order No. 106. Phase II involves estimating the
uncertainties associated with incorporating previous experimental data and
fluid property data within the model. A detail description of the specific
tasks to support these phases are described below:
Phase I - Estimate uncertainties for TrB pressure and temperature
measurement.
Task 1) Perform statistical analysis on existing pressure and
temperature _ test data.
Task 2) Identify all significant sources of errors within
instrumentation system for these measurements
Task 3) Estimate both precision and bias uncertainties for the 2_FB
pressure and temperature measurements
Task 4) Estimate uncertainties associated with localized effects due
to measurement locations.
Phase II - Estimate uncertainties for incorporating previous
experimental data and fluid property data within the new SSME model.
Task 1) Identify the sub-models within the new SSME model which
incorporate previous experimental data and fluid property data.
Task 2) Estimate uncertainties associated with the use of previous
experimental data (duct and valve characteristics, for example).
Task 3) Estimate uncertainties associated with fluid property data.
The following represent the deliverable products expected for each of the two
phases:
Phase I- Estimate uncertainties for 2"rB pressure and temperature
measurement.
1) Interim report documenting uncertainty estimates as completed for each
of the TrB measurements selected.
Phase II - Estimate uncertainties for incorporating previous experimental
data and fluid property data within the new SSME model.
1) Final report documenting research conducted in developing the
methods for estimating uncertainties in test measurements and in the
model.

1.2 Relationship of this contract to overall effort
A technical paper for the 32nd AIAA/SAE/ASM:E/ASEE Joint
Propulsion Conference was jointly authored by the researchers on this
contract, Dr. L. Michael Sang, and the COTR, Mr. John P. Butas 3. This
technical paper presented the overall effort to the propulsion communiW and
was well received. A copy of this technical paper is provided as Appendix 4.
As described in the technical paper, the overall goal of this effort is to
develop a new model of the Space Shuttle Main Engine which incorporates
the uncertainties in the experimental test program and some of the
uncertainties in the modeling process. A key feature of the new model is that
it is a physical model, it satisfies the conservation of mass and energy,
whereas the existing model does not. As the developer of the new model, Dr.
Santi, of Christian Brothers University, Memphis, TN, was responsible for
developing the numerical solution strategy and how to incorporate the
experimental and modeling uncertainties. As these parallel research efforts
proceeded, this effort of assessing of the various uncertainties evolved into
supporting Dr. Santi's modeling effort. Extensive communication with the
COTR and Dr. Santi ensured proper information.
1.3 Organization of this report
This report is broken into two main sections, first a discussion of
uncertainties in the experimental data, and secondly a discussion of the
modeling uncertainties.
In order to support the new model, the assessment of experimental
uncertainties in almost all types of TTB SSME measurements was required,
the notable exceptions were strain gage and accelerometer measurements.
An initial assessment of temperature, pressure, and flowrate uncertainties
was conducted under the previous contract. Further investigation into the
experimental uncertainty in these measurements, as well as investigation of
the turbopump speeds and the valve positions sensors, was conducted under
this effort. Conceptual bias uncertainties are often significant components of
the experimental uncertainty, and discussion of efforts to assess these
uncertainties is included.
The primary model uncertainty sources being included in this effort
are the uncertainty in the physical property data, the uncertainty in the
hardware characteristics, and the propagation of these uncertainties into the
3 Brown, Kendall K., Coleman, Hugh W., Santi, L. Michael, and Butas, John P., "Enhancing Rocket
Engine Test Analysis and Performance with the Incorporation of Uncertainties," 31st
AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE Joint Propulsion Conference, AIAA paper 95-3073, San Diego, CA, July 1995.
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uncertainty associated with the balance relations within the model. The
assessment of the uncertainty in the hardware characteristics and their
propagation is a new topic and methods to assess these parameters had to be
developed. Many of the SSME components, particularly the turbopumps
u_li_.e maps, or curvefits to represent their performance. These maps are
generated using other information, and usually by conducting a sub-
component test program and scaling the results to the engine operating
conditions. The available documentation of how each specific hardware
characteristic was generated is very poor, and thus the information presented
in this report represents the best information that could be obtained.
In some cases the information needed to make a more accurate
uncertainty estimate was not available, so this report will present the
methodology used to assess the uncertainties, so that when the appropriate
information becomes available the uncertainties can then be estimated and
included in the model.
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2.0 Test Data Uncertainty Considerations
The assessment of the experimental uncertainties of the data obtained
from the Technology Test Bed _) SSME Engine 3001 test program was
conducted using the methodology described in Appendix 1. As described in
Appendix 1, the determination of uncertainty is comprised of two main
components, bias (systematic) uncertainties and precision (random)
uncertainties. The manner in which the uncertainty value is used dictates
how the uncertainty is estimated, and conversely, the way in which the
uncertainty is estimated dictates how it may be used. Thus, a proper
understanding of how the uncertainties would be used in the new model was
necessary in order to make appropriate uncertainty estimates. This section
describes how the uncertainty estimates were determined for use with the
new model.
2.1 Development of the Baseline Data Set (BDS)
A baseline data set (BDS) was developed in order to specifically
identify the measurements to be used to validate the new model and solution
methodology. This data needed to represent the best information available
about the operation of the engine, and the associated uncertainty. The new
model contained hardware characteristics representing a Phase II engine,
thus the data used to build the BDS must be taken from TTB tests with
Engine 3001 configurations similar to a Phase II engine. This limited the
available tests to TTB021-TTB038 and TTB052-TTB065. This group of tests
was further limited because of a series of tests with the Pratt and Whitney
ATD HPFTP. Since the performance of the Pratt and Whitney turbopump is
different than the Rocketdyne turbopump, and since the new model is using
HPFTP maps representing the performance of the Rocketdyne turbopump,
this data had to be excluded from the BDS. The test profiles from the
remaining tests were examined to find tests which were conducted at the
same engine operating conditions. The primary engine control conditions
used in the test program are the power level, the fuel/oxidizer mixture ratio,
the propellant inlet pressures, and the propellant repressurization flowrates.
It was desired to get sets from four different power level settings, 100% rpl,
104% rpl, and 109% rpl, and a low power level (90% rpl or lower). There was
insufficient data available at a low power level to create a data set for use in
the model.
After the four tests were identified, specific 5-second time slices within
each power level of each test were selected. These 5-second time slices were
chosen in regions of the test profile where the engine was operating in
essentially a steady-state, regions sufficiently far from the engine start
transient or power level changes where those effects would not be included in
8

the data. The data from within these 5-second time slices were averaged to
obtain a single test point representing the operation of the engine during
that test and at that power level. The data point from each of the four tests
were then averaged to obtain the data point for the baseline data set. The
data in the BDS is the best representation of the operation of the SSME at
the given operating conditions.
The TTB measurements included in the BDS were chosen based upon
a sensitivity study performed by Dr. Santi and the personal experience of the
COTR in performing SSME analyses. The precision uncertainty estimates to
associate with the values in the BDS must reflect the test-to-test variation.
2.2 Data Reduction Data Set
One of the main purposes of the New SSME Model is test data
reduction, incorporating the test data into the model to find anomalous
readings. As such, a second set of data needed to be generated to use in the
validation of the new model. The same base set of measurements were used
and additional measurements were included, these additional measurements
could be used to increase the number of data points used in data reduction or
for comparison with output from the new model. The precision estimates to
associate with the values in this data set must include the test-to-test
variation and the variation of the data within tests.
2.3 Precision Uncertainty Estimates
The appropriate precision limit to use with a given set of data must
reflect how that data was generated, the usage of the data, and the usage of
the uncertainty estimates. Since the baseline data set is a single point which
represents the average of data points from four separate tests, the
appropriate precision limit is based upon the standard deviation of the four
points. This precision limit represents the test-to-test variation of the engine
operation. As discussed in Appendix 1, when using less than approximately
ten points in a standard deviation calculation the large-sample
approximation should not be used. The sample standard deviation calculated
with the BDS is shown in Table 1 in Appendix 2.
The precision uncertainty to use when using the new model for test
data reduction is slightly different. While it still must include the test-to-test
precision variation it must also include the within test variation for the 1-
second averaged data. Hence the sample standard deviation is determined
based upon five data points in the four tests, for a total of twenty data points.
Since twenty data points are being used in the sample standard deviation the
9

large-sample approximation can be used. Table 2, in Appendix 2, shows the
measurements included in the data reduction data set, the average value,
and the uncertainties at 104% rated power level (rpl). It shows that the
precision uncertainty is approximately equal to that determined for the BDS,
indicating that the test-to-test variation dominates the within-test variation.
A pooled sample standard deviation for the data reduction data set
was also calculated and verified that the test-to-test variation is much
greater than the within-test variation. Using the pooled standard deviation
is not appropriate since it does not include the test-to-test variation.
2.4 General Discussion of Conceptual Bias Uncertainties
Potentially significant bias uncertainty sources to consider in the TTB
SSME measurements are conceptual bias uncertainties. The conceptual bias
uncertainties in the temperature and pressure measurements are
particularly important in this effort because of the interest in comparing the
experimental results with the analytical predictions. In many of the SSME
measurements, the flowfield is highly complex due to the sharp turns and
bends, valves, pump and turbine inlets and discharges, and other
complicating factors. These factors accentuate the difference between the
physical quantity at the sensor and the quantity for which the measurement
is desired, typically an average value at a cross-section. These assessments
require extensive review of the measurement, the sensor and its installation,
the thermodynamic and fluid dynamic flowfield, and their interaction.
The conceptual bias uncertainties can be estimated by reviewing the
results of other analyses and reviewing the test data or computational model
results. For example, data from the cold-flow testing of the HPFTP turbine
shows a temperature profile at the turbine exit and this information can be
used to estimate the temperature profile which might exist downstream at
the sensor position.
For the conceptual bias uncertainty associated with RTD temperature
measurements a simple 1-D heat transfer analysis can be done to get a rough
estimate of the temperature profile caused by the heat transfer through the
duct walls. This analysis provides an order-of-magnitude estimate and helps
determine if the conceptual bias uncertainty is significant or not.
2.5 Discussion of Temperature Uncertainties
The fluid temperature measurements used in this effort were obtained
using RTD temperature probes. RTD probes typically provide very accurate
10

measurements and the primary systematic uncertainty sources are
calibration, data acquisition, and conceptual biases. The precision
uncertainty estimates were obtained as previously discussed and represent
the within-test and test-to-test precision variation.
The systematic uncertainty estimates for the calibration and data
acquisition system were based upon the information in the TTB pre-test Data
Review Documents (DRD). The temperature calibration and data acquisition
system systematic uncertainties in the DRD were based upon a Sverdrup
Technology study by Mr. James Fish 4. The conceptual bias uncertainty
added to the DRD listed uncertainty was based upon engineering judgment,
since little information was available to make a more precise estimate. The
RTDs typically used in the TTB instrumentation extend into the flowfield, up
to approximately 2 inches, and are designed so that some of the spatial
variation of the flow will essentially average out. Thus, the conceptual bias
represents an estimate of the difference between the measured temperature
and the one-dimensional average temperature at that location. Thus, a total
systematic uncertainty of 2% of the measured value is used for the majority
of the temperature measurements. This value is probably conservative and
when experimental or computational results are obtained which provide
additional information about the temperature profiles at the instrumented
locations, the conceptual bias estimate can be updated.
2.6 Discussion of Pressure Uncertainties
The pressure measurements used in this effort were obtained
using various pressure transducers, however usually strain-gage type
transducers were used. The primary systematic uncertainty sources are
calibration, data acquisition, and conceptual biases. The precision
uncertainty estimates were obtained as previously discussed and represent
the within-test and test-to-test precision variation.
The systematic uncertainty estimates for the calibration and data
acquisition system were based upon the information in the TTB pre-test Data
Review Documents (DRD). The pressure calibration and data acquisition
system systematic uncertainties in the DRD were based upon the Fish
study 4. The conceptual bias uncertainty added to the DRD listed uncertainty
was based upon engineering judgment, since little information was available
to make a more precise estimate. The pressure transducers are typically
mounted along a duct wall. The location of the pressure measurements and
the geometry of the engine components and ducts provides the potential for
4 Fish, James, E., "NASA/MSFC Test Area Measurement System Uncertainty Study," Sverdrup
Technology, Inc., MSFC Group, Report no. 335-002-92, October 1992.
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substantial pressure variations in the flowfield. Connected directly to the
discharge of the High Pressure Oxidizer Pump (I-I'POP) is a venturi to
determine the flowrate. The pressure is measured at the entrance of the
venturi and another pressure transducer is located on the side of the duct in
the middle of the duct turn. A pressure profile will exist at both of the
pressure measurement locations. Thus, the conceptual bias represents an
estimate of the difference between the measured pressure and the one-
dimensional average pressure at that location. Thus, total systematic
uncertainties between 1.5% and 2% of the measured value are used for the
majority of the pressure measurements. These values are probably
appropriate, however when experimental or computational results are
obtained which provide additional information about the pressure profiles at
the instrumented locations is obtained, the conceptual bias estimate can be
updated.
2.7 Discussion of Venturi Systematic Uncertainties
The previous contract report 1 discussed in detail the estimation of the
venturi flowrate uncertainties. The systematic uncertainties associated with
the venturi flowrate determinations are between 2% and 3%. The primary
uncertainty source was found to be the uncertainty associated with the
venturi discharge coefficients. The venturis were calibrated with water at
room temperature at maximum Reynolds numbers less than 10% of the
Reynolds number during engine operation s . The difference between using
water to simulate cryogenic propellants and the Reynolds number
extrapolation for discharge coefficient are sources of systematic uncertainty.
It was also observed during the previous effort that the precision
uncertainty of the flowrate measurements is a function of how the engine
balances during the specific test. Meaning the precision uncertainty of a
flowrate measurement represents the variation in the engine operation and
not a measurement related variation.
2.8 Discussion of Vaive Position Uncertainties
The systematic uncertainty estimate for the valve position
measurements was used directly from the pre-test data review documents,
0.5%. The RVDT's were manufactured by Moxon, Inc., however attempts to
contact Moxon for uncertainty information were unsuccessful. The precision
uncertainty estimates based upon the baseline data set and the data
5 Lepore, Frank A., Rocketdyne Division, Space Shuttle Main Engine No. 3001, Technology Test Bed,
Differential Flowmeters Calibration Final Report, Contract No. NAS8-27980, March 1980.
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reduction data sets indicates that the valve position test-to-test variation is
the dominant uncertainW characteristic.
2.9 Discussion of Speed Measurement Uncertainties
Little information was obtained upon which to base turbopump speed
measurement uncertainty estimates. A nominal 1% systematic uncertainW
was estimated based upon engineering judgment. This is probably a very
conservative value and should be updated when more information is obtained
to support a better estimate.
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3.0 Modeling Uncertainty Considerations
The numerical optimization and numerical solution strategy developed
by Dr. Santi for the New SSME Model requires the uncertainty associated
with each balance relation. The balance relations are used in the numerical
solution algorithm to ensure that the conservation of mass and energy are
within a certain preset tolerance at each node of the system. The numerical
solution strategy in the new model uses uncertain W estimates to replace the
numerical tolerances used in the basic ROCETS model. This section
discusses how uncertainty estimates for the engine subcomponent models
were obtained. A total of 92 balance relations are used in the current version
of the model, the balance relations and the uncertainty estimates for each
balance relation are shown in Appendix 5.
No accepted methodology currently exists for the assessment of
uncertainties f_om analytical models. Within this research effort
considerable progress has been made towards addressing this issue.
When comparing output of a model with experimental data, the
uncertainties that should be associated with the model predictions must be
considered for proper conclusions to be drawn. In the past, most of the work
reported in this area has simply considered the sensitivity of the model output to
uncertainties in the input data. This obviously does not include any
uncertainties in the model itself and thus is not a satisfactory approach. In this
research effort, we have divided the sources that cause uncertainty in the model
output into three categories: (1) uncertainties due to assumptions and
approximations in the model, (2) uncertainties due to the incorporation of
previous experimental data into the model, and (3) uncertainties due to the
numerical solution algorithm. Uncertainties due to the numerical solution
algorithm are not considered in this effort because the magnitude of those
uncertainties are much, much less than the uncertainties in the test data and
the uncertainties in the subcomponent models.
3.01 Modeling Assumptions and Approximations
When a model of a physical system is developed, assumptions and
approximations about the system are made to simplify the system to one
which mathematical expressions can describe. By making these
simplifications an error is introduced and the model cannot exactly describe
the physical system. Some of the primary assumptions and approximations
made within the subcomponent flow models include: 1-dimensional, fully
developed, steady-state, adiabatic, ideal gas, inviscid, etc.
If the uncertainty to associate with a particular assumption or
approximation can be estimated, then sometimes the model should be
improved to include this estimate instead of trying to estimate the
14

uncertainty. For example, Dr. Santi determined that a turbine exit
temperature was being predicted using an ideal gas, constant specific heat
approximation, which for the specific temperature range of interest was a
poor approximation. Instead of trying to estimate an uncertainty to associate
with that approximation, the model was altered to include a better
thermodynamic description of the process.
The first category, uncertainties due to assumptions and approximations
in the model, does not include the installation and]or conceptual bias sources
since those uncertainties are associated with the measured value. Consider the
temperature at a particular position in the flow. The uncertainty associated
with the measured value of the temperature includes the effect of making a
point measurement but desiring a cross-sectional averaged value. The inability
of the model to calculate a correct average temperature at a particular location
because the one-dimensional flow approximation has been made results in an
uncertainty in the predicted temperature. (Stated another way, if the model
predicts the correct average temperature at a particular location, then the one-
dimensional flow approximation has caused no uncertainty in the model output.)
If the individual engine subcomponent models are developed based
upon the soundest assumptions and approximations available, assessing the
uncertainty due to these assumptions and approximations would require an
effort beyond the scope of the current research program.
3.02 Uncertainties from Previous Information
Uncertainties due to the incorporation of previous experimental data in
the model arise when physical property data is used, when valve resistance
characteristics are used_ when turbopump performance maps are used, etc.
These are all instances in which previous experimental data has been used by
replacing the data with curveiits. The original data contained uncertainties, but
the curvefit equations used in the predictive models have been treated as the
"truth" in most previous considerations of uncertainty in model outputs. Adding
further complication, there is no accepted way of estimating the influence of
systematic uncertainties on the uncertainty associated with a regression. The
methodology developed as a part of this program to assess regression
uncertainties is discussed later.
In all of the sub-component modules, information from previous
testing is used. For example, the model of the liquid oxygen flow through a
duct or through a valve is based upon its component testing, which provides
an equation for the resistance through the duct as function of the flowrate.
This test information is often reduced to the form of a line or curve. The
values of the polynomial constants in the thermodynamic property routines
15

are also examples of using previously obtained uncertain test information in
a model.
The methodology to assess the uncertainty in the coefficients of a
linear regression were developed as part of this effort. The uncertainty
analysis methodology presented in Appendix 1 was applied to the expressions
for the regression coefficients to develop the technique. The details of this
methodology were presented at the 1995 AIAA Aerospace Sciences
conferenceL The work presented in that paper demonstrated this technique
provides the uncertainty in linear regression coefficients, and properly
incorporates the effects of correlated systematic uncertainties. The research
conducted during the AFOSR research program extended the methodology to
provide the appropriate uncertainty interval for the predicted value using the
regression model equation. The application of the regression uncertainty
methodology to the types of models and previous experimental information
found in the SSME program is shown in Appendices 3 and 4.
This chapter will discuss specific aspects of the assessment of the
balance relation uncertainties. The only uncertainty sources being
considered in the balance relation uncertainties are those due to the
uncertain physical property data and the uncertainty due to the hardware
characteristics, no uncertainties due to modeling assumptions and
approximations were considered. The only exception to that statement is
that an overall uncertainty for the heat flux correlation model is being
estimated instead of propagating uncertainties for the individual constants.
3.1 Discussion of Physical Property Data Routine
Uncertainties
When the model calls the physical property data subroutine to obtain
the value of a state variable, density, enthalpy, entropy, etc., an uncertainty
is introduced because the property data model is not the truth. The property
data subroutines use data generated using curvefit equations to model
experimental data. The thermophysical property package used in ROCETS
is a property routine developed by Pratt & Whitney called PROP05. 7
PROP05 contains thermophysical property subroutines for Para-
Hydrogen(H2), Oxygen (02), steam (ST), Nitrogen (N2), and Methane (ME).
The P&W letter introducing the availability of PROP05 states that the 02
6 Brown, Kendall K., Coleman, Hugh W., and Steele, W. Glenn, "Estimating Uncertainty Intervals for
Linear Regression," AIAA Paper 95-0796, 33rd Aerospace Sciences Meeting and ExhibiL Reno, NV,
Janua_ 9-12, 1995.
7 Long, tLA., and Perry, Michael, J., Internal Correspondence: Introduction of Property Package
PROP05, August 16, 1988.
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and ST tables are based on NASA Lewis database, which is provided in the
programs GASP 8 and WASP 9, respectively. It also states that the 'TI2 tables
are based on NBS database up to about 600 degree R and GASP database
from 600 degree R to 5400 degree R."
The GASP documentation shows the uncertainty in density for Oxygen
to be within _+0.2% outside the critical region and within approximately
+_2.0% near the critical region. The WASP documentation shows the
uncertainty in density for Steam to be within _+0.25% for the conditions of
interest. The GASP documentation shows the uncertainty for Hydrogen
outside of the critical region to be within _+0.2%. The NBS data 1° for low
temperature hydrogen shows the uncertainty for density to be within _+0.1%
outside the critical region and within approximately _+6.0% near the critical
region. However, it is interesting to note that the GASP documentation
shows that the uncertainty for the H2 property data near the critical region
to be within +_2.5%. McCarty indicates the GASP routine uses a modified
Benedict Webb Rubin (MBWR) equation of state and "the main disadvantage
of the MBWR is that it is functionally incorrect in the critical region, i.e.
p = pc__-20% pc.
3.2 Discussion of Combustion Routines
Related to the property routine uncertainty is the uncertainty in the
combustion routines. Combustion occurs in the fuel and oxidizer preburners
and the main combustion chamber. The combustion occurs at very high
pressures, over 5200 psia in the preburners and 3126 psia in the main
combustion chamber. Much of the combustion process is fuel-rich. The
documentation available on the combustion routines in ROCETS is limited,
the following comments are in the computer code:
1. THESE COMBUSTION CURVES WERE GENERATED FROM BRINKLY PERFECT
GAS COMBUSTION DECK.
2. AN UNCOMBUSTED H2/O2 MIXED TEMPERATURE IS CALCULATED USING
CONSTANT VALUES OF CP'S. THESE CP'S ARE CONSISTENT WITH THE VALUES OF
CP'S USED TO GENERATE THE COMBUSTION PROPERTIES.
s Hcndricks, Robert C., Baron, Anne K., and Poller, lldiko C., GASP - A Computer Code for Calculating
the Thermodynamic and Transport Properties for Ten Fluids: Parahydrogen Helium, Neon, Methane,
Nitrogen, Carbon Monoxide, Oxygen, Fluorine, Argon, and Carbon Dioxide, NASA TN D-7808,
February 1975.
9 Hendricks, Robert C., Pellcr, Ildiko C, and Baron, Anne K., :WASP - A Flexible Fortran IV Computer
Code for Calculating Water and Steam Properties, NASA TN D-7391, November 1973.
10 McCarty, Robert D., Hydrogen Technological Survey - Thermophysical Properties, NASA SP-3089,
Washington, DC, 1975.
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3. NEXT THE H2/O2 COMBUSTION PROPERTIES ARE LOOKED UP AS A FUNCTION
OF OFR AND MIXED TEMPERATURE. THESE COMBUSTION PROPERTIES WERE
GENERATED AT 2500 PSI, AND WERE GENERATED FOR 5 MIXED H2/O2
TEMPERATURES OVER AN O/1= RANGE OF .25 TO 100. A PRESSURE CORRECTION
IS THEN APPLIED TO THE COMBUSTION TEMP. THE MAP INPUTS AND RESPECTIVE
RANGES ARE:
P - 100. TO 5000. PSI
TMIX - 200 TO 1000. DEG R (FOR BURN OPTION)
TC - 200 TO 6998. DEG R (FOR UNBURN OPTION)
OFR - 0. TO1.0
4. THE COMBUSTION PROPERTIES ARE THEN DILUTED FOR HELIUM.
An uncertainty for the combustion properties will exist based upon the
assumptions and approximations and the property data used to build the
combustion routine. One of the primary assumptions upon which the
combustion routines are based is Dalton's partial pressure model, at high
pressures and temperatures the Dalton model is not very accurate because of
real gas effects. The constant specific heat assumption is also questionable
at high temperatures and pressures. The injector characteristics, such as
atomization, and heat transfer effects also introduce difficulties in the
combustion modeling. From the information available, it could not be
determined how well the other aspects of the combustion routine account for
the real-gas and other real effects in high pressure, high temperature, fuel
rich combustion processes. Thus, it is difficult to provide uncertainty
estimates for the combustion properties, with the likely uncertainty in the
10% to 20% range.
3.3 Discussion of Hardware Characteristics Uncertainties
In general, the hardware characteristics used in the New SSME Model
were taken from the Rocketdyne SSME Power Balance Model, version PBM
91a. The hardware characteristics are specific to each component and in
most cases are based upon sub-component level testing. For example, the
turbines were cold-flow tested to determine their non-dimensional
performance and this information, after adjusting to engine operating
conditions, is used in the model. Since this information was experimentally
obtained it contains experimental uncertainties and obtaining or
independently assessing the uncertainties was necessary for this effort. The
following sections discuss the information obtained and the assessment of
hardware characteristic uncertainties.
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3.3.1 Discussion of Turbine Map Uncertainties
The performance of the turbines are represented in the models by
using performance maps. These maps are based upon the available
subcomponent test data or other analyses, and as such they are not perfect
representations of the turbine performance. The uncertainty associated with
each map must be estimated based upon how that particular map was
generated.
3.3.1.1 HPFT Map Uncertainty
The HPFTP turbine efficiency map used in the ROCETS SSME model
was obtained from the Digital Transient Model (DTM) and the SSME Power
Balance Model, PBM 91a. Where the portion of the turbine efficiency
parameter versus speed parameter map for the nominal operating points of
the SSME (i.e. 100%, 104%, 109%) was taken from the Power Balance Model,
version 91a The remaining portion of the map was taken from the DTM and
is only used during transient simulations, engine starts and shutdowns. As
discussed more thoroughly in Appendix 4, the high pressure fuel turbine was
tested in the Turbine Test Equipment facility at MSFC in 1991.11 The
results of the cold-flow testing were analyzed by Rocketdyne engineers and
the cold-flow turbine efficiency map was decreased by 3.2% to adjust to
engine operating conditionslL The conversion of the air test results for
SSME engine operation were made to account for thermal effects, Reynolds
number effects, disk cooling, and platform seal leakage effects. Since each of
these corrections is based upon a number of assumptions and approximation
they introduce additional uncertainties, so an uncertainty source to account
for the uncertainty in the correction terms must be included.
When the results from this testing, after applying the corrections, are
plotted in the same form as the HPFT map in ROCETS, turbine efficiency
divided by speed parameter versus speed parameter, Figure 1 is obtained.
Since the map obtained from the cold-flow testing of the HPFT model
provides essentially the same results at the mainstay operating conditions, it
is proposed that the uncertainty associated 'with this map be used as the
uncertainty in the HPFT balance relation. Details of how the uncertainty
associated with a value from the air-test HPFT map are given in Appendix 3.
11 Hudson, Susan T., Craddis, Stephen W., Johnson, P., Dean, and Boynton, James, L., "Cold Flow
Testing of the Space Shuttle Main Engine High Pressure Fuel Turbine Model," AIAA Technical Paper
91-2503, A/AA/SAE/ASME/ASEE 27th Joint Propulsion Conference, June 24-26, 1991, Sacramento,
CA.
12 Boynton, J., and Daumam_ A., "Revision of SSME HPFTP Turbine Performance Based on
NASA/MSFC Baseline Air Test Results," July 23, 1991.
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The total uncertainty associated with the HPFT map is the
combination of the uncertainty from the cold-flow testing and the uncertainty
in the corrections to engine conditions. This data reduction equation is
ETAm_ = ETAt, st + Xco r x ETA_st
= ErAmt x (l+X¢o_) (1)
The uncertainty expression for this equation is
UETA_p [_,OETAtcstJ UETAm* +
and after determining the partial derivatives and algebraically reducing the
above equation the uncertainty expression can be written as
= [ ErA_ (l+Xcor) 2 J (3)
Using the uncertainty in the cold-flow efficiency map determined in
Appendix 3 of 0.75% and making a conservative estimation that the
corrections applied to adjust to engine conditions is within 25%, the
uncertainty in the map efficiency is 1.1%.
*L5
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Figure 1 Comparison of HPFT Maps, map existing in ROCETS and map based upon cold-flow
testing of the HPFT.
This uncertainty estimate represents the uncertainty in the
performance on a high pressure turbine with the same characteristics as the
model used in the cold-flow tests. This uncertainty does not include any
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uncertainty due to manufacturing variations or any uncertainty due to wear-
related performance degradations. By comparing this uncertainty estimate
with the uncertainty estimates from the turbopump pump maps, which
include these additional uncertainty sources, the uncertainty for the HPFT
performance maps is increased to 4.0%.
3.3.1.2 Other Turbine Performance Map Uncertainties
Similar information was obtained for the high pressure oxidizer
turbine; however, the HPOT test program was conducted in 1974 and while
the cold-flow tests were conducted similarly to the HPFT tests, the
experimental uncertainty would be expected to be greater. 13 Uncertainty
estimates for the HPOT performance maps using this information and
including additional uncertainty to account for manufacturing variability
provides performance map uncertainties of 5%.
No information was obtained upon which to base uncertainty
estimates for the low pressure fuel and oxidizer turbines., LPOT, and LPFT.
Thus, uncertainty estimates of 5% were used for the turbine performance
maps.
3.3.2 Discussion of Turbopump Pump Map Uncertainties
Information concerning the SSME turbopump pump maps was
requested from the Tuxbomachinery Branch, Rocketdyne Division. Pump
performance maps with +_2a bands representing the performance variation
caused by manufacturing variability were provided, however the
nomenclature and scale of the maps were not the same as the performance
maps in the ROCETS model. The maps for the HPFP and the LPFP provided
by Rocketdyne show "Normalized Head" versus "Normalized Flow," and the
maps used in ROCETS show "Head Coefficient" versus 'T_low Coefficient."
The Rocketdyne provided maps for the LPOP and the HPOP use the same
nomenclature of "Head Coefficient" versus '2_low Coefficient," but the scales
and units are different. The relationship between the Rocketdyne provided
performance maps and the ROCETS maps could not be determined prior to
the end of this contract.
In order to make uncertainty estimates for the pump hardware
characteristics, it is being assumed that the relationships between the two
sets of maps are linear transformations that account for unit conversions and
design point normalizations. Making this assumption allows the percent
uncertainty from the Rocketdyne maps to be directly transferred to the
ROCETS maps, and that uncertainty estimate will be used to determine the
13Boynton, J., Rocketdyae Division, Personal Communication, 27 March 1996.
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balance relation uncertainty. It is felt that this is a good assumption, with
the information available If future information shows the relationship is
non-linear then the hardware characteristic uncertainty for the pump
performance maps will have to be estimated using the uncertainty
propagation methodology provided in Appendix 1.
3.3.3 Discussion of Duct, and Valve Resistances
The duct and valve resistance values used in the ROCETS model
originated from a variety of sources, and for most cases the exact origin of
the resistance or flow coefficient values are not known. The uncertainties to
associate with the values of the flow resistance hardware characteristics in
the model must be estimated. Very little information is currently available to
base these estimates. The ideal way to assess these uncertainties is to
independently test the particular duct section at engine operating conditions
and determine the flow resistance. This however is impractical, so the
resistance values and their uncertainties must be otherwise estimated.
The resistance values for the ducts which contain the venturi
flowmeters were taken from the venturi calibration report. 5 The venturi
flowmeters were calibrated within the duct as installed in the TTB engine as
an assembly. The resistance for the duct assemblies, with the venturi
flowmeter, are provided in the venturi calibration report, however the
uncertainties associated with the experimental determination of the
resistance values are not provided. The origin of the resistance values of the
other ducts and for the valves is unclear. The resistance values in the
Rocketdyne Power Balance Model were obtained by analyzing engine hot-fire
data and from separate analytical estimates. While some of the ROCETS
resistance values could be obtained from the PBM, the PBM resistances
cannot be used directly in the ROCETS model because the model flow circuits
are significantly different
A review of how uncertainty estimates for the resistance would be
estimated would be helpful. The flow resistance is defined by the expression
APx RHO
R = W2 (4)
where W is the total mass flowrate, AP is the pressure difference across the
duct section, and RHO is the density of the fluid. The uncertainty expression
is then
OR w 0R 2UR = U_ + URHO + Uw (5)
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and the expression can be written in terms of percentage uncertainty as
-fi- - t -_- ) -_--_j (6)
Now the resistance uncertainty can be examined by considering the
uncertainties m the possible test rigs or test data. As Eq. (6) shows, the mass
flowrate uncertainty has twice as much influence as the pressure difference
or the density. As with the venturi calibration testing, the tests would be
conducted with water at ambient conditions and the data would be
extrapolated to engine operating Reynolds numbers. As was extensively
discussed in the previous contract report, additional uncertainties may be
introduced by not performing the tests with the actual cryogenic fluid.
3.3.4 Heat Transfer Calculations
The subroutines QH2 and QO2 calculate the convective heat flux to, or
from, the fluid in a duct. This flux is multiplied by an effective area to obtain
the total energy added to or removed from that volume. For example, the
nozzle coolant heat transfer is calculated by using QH2 to determine the heat
flux between the hot wall of the nozzle and the liquid Hydrogen coolant. This
value is then multiplied by an effective heat transfer area to obtain the total
energy added to the nozzle coolant volume. The heat flux calculation in QH2
is
Q, 0.0303 w (TF_55(Cp_4
= D_8 W°'2 _) k--_-) k'6(TM-TF) (7)
where W is the weight flowrate, D is the hydraulic diameter, TF is the fluid
temperature, TM is the metal temperature, and CP , _, and k are fluid
specific heat, viscosity, and thermal resistance, respectively. A different heat
flux equation is in QH2 if coolant boiling occurs. The total heat transfer Q is
then found with
q =Q,. Ao_ (8)
The origin of the heat flux correlation is not known, there is no
documentation in the QH2 subroutine. The uncertainty for the heat flux
equation can be estimated in two ways. First, uncertainties could be
estimated for each of the parameters and constants in Eq. (6) and then
propagated to obtain an uncertainty in Q'. But, probably the most
appropriate way is to estimate the uncertainty for the overall heat transfer
correlation by examining how the heat flux equation was developed. Since
no information is available for these heat flux correlations, uncertainty
estimates must be estimated based upon engineering judgment and
knowledge of the accuracy of other heat transfer correlations. It is obvious
that the uncertainty will be rather large by noting that the uncertainty in Cp,
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_, and k would be large for super-critical Hydrogen.
uncertainties of 20% will be used.
Thus, heat flux
The value of the effective area is also subject to uncertainty. Again
looking at the nozzle coolant heat transfer, since the nozzle is made up of
over a thousand individual tubes an accurate estimation of the actual heat
transfer area would be difficult. The uncertainty to associate with the
effective area must be estimated based upon how detailed the area
calculation was.
3.4 Module Calculations and Uncertainty Expressions
The uncertainties from the physical property data and the hardware
characteristics are propagated to obtain the uncertainties for the result of
each module using the methodology presented in Appendix 1. This section
will briefly present the equations used in each of the major subcomponent
modules and how the hardware characteristics are propagated to obtain the
uncertainty for the module results. The uncertainty expressions and
calculations for each subcomponent are shown in Appendix 4.
3.4.1 Duct and Valve Flow Modules
The equation used in the FLOW00 module for the flowrate, W, through
a duct is
w = _aP RRI-IO (9)
where ziP is the pressure difference across that section of duct, RHO is the
densiW of the fluid in the duct, and R is the hardware characteristic for the
flow resistance of the duct.
The expression for the uncertainty in the flowrate due to uncertainties
in density from the property routine and uncertainty in the flow resistance
value.
I (10)
and the expression can be written in terms of percentage uncertainty as
r_, jUw (11)W [\ 2 R J
The calculations and the uncertainty calculations for the fuel and
oxidizer valves are performed in the same manner as for the duets and lines.
The primary difference is that the resistance for the valve is a function of the
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valve position and the resistance of the valve is added to the resistance value
for the duct in which the valve is located.
Some of the ducts and valves use a slightly different model, they use a
flow coefficient, CF, instead of a resistance. The equations for these ducts
and valves have the form
W = x/tiP x RHO x CF 2 x FLOCON (12)
where FLOCON is defined as the flow constant, and considering
uncertainties in density and the flow coefficient the uncertainty propagation
for this is
(13)
Comparing Eq. (13) to Eq. (11) shows that the uncertainty in flow coefficient
has a direct relationship on the flow uncertainty, while only half of the
uncertainty in resistance is propagated into the flow uncertainty.
3.4.2 Turbine Modules
The mass flowrate from the turbine is obtained directly from a map
and thus the uncertainty is that of the map.
The energy from the exit of the turbine is found from the expression
HTOUT = HTIN - DH (14)
where DH is the predicted enthalpy drop across the turbine and obtained
from the turbine maps for ETAma, and DHIDLm,, and the expression
DH = (Erhmap)(DHIDL_p) (15)
where
DHIDLma p = HTIN - HTOUTI (16)
= HTIN - f(SIN, PTOUT)
and HTOUTI is the ideal exit enthalpy and is determined as an isentropic
turbine process as a function of the exit pressure, inlet entropy, and the
thermophysical property routine. Thus the energy balance relation
uncertainty is a function of the uncertainty in the efficiency map and the
physical property routine uncertainties. The uncertainty expression m
percentage form is
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=ICUETA.1CU o,l } DH (17)
Using the efficiency map uncertainty of 1.1% and an uncertainty of 0.5%
from the thermophysical property package, the total uncertainty in DH is
1.2%.
3.4.3 Pump Modules
The equation for the exit pressure from a pump is
PTouT=PTm+PSI x RHO x SNRAD 2 (18)
where PSI is the value from the head coefficient map at the flow coefficient,
PHI, determined from the expression
PHI = w_ (19)
RHO x SNRAD
and where Win, is the flowrate into the pump, and SNRAD is the pump speed
in radians per second. The power required by the pump, QDOT, is calculated
with
QDOT = -TORQ x SNRAD/_ (20)
where TORQ is the pump torque. The pump torque is determined in the
model with the equation
where TAU is from the
performance map.
TORQ = -TAUx RHOx SNRAD 2 (21)
torque map parameter versus flow coefficient
The flows through the pumps are iteration variables, so the pump
discharge pressure and the power required by the pump are the results used
in the balance relations.
3.5 Balance Relation Uncertainties
The ROCETS model uses conservation of mass and conservation of
energy at each flow circuit node to balance the system in the numerical
solution algorithm. The 92 balance relations are shown in Appendix 4, as
provided by Dr. Santi. In the data reconciliation optimization strategy
developed by Dr. Santi the balance relation numerical tolerances are
replaced by balance relation uncertainties based upon the hardware
characteristic uncertainties and the physical property data uncertainties.
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The balance relation can be rewritten by subtracting the left-hand side
from the right-hand side, for the continuity and energy balance relations can
be rewritten as
BAL# =Y. WOUT- _ W_N (22)
and
BAL# = _ Energyou T - _ EnergylN (23)
The balance relation uncertainty is determined by using the balance
relations in this form and applying the uncertainty propagation methodology
as presented in Appendix 1. In the solution algorithm certain parameters,
pump flowrates, pressures, and enthalpies are iteration variables. No
uncertainties are being considered for iteration variables.
Appendix 4 is the output from a MathCAD v.6.0+ file which contains
the equations and calculations for the module parameters and uncertainties
and the balance relation uncertainties. The balance relation equations and
the balance relation uncertainties are summarized in Table 1 in Appendix 4.
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".q.d"
4.0 Summary
This report has discussed the primary areas of uncertainty in the
testing and modeling of a new Space Shuttle Main Engine model and
performance analysis tool. The uncertainty estimates in this report will
support the development of the new data integration and reconciliation
model. The overall uncertainty estimates for the test data indicate
systematic uncertainties axe very important, and are often the dominate
uncertainty characteristic. The development of the data reduction data sets
indicated precision uncertainty estimates must be performed carefully to
ensure proper comparisons. The work conducted to assess the uncertainties
in the ROCETS subcomponent models was a unique extension of the
uncertainty analysis methodology. It is now apparent that significant
uncertainties exist in the hardware characteristics due to the uncertainty in
the information used in the development of the characteristics. A
methodology for assessing the uncertainty in linear regressions was
developed and used to assess the uncertainty in the HPOT efficiency map.
4.1 Uncertainty Estimate Improvements
The uncertainty estimates provided in this report represent the best
information available at the time of this report. They should not be
considered final uncertainty estimates, they should be updated as more and
better information becomes available. The uncertainty analysis
methodologies presented in the appendices should be used to improve these
estimates.
The following items are areas that need farther investigation, or are
areas where information was obtained too late in the performance period to
allow proper analysis and inclusion in this report.
1. The balance relation uncertainty estimates for balance relations 50-
69 and 79-93 need to be completed. These balance relations involve the
combustion routines and involve the hot gas ducts and engine
components. The complexity of many of these relations and time did not
allow detailed investigation of these balance relations.
2. The pump maps provided by Rocketdyne do not correlate with the
maps in the ROCETS model. The exact correlation of these maps and the
map uncertainties must be obtained and the performance map
uncertainty estimates updated, if necessary. The information provided by
Rocketdyne is included in Appendix 7.
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3. No uncertainty information was obtained for the LPOTP turbine
and the LPFTP turbine. This information should be obtained and the
balance relation uncertainty calculations updated.
4. The only uncertainty information obtained for HPOTP and HPFTp
turbine performance maps was from cold flow testing of a single turbine
model. Information describing the turbine performance variation based
upon manufacturing variability is needed to update the estimates used in
the balance relation uncertainty calculations.
5. The conceptual bias estimates for the static pressure measurements
a the inlet and exits of the high pressure fuel and high pressure oxidizer
pumps need to be re-examined. Information was provided by the MSFC
Aerophysics Branch, Experimental Division, Structures and Dynamics
Laboratory upon which better estimates of the conceptual bias
uncertainties can be made. However, this information was obtained too
late for inclusion in this report.
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Appendix 1
Uncertainty Analysis
The use and application of uncertainty analysis in engineering has
evolved considerably since Kline and McClintock's classic paper I in 1953.
Developments in the field have been especially rapid and significant over the
past decade, with the methods formulated by Abernethy and co-workers 2 that
were incorporated into ANSI/ASME Standards in 19843 and 19864 being
superseded by a more rigorous approach5. Publication in late 1993 by the
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) of the Guide to the
Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement _ in the name of ISO and six other
international organizations has, in everything but name only, established a new
international experimental uncertainty standard.
The approach in the ISO Guide deals with "Type A" and "Type B"
categories of uncertainties, not the more traditional engineering categories of
bias and precision uncertainties, and is of sufficient complexity that its
application in normal engineering practice is unlikely. This issue has been
addressed by AGARD Working Group 15 on Quality Assessment for Wind
Tunnel Testing and by the Standards Subcommittee of the AIAA Ground Test
Technical Committee. The documents6, 7 produced by these groups present and
discuss the additional assumptions necessary to achieve a less complex "large
sample" methodology that is consistent with the ISO Guide, that is applicable to
the vast majority of engineering testing (including most single-sample tests), and
that retains the use of the traditional engineering concepts of bias and precision
uncertainties. (The chapters on uncertainty methodology in the AGARD 6 and
AIAA 7 documents were authored by the Principal Investigator of this research
program.)
I Kline, S. J., and McCiJntock, F. A., _ Uncertainties in Single-Sample Experiments," Mechanical
Engineering, Vol. 75, 1953.
2 Alxmlethy, R. B., Benedict, R. P., and DowdelL R. B., "ASME Meam.tmmem Uncertainty," d.. Fluids
Engineering, VoL 107, 1985.
3 American National Standards Institut_Atmrican Society Of Mechanical Engineers, Measurement Uncertainty
for Fluid Flow in Closed Conduits, MFC-2M-1983, ASME, 1984
4 American National Standards Institute/American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Measurement Uncertainty,
PTC 19.1-1985 Part 1, ASME, 1986.
5 Intea'nalional Organize'on for Standarcfiz_on, Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement, ISO,
ISBN 92-67-10188-9, 1993
6 QualityAssessmentfor Wind Tunnel Testing, AGARD-AR-304, 1994.
7 AmeliCall Illstilllte of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Assessment of Wind Tunnel Data Uncertainty, AJAA
Standard S-071, 1995.
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2.1 Overview
The word accuracy is generally used to indicate the relative closeness of
agreement between an experimentally-determined value of a quantity and its
true value. Error (d) is the difference between the experimentally-determined
value and the truth, thus as error decreases accttracy is said to increase. Only in
rare instances is the true value of a quantity known. Thus, one is forced to
estimate error, and that estimate is called an uncertainty, U. Uncertainty
estimates are made at some confidence level -- a 95% confidence estimate, for
example, means that the true value of the quantity is expected to be within the
±U interval about the experimentally-determined value 95 times out of 100.
As shown in Figure l(a), total error d can be considered to be composed of
two components: a prec/s/orr (random) component e and a b/as (systematic)
component b. An error is classified as precision ff it contributes to the scatter of
the data; otherwise, it is a bias error. It is assumed that corrections have been
made for all s?cstematic errors whose values are known. The remaining bias
errors are thus equally as likely to be positive as negative.
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Figure 2.1 Errors in the Measurement of a Variable X:(a) two readings; (b) infinite
number of readings.
Suppose that we axe making a number of measurements of the value of a
variable X that is absolutely steady. The k and k+ 1 measurements are shown in
Figure l(a). Since the bias is a fixed error, it is the same for each measurement.
However, the precision error will have a different value for each measurement.
It then follows that the total error in each measurement will be different, since
the total error is the sum of the bias error and precision error in a measurement.
If we continued to take measurements as previously described until we
had a sample of N readings, more than likely as N approached inanity the data
would behave as shown in Figure l(b). The bias error would be given by the
difference between the mean (average) value m of the N readings and the true
A1-3
value of Y_ whereas the precision errors would cause the frequency of oc_m'rence
of the readings to be distributed about the mean value.
As an estimator of _, a bias limit B is defined s. A 95% confidence estimate
is interpreted as the experimenter being 95% confident that the true value of the
bias error, ff known, would fall within :bB. A useful approach to estimating the
magnitude of a bias error is to assume that the bias error for a given case is a
single realization drawn from some statistical parent distribution of possible bias
errors. For example, suppose a thermistor manufacturer specifies that 95% of
samples of a given model are within ±1.0 C of a reference resistance-temperature
(R-T) calibration curve supplied with the thermistors. One might assume that
the bias errors (the differences between the actual, but unknown, R-T curves of
the various thermistors and the reference curve) belong to a Gaussian parent
distribution with a standard deviation b=0.5 C. Then the interval defined by _.B
= ± 2b = ±1.0 C would include about 95% of the possible bias errors that could be
realized from the parent distribution. (The bias limit is sometimes called the
"systematic uncertainty".)
As an estimator of the magnitude of the precision errors (the width of the
distribution of readings in Figure l(b)), a precision limit P is defined s. A 95%
confidence estimate of P is interpreted to mean that the _P interval about a
single reading of _ should cover _ 95 times out of 100. (The precision limit is
sometimes called the "precision uncertainty".)
In nearly all experiments, the measured values of different variables are
combined using a data reduction equation (DRE) to form some desired result. A
good example is the experimental determination of mass flow rate using a
venturi meter as discussed in the previous contract report 9. Functionally, the
mass flow rate is given as
W, = W,(P,T, AP, d,D,a,C_) (1)
One can envision that errors in the values ofthe variables on the right hand side
ofEq. (1)will cause errors in the experimental resultW..
A more general representation of a data reduction equation is
r = r(X,, X2 ..... X J) (2)
where r is the experimental result determined from J measured variables X_.
Each of the measured variables contains bias errors and precision errors. These
errors in the measured values then propagate through the data reduction
s Coleman, K W., and Steele, W. G., Experimentation and Uncertainty Analysis for Engineers, Wtley, New
York, 1989.
9 Coleman, Hugh W., and Brown, Kendall K., "Impact of Uncertainty on Modeling and Testing,"
Propulsion Research Center Report # 95-001, Final Report on NASA-Marshall Space Flight Center
Contract NAS8-38609 D.O. #106, 10 January 1994 to 30 April 1995. ¸.._/
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equation, thereby generating the bias and precision errors in the experimental
result, r.
If the "large sample
expression for U_ becomes
where
u,_
assumption" is made Cv then the 95% confidence
J J-1 J
i=l i=l k_+l
J J-1 J
+Z¢_ + 2 Z Z o,o,e_
_=1 f=l k---'f+l
(3)
Or
0,- (4)
ax,
and where the 95% confidence precision limit for a variable _ is estimated as
p, = 2 S_ N > 10 (5)
and the sample standard deviation is calculated using
[÷, ,,]"S, = _ [(X,)k - -2, (6)
k=l
where the mean value is defined as
(7)
and P_ is the 95% confidence estimator of the covariance of the precision errors
in _ and Xk, and B_ is the 95% confidence estimator of the covariance of the bias
errors in X_ and Xk.
If we define the bias limit (systematic uncertainty) of the result as
d J-I J
t=l i=l k-_+l
and the precision limit (precision uncertainty) of the result as
J J-l d
i=l i=l kffii+l
then Eq. (3) can be written as
U_2 = _ + P_, (10)
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and Eqs. (8) and (9) can be viewed as propagation equations for the bias limits
and precision limits, respectively.
2.2 Determining Precision Limits
Single Test. When the result is determined from a single test -- that is,
at a given test condition the result is determined once using Eq. (2)
r = r(Xz, X_ .... , X j) (2)
and when the X_'s are considered single measurements, then Eq. (9) is used to
find the precision limit of the result. This situation is often encountered in large
scale engineering tests in which measurements of the variables are made at a
given set point over a period that is small compared to the periods of the factors
causing variability in the experiment. A proper precision limit (one indicative of
the dispersion of the variable over several cycles of the factors causing its
variation) cannot be calculated from readings taken over such a small time
interval. For such data, the measurement(s) of a variable X_ should be
considered a single reading -- whether the value of _ is the average of 10, 10 3 or
10 e readings taken during the short measurement time. In such a test, the value
for the precision limit to be associated with a single reading would have to be
based on previous information about that measurement obtained over the
appropriate time interval 10. If previous readings of a variable over an
appropriate interval are not available, then the experimenter must estimate a
value for Pi using the best information available at that time 6,7.
For single tests in which some of the variables (X2 and X3, for instance)
can be determined as averages from multiple readings over an appropriate time
period but the other variables cannot be, then
r = r(X,,-X2,-X_ .... , Xj) (11)
and Eq. (9) is used to find the precision limit of the result as follows. For the
variables that are single readings, the Pi's are the precision limits determined
from previous information or estimated from the best available information. For
the averaged variables when N2 and N3 are equal to or greater than 10, P_ and
P3 should be taken as precision limits of means, (2S2)/(S2) m and (2S3)/(N3) m,
with the S's calculated using Eq. (6). When N2 and N3 are less than 10, it is the
authors' recommendation that the precision limits used in Eq. (9) for the
averaged variables be taken as (P2)/(N2) 1/2 and (Ps)/(N3) m, where P2 and Ps are
determined from previous information, as is done for the single reading
variables.
l0 Steele, w. G., Taylor, R_P., Burmll, It E., and Coleman, H. W., "The Use of Data from Previous
Experience to Estimate the Precision Uncertainty of Small Sample Experiments," A/AA Journal, Vol. 31,
No. 10, 1993.
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For tests in which multiple readings of all of the variables can be obtained
over an appropriate period, the following method is recommended.
Multiple Tests. If a test is performed so that M multiple sets of
measurements (X1, X2, ... XJ)k at the same test condition are obtained, then M
results can be determined using Eq. (2) and an average result r can be
determined using
- 1 M
r- M _" rk (12)
k=l
If the M sets of measurements were obtained over an appropriate time period,
the precision limit that should be associated with a single result would be
P, = t Sr (13)
where t is determined with M-1 degrees of freedom and is taken as 2 for M__10
and S, is the standard deviation of the sample of M results
1 M -- ]1/2Sr = M- _ (rk - r)" (14)
k=l
The precision limit that should be associated with the average result is given by
Pr
P;- _ (15)
with P_ given by Eq. (13). Using the large sample assumption, the uncertainty
that should be associated with a single result would be
and with an average result r
with B_ given by Eq. (8).
Ur2 = Br2+ (2Sr)2 (16)
-- (17)
Correlated Precision Unce_ainties. The P_ terms in Eq. (3) take into
account the possibility of precision errors in different variables being correlated.
These terms have traditionally been neglectedl,8,4,s, 7, although precision errors in
different variables caused by the same uncontrolled factor(s) are certainly
possible and can have a substantial impact on the value of the precision limit n.
In such cases, one would need to acquire sufficient data to allow a valid
statistical estimate of the precision covariance terms to be made ff using Eq. (3).
11 Hudson, S. T., Bordelon, W., and Coleman, H. W., "Effect of Correlated Precision Errors on the
Uncertaintyofa SubsonicVenturiCalibration,"AIAA-95-0797,1995.
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Note, however, that the multiple tests approach using Eq. (14) implicitly
includesthe correlatederroreffect--a definiteadvantage when multiplesetsof
measurements over an appropriate time period are available.
2.3 EstimAting Bias Limits
Bias Limits of Individual Variables. When attempting to estimate
the bias limits ]_ of the individual variables in Eq. (8), one might separate the
bias errors which influence the measurement of a variable into different
categories: calibration errors, data acquisition errors, data reduction errors, test
technique errors, etc. Within each category, there may be several elemental
sources of bias. For instance, if for the Jth variable, Xj, there are M elemental
biaserrorsidentifiedas significantand whose biaslimitsare estimated as (Sj)l,
(BJ)2, ..., (Bj)M, then the bias limit for the measurement of Xj is calculated as the
root-sum-square (RSS) combination of the elemental limits
=++-, +>
The elemental bias limits,(Bi)k,must be estimated for each variableXi
using the bestinformation one has availableatthe time. In the design phase of
an experimental program, manufacturer's specifications,analyticalestimates
and previousexperiencewilltypicallyprovide the basisformost ofthe estimates.
As the experimental program progresses, equipment is assembled, and
calibrationsare conducted,these estimatescan be updated using the additional
information gained about the accuracy of the calibrationstandards, errors
associatedwith the calibrationproce_ and curvefitprocedures, and perhaps
analyticalestimatesofinstallationerrors.
As Moffat 12 suggests, there can be additional conceptual bias errors
resulting from not measuring the variable whose symbol appears in the data
reduction equation. An example would be a point temperature measurement
interpreted to be indicative of a cross-section averaged temperature, but there
may be a cross-sectional variation of temperature, which may or may not have a
predictable profile, causing the "average" value to be different than the point
value. Hence, the inclusion of an elemental bias term for the conceptual error
would be appropriate.
Correlated Bias Limits. Correlated bias limits are those that are not
independent of each other, typically a result of different measured variables
sharing some identicalelemental error sources. It is not unusual for the
uncextainties in the results of experimental programs to be influenced by the
effects of correlated bias errors in the measurements of several of the variables.
12 Moffat, R. J., "Describing the Uncertainties in Experimental Results," Experimental Thermal and Fluid
Science, Vol. 1, 1988.
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A typical example occurs when different variables are measured using the same
transducer, such as multiple pressures sequentially ported to and measured
with the same transducer or temperatures at different positions in a flow
measured with a single probe that is traversed across the flow field. Obviously,
the bias errors in the variables measured with the same transducer are not
independent of one another. Another common example occurs when different
variables are measured using different transducers all of which have been
calibrated against the same standard, a situation typical of the electronically
scanned pressure (ESP) measurement systems in wide use in aerospace test
facilities. In such a case, at least a part of the bias error arising from the
calibration procedure will be the same for each transducer, and thus some of the
elemental bias error contributions in the measurements of the variables will be
correlated.
The B_ terms in Eq. (8) must be approximated -- there is m general no
way to obtain the data with which to make a statistical estimate of the
covariance of the bias errors in X_ and the bias errors in _. The approximation
of such terms was considered in detail in Ref. 12, where it was shown that the
approach that consistently gives the most satisfactory approximation for the
correlated bias limits was
L
B_, = _ (B,)_,(Bk),, (19)
where L is the number of elemental systematic error sources that are common
for measurements of variables X_ and ga.
If, for example,
r = r(X,, X_) (20)
and it is possible for portions of the bias limits B1 and B2 to arise from the same
source(s), then Eq. (8) gives
= _+ _+20_0_B,2 (21)
For a case in which the measurements of Xl and X2 are each influenced by 4
elemental error sources and sources 2 and 3 are the same for both X_ and X2, Eq.
(18) gives
B_ = (B_)_ + (B_ + (Bz _ + (B_)24 (22)
and
13 Brown, IC IC, Coleman, H. W., Steele, W. G., and Taylor, R. P., "Evaluation of Correlated Bias
Approximations in Experimental Uncertainty Analysis," AIAA 94-0772, 1994.
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= (B2)_ + (B2)_ ÷ (B2)_ ÷ (B:_ (23)
while Eq. (19) gives
B,2 = (B,)2(B2)2+ (B,)3(B2)3 (24)
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Appendix 2
Baseline Data Set, Data Reduction Data,
and Uncertainty Estimates
This appendix contains tables for the baseline data set (BDS), the data
sets to use for data reduction and verification of the new model, and the
associated uncertainty estimates. These data sets were generated by
reviewing the test profiles of all Engine 3001 tests performed on the
Technology Test Bed facility. The tests and time slices chosen and for
inclusion in these sets have the same mixture ratios, inlet conditions,
repressurization flowrates, and similar hardware configurations.
A2-1
F..,glne Control Conditions: 104"/, RPL
PTMCHB=PSMCHB'? 63
1-1"HTNK 1021
T'rVL18 1058
PTHTNK g910
PSVL187 g911
MCC Pc Avg
mixture ratio
02 repress flowrete
HQ reprem flo_ate
LPFP irdet temp Icy 6B
LPOP inlet temp lev 6A
LPFP INLET PR
LPOP INLET PR
ROCET8 variable PID# NAME
85O0
8458
341
86
! 209/210 avg
754
734
231-232 AVG
233-234 AVG
659
18
88O5
8801
42
4O
PTFPRB=PSFPRB?
PTOPRB=PSOPRB?
_3PBSO
PSVL02
PSVL197
SNFL
SNFH
rTHTFD
rI'HTOO
rTVL03
t'TVL12
WFOPB?
_/LPFT
XRFPOV
XROPOV
FPB Pc (thru liner)
OPB Pc (thru liner)
PBP di_:t_rgePr NFD
HPFP inlet Pr avg (LFDP)
HPOP inlet PR avg
LPFTPSpeedA
LPOTP speed NFD
I-IPFT dlitmhargetemp AVG
HPOT discharge temp AVG
HPFP discharge temp
MCC clnt dilmharge temp B
OPB fuel flow (calc)
LPFT inlet flow (calc)
FPOV act poe A (FPV1)
oPovactposA (OPVl)
Table I
3126.25
6.01
1.1C
0.2£
37._
166.27
38.4_
97.5_
5278.81
5244.05
7302.45
237.72
337.20
15668.87
5225.15
1801.09
1345.57
93.35
429.56
35.14
29.61
82.94
67.23
Baseline Data Set for 104% rated power level
s
74.86
11.21
33.95
4.14
14.97
28.52
15.91
28,16
28.47
0,22
3.56
0.46
0.34
1.29
1.23
1.4
0.2
0.5
1.7
4.4
0.2
0.3
1.5
21
0.2
0.8
1.3
1.2
1.6
1.8
B
105.56
104.88
146.05
4.75
6.74
313,38
104.50
36.02
26.91
1.87
8.59
0.70
0.59
0.83
0.67
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2-0
2-0
2-0
2-0
20
20
20
10
10
u uq_
183.20 3.5
107.25 2_0
161.06 2_2
9.56 4.0
30.69 9.1
318,53 2.0
109.24 2.1
63.51 3.5
62.97 4.7
1.92 2.1
11.15 2.6
1.15 3.3
0.90 3,1
2.72 3,3
2_56 3.8
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Rotors Va" PId# Ikmsummlnt Name
6903 _SUCE START TIME
S$04 SLICE END TIME
MCC I_: CONTRO_
D_a RKk_tk)n Ikmsurmwnts
_'FPR9 _00 FI=9 Pc (thru ill_)
8458 OPB PC (tluu Ik_r)341 I_P d_llw_ _ NFD
l=_Jt.02 88 HPFP I_e( Pr m_g (LFDP)
PTV1.20 20_210 ivg HFOP InMt PR
8NFL 754 LPFTP Sl:eedA
_qOL 734 LPOTP speed NFD
TTHTFD 231/232 wg HPFT dlsdwge temp avg
TIHTOD 233/234 INg HPOT _ temp mvg
T'rVL03 E_@ HPFP ¢lsdmrge temp
TIVL12 18 MCC aN (_fm_e temp B
WFOPB 6905 OPB fuel Ilow(ml¢)
WLPFT 8801 LPFT Inlel 9ow (_d¢)
_OPOV 40 OPOV I_t pos A (OPV1)
_FPOV 42 FPOV _ pos A (FPV1)
Paint Mm
P1MQIB 63 _ PCAvg
W01 _ FACIIJTY FUEL FLOW
WLPFP _(m FACILITY OXYGEN FLOW
mixture nltiO
02 REPRESS FLOWRATE
1-12REPRESS FkOWRATE
TTHTI_ 1021 LPFP IMet letup lev 6B
TTVl.18 1058 LPOP INet temp lev 6A
PIHTNK I=010 LPFP INLET Pfl
PSVt.187 _11 LPOP INLET PR
Addllllonal Mmmmmm_s
15 HPI=P Irdet temp INg
639 LPFP DIS TEMP
1:"3"VI.03 450 HPFP DI.SCH PR NFD
PSV_I? 8751 HPOP DIS VI_TURI IN PR
? 334 HPOP _dwrge Pr NFD
P_4L137 437 LPFT dm Pr
PSVI_I ? _ MINJ LOX INJ PR 2
6914 LPFTVENTURI PR
8015 LPFT VENTURI TE}_
TTPIBSO 93 PBP (Ira temp chA
PeVL04 356 MFVckx_e Pr
PSVL12 17 MCC (=dmt d_hfge PrA
WCCV 8818 CCV INet 6ow (calc)
8815 N_zle dnt InMt Ik_-I (¢J¢)
8816 N(zle _ Inlet flow-2 (c4dc)
M17 Nmzle dnt InMt Bow-3 (¢ak:)
INF2 TOTN. NOZZLE FLOW
WLPOT 8802 LPOT inl,e flow (¢a1¢)
WHPOP-... 8819 HPOP chdwrge I1¢w ((:ldc)
N1,POV 8804 OPB LOX flow (c=k:)
IR/FPOV 8810 FP8 LOX6Ow (CalC I
Test 21
87 88 89 90 91
88 89 g0 91 92
3128.25 3128.25 3126.25 3126.25 3126.25
5292.15 5286.P9 5288.98 5773.48 5315.98
5227.g6 5224.66 5222.16 5.303.1 5288.42
7344.22 7336.53 7341.87 7356.28 7335.17
231.89 231.41 231.37 232.46 231.38
342.295 342.7 343.375 343.43 343.35
1570_.7 15687.64 15_992.53 15710.43 15681.86
1770.755 1767.335 1769.695 1764.82 1763.485
1313.36 1312.705 1319.19 1317.66 1321.58
93.72 93.67 _3.85 g_..74 g3.63
433.39 432.72 432.99 433.26 433.78
35.93 35.68 35.56 35.94 35.68
30.07 30.01 30.01 30,05 29,9G
65.75 (15.74 e5.59 65.44 65.35
91 .I 81.05 81.07 80.96 91.04
3129.9 3126.9 3127.43 3130,65 3125.(_
36.99 36.97 36.99 36.98 38.98
167.02 167.03 11r/.02 167.02 lb'7.02
35.64 3_.67 35.74 35.64 35.68
97.63 97.87 97.77 97.68 97.95
42.64 42.63 42.64 42.65 4Z84
47.77 47,76 47.76 47.79 47.78
6192.86 6185.23 6181.69 6194.29 6176.48
4158.62 4153.15 4154.17 4157.48 4150,93
4100.28 4_6.31 40_.29 4100.07 40_6.4
3519.41 3816.44 3516.66 3520.99 3514.13
3633.41 3612.77 35_.74 360_39 3583.06
4502.18 ,14_.26 4497.19 4502.7 4494.02
432.79 433.25 433.23 433.25 433.69
208.4 206.37 206,4 208.48 208.39
5810.34 5803.32 5798.79 5815.18 5794.43
4458.92 4454.12 4458.92 4461 32 4448.7
73.95 73.09 74.17 73.41 73.87
14.26 14.25 14.21 14.21 1435
11.83 11.79 11.99 11.7 11.9
14.38 14.33 14.79 14.39 14.81
40.47 40.37 40.99 40.3 40.86
lg0.14 191.71 191.68 190.73 189.8
897.4,9 696.23 894.75 897.59 697.96
28.72 28.79 28.65 26.62 26.88
76.06 75.66 78.66 76.17 75.1
Test 31
54 55 56 58 5_
55 56 57 58 5_
3128.25 3126.25 3126.25 3129.25 3126.25
5245.12 5238.32 5244.72 5243 5240.6",'
5224.06 5227.35 _24.87 5_23.69
7291.94 7279.96 7290.5 7269.69 7290.13
239.$6 239.66 238.93 238.94 23_.38
344.51 343,965 344.945 345.175 344.97
15660.83 15658.19 15650.89 15650.94 15652.05
5207.08 5204.37 5210.57 5206.67 52_1.42
1814.205 1810.11 1807.675 1810.45 1806.91
1343.405 1349.415 1348.8._ 1344.93 1341.765
93.24 93.22 93.23 93.23 93.21
425 425 425 425 425
3_.01 35.02 35.04 34.99 34.93
29.3 29.27 29.28 2g.3 29.31
67.16 67.14 67.25 67.28 67.34
83.38 83.42 83.43 83.29 83.26
3127.M 3123.97 3127,23 3125.86 3125.24
154.57 154.6 154.57 154.8 154.58
925.69 S_5,96 926.12 924,73 926.22
37.04 37.04 37.04 37.04 37.04
164.67 164.72 164,69 164.7 164.72
3_.3 39.24 39,27 3_.28 39.36
95.89 95.81 95.77 95.87 95.99
42.75 42.75 42.74 42.74 42.74
43.62 43.92 43.63 43.62 43.63
6184.88 6178.84 6181.06 6180.52 6178.73
4123.63 4118.52 4123.85 4122.26 4123.45
40_.83 4091.09 4096.82 40e6.43 409636
3512.16 3569.51 3511.79 3511.2 3510.76
3709.49 3_92,87 3689.46 3886.24 3689.91
4482.86 4478.68 4481.04 4480.04 4479.76
428.31 428.25 428.58 428.18 428.18
207.17 207.11 207.17 207.16 207.18
5827.87 5822.04 5823,7 5823 5821.69
4472.38 4467.55 4469.98 4469.38 4466.34
71,99 71.95 72.17 72.12 72.06
14.33 14.24 14.35 14.26 14.21
12.58 12.62 12,59 12,6 12..56
192.33 192.15 192,32 lgZ31 192.25
895.92 895.26 895.72 695.33 894.77
28.69 26.65 28.65 28.66 26.7
74.76 74.65 74.83 74.68 74.62
Table 2. Data Reduction Data Sets, Tests TTB021 and TTB031, 104% RPL
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Rccets Va" Pldm Ilesm_mud Name
9903 8UCE START 11ME
9004 8UCE END TIME
m06 MCC PC CONll_OL
Dma RMluclkm mmmmmms
_" .'_'m_ 5500 FPB Pc (aim qnw)
Pl"OPRB 84M OPS I_ tlhm I_m-)
341 PBPdm Pr NFD
P1VL_ 55 HPFP _d Pr Ivg (LFDP)
PIVL20 20g/210 m_g HPOP W_ PR
SNFL " 754 I.PFTP 8p_A
BNOL 7"J4 LPOTP q)_cl NFD
T'nfTFD 231Q32 wg HRr'r ckmme wrap irvg
_HTOO 233r234 wg HPOT cllulmp Imp mtg
TIVLO3 _ HR=P d_me Wnp
U_L12 18 MCC dnt ¢lmlwge temp B
NFOPB B805 OPB fuel low (talc)
NLPFT 8801 LPFT inkd |ow (cxdc)
_POV 4O OPOV -,_ p_ A (OPVl)
MRFPOV 42 FPOV _ poo A (FPV1}
Canal Palnl Mmm_mmW
;qldCH8 1;3 MCC Pc Avg
N01 R06 FN:IUTY FUEL FLOW
NLPFP _ FACILITY OXYGEN FLOW
m_um mUo
02 RE_RE8_! FLOWRATE
H2 REPRESS FLOW RATE
I'ITiTNK I_M LPI=P InMI romp Icy 6B
nVL18 1058 LFOP inlet te_p toy 6A
:rTHTNK _lml0 LPFP INLET PR
>mt1.187 Mll LPOP INLET PR
Test 34
86 86 87 88 89
86 87 86 99
3120.25 3128.25 3t28.25 3126.25 3126.2_
5236.44 5240.71 523Q.M 5246.64 52M.50
5246.53 5252.03 524.9.48 5256.99 S2e0.S3
725_86 7283.86 7257.74 7286.36 72"/'5.9]'
240.86 241.28 241.04 241.19 241.31
313.825 313.33 313.3 312.81 312.425
15675.19 15G86.27 15684.83 15(84.82 15701.2_
5236.18 5238.45 5238.25 5240.93 5243.53
1808.455 181_.7115 1867.435 1812.(]65 1811.91
1372.05 1374.25 1377.875 1373.725 1370.64
9_16 86.21 8_21 86.25 _3.29
431.01 431.42 431.86 429.97 432.08
34.62 34.83 34_5 34.74 34.74
'_.29 29.36 29.36 2_,38 29.38
(18.44 55.55 66.62 55.64 68.47
86_4 83.94 84.11 83_9 83_
3123.86 3126.86 3124.3 3127.75 3129.02
154.36 154.51 154.4 154.54 154.55
924.55 9_6.18 g28.53 9_.28 925.58
37.01 37.01 37.01 37.01 37.01
186.4 1M.42 155.41 186.39 186._
38.45 3_),38 39.33 31).39 39.27
$8 57.4 56.&9 56.33 55.76
Test 35
100 101 102 103 10
101 102 103 104 10
3126.2_ 3126.25 3126.25 3126+25 3126.2
5240.23 5239.51 5236.87 5231).46 _.40.I
5248.12 5247.46 5243.82 5245.07 5247.1
7315.48 7315.84 ?308.52 7300.55 7323.3_
238.51 238,_ 238.76 238.85 238.6:
347.86 348.195 347.855 347.985 347._
15634.3 15642.48 15_13,_ 1_3_.M 1"J_32.:
5228.44 5228.57 5_26+61 5227.73 5228.4_
1818.71 1818.805 1818.475 1818.425 1819.86_
1344.175 1346.25 1344.265 1345.6 1349.5_
93.25 93.26 93.23 86.25 93.2_.
42_.9 428.64 428.62 4"M,38 429._
35.16 35.16 35.11 35.14 35.1'
29.38 29.39 29.38 29.42 29.4'
67*98 67.49 67.59 6'7.54 67.4:
86.55 83.45 83.44 83.43 83.3:
3t27.55 3126+56 3125.25 3t27.31 3128.1,
154.72 154.76 154.86 154+6S 154.8:
923.77 92_,.27 925.09 924.78 92:5,41
Addmond Mmm_emm_
r'rvL0_ 15 HPFPINet b_p Ir*g 42.71 42.72 42.72 42.72 42.72
I.PFP DIS 11_P 43_4 43._2 43.54 43._1 43_4
:>$'4L03 4._ HPFP DISCH PR NFD 6188.72 61M.67 6155.75 8200A1 6206.27:
:_V1.21? 8751 ItPOP _VE3_'URI IN PR 4127.57 4132.15 4128.01 4134.25 4137.41
>8VL21? 334 HPOP _ Pr NFD 4(_5.04 4_6.81 4_5.57 4100.92 4104.3_
:_VL137 437 LPFTdldwgoPr 5514.27 5516.51 3514.85 3_18.IN 3S20.M
::_VL21? 8684 M_NJ LOX INJ PR 2 3628.03 3636.24 3831.92 3864.84 3648.55
80t4 LPFTVENTURJPR 4484.0_ 4455.GI 4486.1 4491.42 44_.99;
8010 LPFT VENTUR_ TEMP 432.88 432.3 432.15 431.83 432.41
r'IT_._O _3 F_P QsoMrllo _ ch A 210.25 210.3 210.3 210.33, 210.4_
3_ MFVdlm:Nrge Pr 5_3.31 5830*96 M30.03 5868.99 M_.3_
:_A.12 17 MCC c_l_ _ Pr A 4487.19 4470.81 4467.7g 4475.67 4478.0(
NCCV 8618 CCV inlet BOW (_k::) 71.91 71 *99 72 71 *96 71_
8815 NerVe clI_ I_IMI/k]w-1 (_lc) 13.73 13.7 13.85 13.93 13.]
8816 N(:Ezle ci_ Inkl flmv-2 (_dc) 12.19 12.26 12.22 12.23 12.2_
8817 Nalzle tint in_ flaw-3 (¢:a1¢) 14.27 14.3 t4.34 14.43 t4.3_
WF2 TOTAL NOZZLE FLOW 40.19 40.26 40.21 40.2S 4_.3!
WLPOT 8802 LPOT IN_ lk_ (cJc) 191.55 192.03 lgl.97 192.(_ 1112.0(
WHPOP-... 8819 HPOP (:lb_lmF_ Ik=w (c_:) 558.45 8_.86 _.29 880.9 g0().1]
WLPOV 81104 OPB LOX BOw (ak:) 2727 27.3 27.25 27.3 27.32
WFPOV 8810 FP_ LOXIIow (c_Ic) 74.94 75.14 75.06 75.17 75.2(
37.08 37.05 37.06 37.06 37.0(
186.86 166.96 106.99 186.96 199.g(
99.47 3_.39 39.41 30.46 39.3_
99.13 90.08 99.02 _I_.04 M_
42.74 42.74 42,75 42.74 42.7_
43.36 43.34 43.2_ 43.27 432,'
8181.46 6186.36 8170.11 6180.86 6181.9_
4135.67 4134.57 4132.84 4134.2 4137._
4101.7"2 4101.1 4099.01 4100.31 4103.4]
3519.1 3518+71 3518.19 3517.62 _1_
3642.98 3641+6_ 3638.77 3642.1 3638._
4481.58 441_,37 4478.8 4480.82 4481.7;
430.78 430+74 430.32 430 430._
210.19 210.22 210.19 210.2 210.")'
5822.55 5825.12 M19.56 51Q1.26 5822.5£
4454.84 4456.69 4453.05 4455.44 4453.0a
72.21 72,12 72.2 72.25 72_
t3.88 13.86 13.84 13.8 13.7
12.13 12.16 12.12 12.17 12.1;
14.27 14.31 14.25 14.29 14.._
40.28 40.33 40.21 40.26 40.21
1_1.55 191.64 191.61 191.58 191.8'1
924.06 _4+2"I 924.445 9"24.35 92_.4':
27.92 27.88 27.9 27.89 27.94
75.33 75.31 75.24 75.38 75.3;
Table 3. Data Reduction Data Sets, Tests TTB034 and TTB035, 104% RPL
A2--4
Rocet= Vat Pid # Meuumment Name
g_03 SUCE START TIME
9904 SLICE END TIME
MCC PC CONTROL
Data ReducUon Measurements
85OO
:q'C_RB 8458
:q'PBSO 341
PTVL02 86
PTVL29 209/210 avg
SNFL 754
SNOL 734
TTHTFD 231/2"32avg
TrHTOD 233r234 zwg
TTVL03 659
TrVL12 18
WFOPB 88O5
Wt.PFT 8801
XROPOV 40
XRFPOV 42
Avg
3126,25
s s (%) B B (%) U U (%)
FPB P¢ (tl-_ liner) 5278.81 118.67 2.2
OF'B Pc (tt_ liner) 524405 19.53 0.4
PBP discharge Pr NFD 730245 30.82 0.4
PPF"P inletPr avg (LFDP) 237.72 3.69 1.6
inlet I=R 337.20 14.37 4.3
I_PFTP Speed A 15669,87 26.51 0.2
LPOTP speed NFD 5225.15 13.60 0,3
t-PFT dischargetemp avg 1801.09 24.94 1.4
I-POT dischargetemp avg 1345.56 27.22 Z0
I.-IFFPdischarge temp 93.35 0.20 0.2
MCC clntdisctBrge temp B 429.56 3.19 0.7
OPB fuel flow (talc) 35.14 0.41 1.2
LPFT inletflow (talc) 29.52 0.30 1.0
opov==p=A(OPVl) 67.22 1.10 1.5
FPOVa=p=A0_Wl) sz94 115 1.4
Gont]rol Point Measurements
PTMCHB 63 MCC Pc Avg 3126.87
W01 9908 FACILITY FUEL FLOW 154.61
W1J:_P 9G09 FACILITY OXYGEN FLOW 925.42
rnixba'eratio 6.01
02 REPRESS FLOWRATE 1.10
H2 REPRESS FLO,NRATE 0.20
TTI-fThK 1021 LPFP irCettemp lev 6B 37.02
TrVL18 1058 _ inlet temp lev 6A 156.27
PTH'rNK 9910 LPFP INLET PR 38.43
PSVL187 9911 I.POP INLET PR 87.39
5.27
0.14
0.74
79.18 1.5
78.66 1.5
146.05 2.0
4.75 20
6.74 2.0
156.69 10
52.25 1.0
35.02 2.0
26.91 20
1,87 2.0
8.59 2.0
0.70 2.0
o.h'9 2.1
0.34 0.5
0.41 0.5
250.20 4.7
87.82 1.7
156.53 2.2
8.78 3.7
29.53 8.8
165.41 1.1
58.91 1.1
61.53 3.4
60.74 4.5
1.91 2.0
10.70 2.5
1.08 3.1
0.87 29
2.23 3.3
2.34 28
O.O3
0.96
1.64
18,11
Addltlomd Measurements
TTVL02 15 I-PFP inlettemp avg 42.71 0.04
639 LPFP DIS TEMP 44.56 1.91
PSVL03 459 I'-IPF'PDISCH PR NFD 6186.56 8.67
PSVL21? 8751 HPOP DIS VENTURI IN PR 4135.05 12.43
PSVL21? 334 HPOP dscharge Pr NFD 4098.35 3.24
PSVL139 437 LPFT discharge Pr 3815.91 3.45
PSVL21? 8684 MINJ LOX INJ PR 2 3644.05 33.57
8014 LPFT VENTURI PR 4487,18 7,95
8016 LPFT VENTURI TEMP 431.06 1.96
n'PBSO 93 PBP discharge temp ch A 209.02 1.35
_%q_04 356 MF'-Vdischarge Pr 5820.57 11.45
:)SVL12 17 MCC coolant discharge Pr A 4462.86 8,62
NCCV 8818 CCV inlet flow (c_c) 79_48 0.76
8815 Nozzle clnt inlet flow-1 (calc} 14.01 0.27
8816 Nozzle clnt inlet flow-2 (¢z_c) 12.20 0.28
8817 Nozzle tint inlet flow-3 (talc) 14.38 0.15
NF2 TOTAL NOZZLE FLOW 40.37 0.24
/VI.POT 8802 LPOT inletflow (talc) 191.67 0.69
WHI:E_-... 8819 HPOP discharge flow (calc) 904.05 12.23
WLPOV 8804 OPB LOX flow (¢alc) 27.15 0.51
_q=K)V 8810 FPB LOX flow (calc) 75.27 0.53
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.6
4.3
20.7
62.54
3.O9
18.51
0.74
3.33
0.77
1.75
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
53.42
3.10
18.57
0,74
3.84
3.36
35.27
0.2
0.2
1.0
1.9
2.3
1.0
0.6
0.4
1.4
1.9
0.7
0.1 0.85
4.3 0.89
0.1 123.73
0.3 62.72
0.1 81.97
0.1 70.32
0.9 72.88
0.2 89.74
0.5 8.62
0.6 4.18
116.41
8926
2.17
O.29
O.26
O.3O
O.85
4.03
18.99
O.57
1,51
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2,0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
3.0
2.1
2.1
2.1
2.1
2.1
2.1
2.1
2.0
0.86
3.92
124.94
56.38
82.22
70.56
99.09
91.14
9.47
4.96
118.64
90.91
2.65
0.62
0.61
0.42
0.97
4.26
30.96
1.18
1.64
Table 4. Data Reduction Data Sets, Average Values and Uncertainties, 104% RPL.
2.o
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.3
8.7
41.5
2.o
8.8
2.o
2.1
2_O
2.0
2.7
2`0
2.2
z4
2.0
2.0
3.7
4,4
5.o
2.9
2.4
2_2
3.4
4,3
2,4
A2-5
ROOETS v._. PId # MemmremeM
SLICE START TIME
SUCE END TIME
MOC PC CONTROL
Reducbon Meuur4mtents
PTFPRB 85OO
PTOPRB 8458
_I'PBSO 341
_'L02 86
PTVL20 20e/210 avg
SNFL 754
SNOL 734
ril-fflFD 231/232 avg
rrHTOO 233/'234 avg
n'VL03 659
rrvL12 18
NFORB 8805
WLPFT 8801
XROPOV 4O
XRFPOV 42
FIB Pc Ohm liner)
PC (thnl JJlI(W)
PBP dischm_ Pr NFD
HPFP inlet Pr avg (LFDP)
HPOP inlet Pr avg
LPFTP Speed A
LPOTPspmUNFD
HPF'r discharge temp avg
HPOT dieOharge ternp avg
HPFP dk=harge Wrnp
tint d_ temp B
OPB fuel flow (ca_)
LPFT irJel flow (calc)
opov actp_ A (OPVl)
FPOV act pos A _'PVl)
Cobol Point Mealumcner_
:PTMCHB
W01
WLPFP
I"I'HTNK
TTVI.18
PTHTNK
PSVL18?
63
9908
99O9
1021
1058
9910
9911
Pc Avg
FACIUTY FUEL FLOW
FAClUTY OXYGEN FLOW
mixture ratio
:)2 REPRESS FLOWRATE
H2 REPRESS FLOWRATE
LPFP inlet letup lev 61B
LPOP inle( temp lev 6A
LPFP INLET PR
LPOP INLET PR
Addltlomll MMsumnwnts
"rTVL02
PSVIJ)3
PSVL21?
PSVL21?
PSVL137
PSVL21?
TTPBSO
PSVL94
PSVL12
WCCV
WF2
WLPOT
INHPOP-_.
WLPOV
VVFPOV
15
639
459
8751
334
437
8684
8014
8016
93
356
17
8818
8815
8816
8817
88O2
8819
88O4
8810
IHPFP inl_ temp avg
!LPFP DIS TEMP
HPFP_SCH PRm'D
HPOP DIS VENTURI IN PR
HPOP discharge Pr NFD
LPFT discharge Pr
MINJ LOX INJ PR 2
LPFT VENTURI PR
LPFT VENTURI TEMP
PBP discharge ternp ch A
MFV dkch_ge Pr
MCC coolant disldmrge Pr A
CCV inlel flow (calc)
Nozzle tint inlet flow-1 (calc)
Nozzlednt in_t flow-2(cake)
Nozzle tint inlet _ (calo)
TOTAL NOZZLE FLOW
LPOT inlel flow (calo)
HPOP discharge now (_)
OPB LOX flow (oalo)
FPB LOX flow _cak:_
Avg
i
3276.5
5578.61
5591.4 I
77!2_7 !
247.9 i
335.9 I
18158.2 I
5381.6 I
1851.6 I
1420.2 I
961 I
424.0 I
38.1 I
4.1
15.2
16.8
1.3
20.9
26.6
15.3
5.9
22.4
0.0
1.6
0.3
0.1
0.8
0.3
s (%)
0.1
0.3
0.2
0.5
6.2
0.2
0.3
0.3
1.6
0.0
0.4
0.8
0.2
1.1
0,3
83.7
83.9
154.3
5.0
6.7
151.6
53.8
37.0
28.4
1.9
8.5
0.7
0.7
0.4
0.4
s (%)
1.5
1.5
2.0
2.0
2.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.1
0.5
0.5
54.1
892
157.9
5.6
42.4
170.1
61.9
38.9
53.0
1.9
9.1
0.9
0.7
1.6
0,7
u (%)
1.5
1.6
2.0
2.3
12.6
1.1
1.2
2.1
3.7
2.0
2.1
2.5
2.1
2.2
0.8
32763
162.1
959.2
6.O
1.1
0.2
37.1
166.0
38.7
97.0
1.5
0.1
1.1
0.0
0.0
1.0
0.1
2.1
o.o
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.6
O.2
2.2
65.5
3.2
19.4
0.1
0.7
3.3
O.8
1.9
2.0 65.6
2.0 3.2
2.0 19.5
2.0 0.0
2.0 0.7
2.0 3.9
2.0 0.8
2.0 4.7
2.O
2.0
2.0
0.3
2.0
2.3
2.0
4.8
42.9
43.7
6587.7
4369.9
4336.9
3683.2
3846.4
4740.6
427.0
212.8
6195.9
4720.7
74.8
14.7
13.0
15.2
42.6
197.5
950.5
29.8
81.0
0.0 0.0
0.1 0.2
9.1 0.1
6.6 0.2
4.2 0.1
3.9 0.1
27.5 0.7
4,7 0.1
1.9 0.4
1.6 0.8
6.5 0.1
8.2 0.2
0.2 0.3
0,3 1.9
0.2 1.8
0.1 0.3
0.1 0.1
0.3 0.2
13.7 1.4
0.5 1.8
0.4 0.4
0.9
0.9
131.8
87.4
86.7
73.7
76.9
94.8
8.5
4.3
123.9
94.4
2.2
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.9
4.1
20.0
0.6
1.6
2.0 0.9
2.0 0.9
2.0 133.0
2.0 88.4
2.0 87.1
2.0 74.1
2.0 94.6
2.0 95.3
2.0 9.3
2.0 5.4
2.0 124.6
2.0 95.8
3.0 2.3
2.1 0.6
2.1 0.6
2.1 0.3
2.1 0.9
2.1 4.2
2,1 33.9
2.1 1.2
2,0 1.8
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.5
2.0
2.2
2.5
2.0
2.0
3.1
4.4
4.3
2.2
2.1
2.1
3.6
4.2
2.2
Table 5. Data Reduction Data Sets, Average Values and Uncertainties, 109% RPL.
A2-6
$ (%) B B (%) U U (%)_k>c_ds Var Pid # Measurement Name Avg s
9903 SLICE START T1ME
9904 SUCE E]_D TIME
9906 MCC PC CONTROL 3006
Data RKiuc_on MemUl'ements
:q"FPRB 8500 _ Pc (thru liner) 4966,36 20.76
::rr_ 8458 OPB Pc (tt_ru liner) 4963.12 11.71
:q'PBSO 341 F:_P dlscftarge Pr NFD 6970.15 41.70
86 Hi=F'P inlet Pr avg (LFDF_ 230.76 3.43
IPTVL20 209/210 avg I.POP inlet PR 342.61 1.71
SNFL 754 I.I:FTP Speecl A 15228.81 35.10
SNOL 734 LPOTP speed NFD 5096.70 7.79
"I-I'HTFD 231/232 avg I-PFT disd_rge temp avg 1766.23 23.26
"I-rHTOD 233t234 avg HPOT discllarge temp avg 1296,59 1211
"fTVL03 659 HPFP discharge tla'np 90,99 0.19
TTVL12 18 MCC ctnt dmcharge temp B 431.50 3.70
WFOPB 8805 OPB fue_ flow (calc) 34.09 0.34
WLPFT 8801 L.PFT inlet flow (calc) 28.11 0.29
X_&_t:_OV 40 OI=OV act pos A (OPV1) 64.34 0.51
42 FF=OV act pos A (FPV1) 80.85 1.00
Control Polnt _
PTMCHB 63 MCC Pc Avg 3005.70 4.74
W01 9£08 FACILITY FUEL FLOW 148.43 0.20
WLPFP 9909 FACILITY C#_GEN FLOW 890.55 1,30
rnMure ratio
02 RER:_SS FLOWRATE
H2 REPRESS FLOWRATE
T334TNK 1021 LPFP inlet temp lev 613 37.01 0.03
f'rVL18 1058 LPOP inlet temp lev 6A 16631 0.97
P'fHTN_ 9910 _ INLET PR 39.01 1.52
PSVL187 9911 _INLET PR 98.51 0`£6
0,4
0.2
0.6
1.5
0.5
0.2
0.2
1,4
0.9
0.2
0.9
1,0
1.0
0.8
1,2
1.50
1.50
200
2-00
200
1.00
1.00
2_OO
250
Z00
200
2(30
2.10
0.50
0.50
0.2 2.00
0.1 200
0.1 200
(6.01 mr)
:1.1 Ib/sec)
[0`2 Iblsec)
0.1 2.00
0.6 2_00
3.9 2.00
1.0 2.00
74, 79533
7444679
139.4
4.6
6.9
152.3
51.0
35.3
25.9
1.8
8.6
0.7
0.590342
0.322703
0.404248
85.56 1.7
7&04 1.6
162.45 2.3
8.27 3.6
7.66 2.2
167.69 1.1
53.29 1.0
61.65 3.5
35.48 2.7
1.86 2.0
11.37 2.8
0.96 2.8
0.83 3.0
1.07 1.7
2.04 2_5
Adclitionsl Measurements
f-rVLQ2 15 I-IPFP inlet temp avg 42.56 0`06 0.1
639 LPFP DIS TEMP 44.48 1,90 4.3
PSVL03 459 I-PFP DISCH PR NFD 5873,75 5.50 0.1
_SV1.219 8751 I-PEP DIS VENTURI IN PR 3946.85 11.06 0.3
PSVL.219 334 _ discharge Pr NFD 3911.84 5.09 0.1
:_"V1_139 437 LPFT dscharge Pr 3363.04 280 0.1
:_SVL217 8684 MINJ LOX INJ PR2 3489.10 80,16 2.3
8014 _ VENTLIRI PR 4280,82 7.32 0.2
8016 LPFT VENTURI TEMP 432_80 2.40 0.6
I-rPBSO 93 PEP dlscttarge temp ch A 206,42 1.12 0.5
:>SVL04 356 MF"V discl'=arge Pr 54530.18 9.40 0.2
:_SVL12 17 MCC ooola_ discharge Pr A 4256.53 6.74 0.2
NCCV 8818 CCV inlet flow (ca]c) 70.17 0.60 0`9
8815 Nozz_ c_t inlet flow-1 (calc) 13.22 0.41 3.1
8816 Nozz_ c_t inlet flow-2 (calc) 11.42 0.27 2,4
8817 Nozzle clnt inlet flow-3 (calc) 13.65 0.14 1,0
WF2 TOTAL NOZZLE FLOW 38.13 0.54 1.4
WLPOT 8802 LPOT inlet flow (cal¢) 187.61 0.84 0.4
WHi=OP-... 8819 I-POP discha_e flow (calc) 870.76 1224 1.4
Vv!.POV 8804 OPB LOX flow (calc) 25.14 0.68 2.7
WFPOV 8810 F'PBLOXflow(cal¢) 70,777 0.384052 0.542622
60.1
3.0
178
0.7
3.3
0.8
2.0
60.86 2-0
3.00 2_0
1800 2.0
0.74 20
3.85 2-3
3.14 8.1
2.75 2-8
2-00 0`9
2-00 0`9
2.00 117.5
2-00 78.9
2.00 78.2
2-00 67.3
2-00 69,8
2-00 85.6
200 8.7
2.50 4.1
200 110,6
2OO 85.1
300 2.10501
2.10 0.277526
2,10 0`259862
2.10 0.286706
2,10 0.800632
2,10 3,939884
2,10 18.28594
2.10 0.5
2 1.41554
0.86 2-0
3.90 8.8
117.99 2-0
81._ 2.1
78.90 2.0
67.49 2_0
174.85 5.0
86.86 2.0
9.90 2_3
4.69 2_3
112,19 2_0
86.19 2_0
2.42 3.5
0.86 6.5
0.59 5.2
0.40 2.9
1.34 3.5
4.28 2.3
30.56 3.5
1,45 5.8
1,610508 2.275468
Table 6. Data Reduction Data Sets, Average Values and Uncertainties, 100% RPL.
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Appendix 3
Uncertainty in Linear Regression
Introduction
When experimental information is used in a model in the form of a
curvefit an uncertainty due to the original experimental program is
introduced. Currently there is no accepted methodology to assess this
uncertainty. The work reported here is a continuation of a previous effort I to
develop a methodology to assess the uncertainty in linear regression
analysis, or curvefits, when the experimental uncertainties contain precision,
systematic, and correlated systematic uncertainties.. The work reported in
reference [1] developed a methodology to assess the uncertainty in the
regression coefficients, slope and y-intercept, for a 1st order linear regression.
The most common forms of regression models used are straight lines and
polynomial curvefits where both the X and Y axes are functional
relationships containing uncertain experimental information. While
multivariate regressions are also important models, they were not studied in
this effort.
In using the basic regression models with typical engineering data
many of the underlying assumptions used in the statistical development of
the regression models are violated. The underlying assumptions assume that
the errors" (1) are unbiased; (2) have constant variance; (3) are uncorrelated,
and (4) are normally distributed.'_ In a typical experimental program the
first three assumptions will usually be violated. Seber _- and Montgomery 3
discuss these assumptions and provide methods to deal with some of the
violations, however their methods are mathematically rigorous and do not
readily lend themselves to the propagation of experimental uncertainties.
Violation of these assumptions does not preclude using the regression models
to obtain a model for the data, but the model must be used with the
realization that it only represents the "best fit" of a curve through the data.
Any confidence interval then used with that curvefit must properly account
for any violation of the underlying assumptions.
The methodology presented in this report is an extention of accepted
uncertainty propagation techniques to the linear regression equations. The
effectiveness of this new methodology was evaluated using Monte Carlo-type
simulations. This report will briefly discuss the uncertainty analysis
techniques and then present its application to linear regression analysis, first
for 1st order (straight line) regressions and then for higher order (polynomial)
regressions followed by a summary of the Monte Carlo simulation technique
employed to evaluate the methodology. The report concludes with the
application of the curvefit uncertainty methodology to compressor map
characteristics.
Re__e_gression Analysis Uncertaint_ Methodolog_ for Slo_-Interce_t
A3-1
The uncertainties in the slope, m, and the Y-intercept, c, are functions of
the uncertainties in the determinations of the X and Y variables. The values
of m and c are obtained by minimizing the sum of the squares of the
deviations between the line and the data points, commonly known as the
method of least squares. The development of the equations to calculate m
and c can be found in statistics books2,S, 9 and only the equations will be
presented here. For N (X_, I_) data pairs, the slope of the line, m, is
determined fi'om
N N N
m= ,--1 i--1 ,--, (1)
NZ(g)-
i=1 i=l /
and the intercept, c, is determined from
N N N N
N2(g)- 2<
i=1 \ i=1
In this paper we present a methodology to determine the uncertainties in
linear regression coefficients. The effectiveness of this methodology was
analyzed using a Monte Carlo-type simulation assuming the true
relationship between the X and Y variables is in fact linear.
The approach presented in this paper is an application of the
uncertainty analysis methodology presented above to the regression
equations for slope and intercept
Considering Eq.s (2) and (3) to be data reduction equations of the form
(3)
and
c=c(X,,X, ..., Y, ,..., ) (4)
and applying the uncertainty analysis equations, Eq.s (5)-(13), the most
general form of the expression for the uncertainty in the slope of the line, m,
is
A3-2
I,,+2
i=l t=1
+ _.. B _x, +2
t=1 t=1
Br, r_ + p 2r,
k=t+l 1=1
x,x_ + p 2X_
k=l+l _=1
l=l k=l
(5)
where Br, is the systematic uncertainty for the Y, variable, Bx, is the
systematic uncertainty for the X_ variable, Br, y, is the covariance estimator
for the correlated bias uncertainties in the Y_ and Yk variables, Bx, x, is the
covariance estimator for correlated bias uncertainties in the X, and X k
variables, Pr, is the random uncertainty for the Y, variable and Ix, is the
random uncertainty for the X_ variable, and Bx, r, is the covariance estimator
for the correlated bias uncertainties between X_ and Y_.
A similar expression for the uncertainty in the intercept is
U_ = Z _c B2 9'-1 _ Dc Dc c_c p2r, + 2 Br, r_ + r,
1=1 1=1 - 1 I=l
+ Xr + Bx_x_ x,
I=1 l=1 I l=l
+ 2 ,:, _,:, t. 8X, 9 k BY, J Bx'r"
The partial derivatives axe
N
an
i=l
2¢ N 2
(7)
N N
Z(x:)-x,Zx,
I=1 t=1
t=1 ) _" t= I "/
(8)
$¢
i-I
x,
b,I
x #-I 1=1 b.l .,'x
J
(9)
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and 2x,_r,- x:,- x, x r,- x, x, 2Nx,-2_X,
C |-[ 1-1 {={. _ {-| {-I i-| t--I { -1 t
(x:)- " x, (x:)- x,
Equations above show the most general form of the equations for the
uncertainty in the slope and the y-intercept, allowing for correlation of bias
errors among the different X's, among the different Ys and also among the
X's and Y's.. If none of the systematic error sources are common between the
X variables and the Y variables, the last term of the equations, the X-Y
covariance estimator, is zero and the equations reduce to
,=1 +2x ':' +y" :m
,--Ik=,+l._-,. 3Yk ,=, dY, r,
(11)
+Z
_=l _Xi x, + p2x,
_=, i DXi dXi Bx'x' + _-'_=1DX,
and
B 2 2_., Dc Dc Dc p2
i=1 i=1 I DY_ DYk Br'r' + i=, DYi r,
i=I DXi x,+ i=I - x DXi DXI _=, DXi x,
(12)
Regression Analysis Methodology for Predicted Value; Straight Line
The expression for the uncertainty in the predicted value, Y, at a given
X variable
Y(X) = mX +c (13)
(where X is assumed to have no uncertainty) is determined m a similar
manner by applying Eq.s (2) through (8) to equation (21) to obtain
UY(x) = Z B2r, + Br,r. + _ r,
i=1 /=1 k=/+l\ ,.,'a i I i=l °_Yi
,=, 8X, x, + 2 _-1k=,+,k.DX,) \ oT(k x,x. ,=, 8X, x,
o_"
+2
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and 8/7 - _ X+ _ (16)
and where the partial derivatives for m and c are as defined in Eq.s (15)
through (18). The partial derivatives can also be determined numerically, as
will be discussed later.
Calibration Problem
If the value of X being used in the regression model is measured with
the same apparatus as the _ data, and thus shares the same systematic
error sources the uncertainty expression must be expanded to include these
uncertainties and correlations. This problem is often encountered in
calibration processes and the uncertainty expression is
,.+,=,t._r,: ' +zZ,:,._+,tYffJtT_-.J&'_ ,=, "
+ x, + Bx'x" k axe) x,
I=1 I=1 1 l=l
+ B_ +2 x_, P7
i=1 t=! I=l
er ¢or B
,:, .:, t-_k--7,)t777Jx,.. ,:, ter,) x',
If no errors sources are common between the X and Yi variables, the X-Yi
correlation terms are omitted, these terms comprise the last line of the above
expression.
Numerical Partial Derivative Determination
The partial derivatives can be approximated directly using a finite
difference numerical technique, often referred to as a "jitter-routine."[4] A
simple forward-difference partial derivative, which has accuracy of order h is
Dr _f(X_ +h, X2,...,X,)- f(X_,X2,...,X,) (18)
8x, h
It was determined during this effort that round-off errors could be
significant, so double precision arithmetic was used. Accuracy was also
enhanced by using a second order accurate central-d£fferencing scheme s, such
as:
Dr _f(X_ +h, X2,...,X,)- f(X _-h, X2,...,X,) (19)
D_ 2h
Traditional Statistical Regression Uncertainties; Straight Line
A3-5
To demonstrate the value of the uncertainW propagation methodology
presented above a comparison to the confidence intervals provided by
traditional statistical techniques is needed. The form of the statistical
intervals used in this study was taken from Natrella lo, more discussion of
these intervals and additional forms of the intervals can also be found in
references [2] and [3]. The variance of the slope is given as
= 4 (2o)
with the 95% confidence interval represented by
re+As m
where the 95% coverage factor, _, is determined
Student's t-distribution, with n-2 degrees of freedom, as
= t95(n- 2) (22)
Similarly, the variance for the y-intercept is given by
g =4 + (23)
and the 95% confidence interval is determined as
c + A s, (24)
A confidence interval about any point along the regression line, what has
been referred to as the predicted value is obtained with the interval V_ as
W, = As, _ S= • (25)
and the 95% confidence region is expressed as
Y,+W_ (26)
Where the sum of squares statistics used in the determination of these
intervals are defined as
S==ZX} "'=' " -__(X-.Y) = (27)
i=] n i=l
(21)
using the two-tailed
and S_:ZY, 2 "=' " -Z(Y-Y) 2 (28)
ill 1/1 t=]
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n n
,
n
/=1 ]'/ i=1
'{s ( 2.land s_ = _ _ S= J (30)
X and Y as Functional Relations
In many, ifnot most instances, the test data will be expressed in some
form of functional relationship. In these cases, the data will not be the
variables used in the regression, instead the result from the functional
relationships will be used. Examples of common functional relations are
Reynolds number, flow coei_ficient,pressure coei_cient, specific fuel
consumption, etc. This can be expressed for a general example as
X_ = f(VAR1;, VAR2_) (31)
and Y_= f (VARl ,,VAR 4i,VAR 5_) (32)
so the expression for the uncertainty in the predicted value becomes
+2Z Z _-'.(,_v-Tm m,_ v._j. (33)
i=l k=i+l j=l x.w.,,, ZA-L}/i/ \V, zxa_jk/
. . 4 s 8Y 8Y
_=lk=lj=lt=j+1k,cYVA-l_JiJk.dTVA-l_kJ
where the second term accounts for correlated systematic uncertainty sources
within each variable and the third term accounts for systematic uncertainty
sources common between variables. Similar expressions for the uncertainty
in the slope and y-intercept are readily obtained. The complexity introduced
by the transformation necessitates determining the partial derivatives
numerically.
Another important form of transformation is when one or both of the
variables are represented in logarithmic space. A similar technique is used
whereby the functional relationship as expressed in Eq.s (39) and (40)
become the logarithmic function desired, such as
X_ = In(VARI_) and Y_ = ln(VAR2_) (34)
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The partial derivatives then account for the transformation and the
uncertainties in the measured variables are propagated in the units of the
measurand without transformation.
Methodology Development and Monte Carlo Simulations
The methodology for assessing the uncertainty in linear regressions
was developed using Monte Carlo-type simulations. Monte Carlo-type
simulations are often used in uncertainty analysis to determine the
effectiveness of a particular uncertainty model. For this work, what is
referred to as a Monte Carlo-type simulation simply means generating
numbers to represent experimental data with some amount of error randomly
obtained from predefined error distribution populations.
The Monte Carlo simulations were conducted in the following manner.
"True _ values for data from a relationship with specified coefficients were
determined. The word true is emphasized to indicate that it represents the
actual physical quantity of the parameter ff it could be measured without any
bias error or precision error, which is always an unobtainable value. The
two-sigma (2 standard deviation or 95% confidence) bias limits and precision
limits for each variable were then specified. The errors in each variable were
assumed to come from these normally distributed error populations with the
specified standard deviations. A random value for each bias error and
precision error was found from a Gaussian random deviate generator
subroutine using the specified standard deviations. The Gaussian deviates
have a mean of zero and an equal probability of being positive or negative.
The bias errors within each variable were assumed to be from the same
source, and were assigned the same random deviate from the Gaussian
distribution. In some cases these bias errors were a fixed amount and in
some cases they were a percent of reading type error. Precision errors were
obtained by sampling the precision error populations repeatedly to obtain
independent random deviates for each variable. The individual error values,
bias errors and precision errors were then summed and added to the true
value to obtain a data point with errors from the specified error populations.
These data points were then used in the linear least squares equations to
obtain the value of the regression coefficients and the curvefit model. These
coefficients and the curvet_t model represent the "best fit" of the experimental
data when the bias and precision errors are present.
A 95% confidence uncertainty interval for the result was calculated
from the uncertainty propagation analysis equations for m, c, and Y. A _+U_
interval was placed around the slope coefficient value, m, and ff the true
value of the slope was found to be within the interval a counter was
incremented. A similar procedure was used with the y-intercept and the
predicted value from the curvefit expression. This procedure was repeated
10,000 times and the percent coverage, or number of times the true result
was within the estimated interval, was determined. Using this procedure,
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the effectiveness of the uncertainty propagation equation could be
investigated by checking whether or not the true value is within the 95%
confidence uncertainty interval about the measured result 95% of the time,
we can determine how well our uncertainty approximation equations work.
In the previous work 1 the precision uncertainties used in the
propagation equations were determined using the 'large sample
approximation" and calculating a standard at each setpoint. The effect of
sample size, i.e. the number of setpoints and the number of data taken at
each setpoint, was thus studie& The conclusion drawn from this analysis
was that when the "correct" precision limit is used in the propagation
equations the desired confidence interval is obtained. Thus, all the work in
this report will assume that the correct precision uncertainties have been
estimated based upon prior information and experience with the test rig so
that the simulations will evaluate the methodology only.
A useful statistic from the simulation is the uncertainty ratio, the ratio
of the average uncertainty intervals for the regression coefficients from the
10,000 iterations divided by the true 95% confidence intervals. The true 95%
uncertainties are calculated as twice the sample standard deviations, Sin, Sc,
and SY, from the 10,000 samples of the regression coefficients {not to be
confused with the standard deviations of the curvefit, sin, so, and W, as
defined in Eq.s (28), (31), and (33)}. The sample standard deviations from
the 10,000 sample population can be expected to be good representations of
the actual standard deviations of the infinite population with the elemental
uncertainty sources as defined. An uncertainty ratio near unity shows that
the uncertainty methodology works for the particular case, with values
greater than one meaning an over-prediction and values less than one
meaning an under-preduction.
1"t Order Regression Uncertainty_ Simulation and Results
Case 1: Dominant Systematic Uncertainties
BxI= 2.5 Bx_= 2.5%
By1= 2.5 Bw= 2.5
Px= 0.0 PY= 0.1
pt Yi
Bxs=Br_ = 2.5
1 I 80.0
2 90.0
3 100.0
4 110.0
5 120.0
Coefficient Uncertainties
90.0
100.0
110.0
120.0
130.0
Uncertainty Propagation
Uy f'_7
4.58
4.31
5.06
5.32
5.59
Um Cov_%)
95.6
95.3
true slope, m=l.0 0.036
true y-intercept_ c=10.0 3.56
Table 1. 1st Order Regression
Uncertainties.
Coy _%) Ratio
95.4% 0.99
95.3% 0.99
95.4% 0.99
95.3% 0.99
95.4% 0.99
Ratio
1.01
0.99
Classical Statistics
0.15
0.11
0._
0.11
0.15
tS
0.005
0.47
Coy _%) Ratio
3.9 0.02
2.5 0.02
1.8 0.01
2.3 0.02
3.0 0.02
Cov _%) Ratio
21.1% 0.13
20.2% 0.13
Simulation and Results; Dominant Systematic
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Case 2: Comparable Unoertalnties
Bx_B_= 0.0Bn= 2.5 Bx== 0.0%
Bn= 2.5 Bw= 0.0%
Px = 2.5 Pv =2.5
Unoertalnt_ Propaf ation Classical Statistics
pt X_ Yi Uy _-_7 Coy (%) Ratio W (_ffi) Coy _%) Ratio
1 80.0 90.0 4.47 95.3 0.99 3.42 85.3 0.89
2 90.0 103.0 4.02 95.4 0.99 2.41 77.6 0.70
3 103.0 I10.0 3.87 95.4 0.99 1.98 71.4 0.60
4 110.0 120.0 4.03 95.4 0.99 2.42 77.4 0.70
5 120.0 130.0 4.47 95.6 0.99 3.43 84.9 0.89
Coef_oient Unoertalnties
true slope, m=l.0
true 7-interoept! ¢=I0.0
Uml_it Coy (%) Ratio tS {_ Coy (%) Ratio
0.112 95.1 1.00 0.164 94.4 1.464
11.84 95.0 1.03 16.5 94.0 1.394
Table 2. 1st Order Regression Simulation and Results; Comparable Systematic
and Precision Uncertainties.
Case 3: Dominant Precision Unoertainties
Bn= 0.0 BL-= 0.0 Bxs=B_= 0.0
Bn= 0.0 Bw= 0.0
Px = 2.5 1% =2.5
Uneermin_ Propap[ation
1 80.0 90.0 2.74 95.6
2 90.0 100.0 1.96 95.3
3 100.0 110.0 1.59 95.3
4 110.0 120.0 1.98 95.4
5 120.0 130.0 2.76 95.4
Classical Statistics
Coe_ioient Unoertalnties Um|=,I_ Coy (%)
true slope, In=l.0 0.112 95.4
true y-interoept_ c=10.0 11.31 95.5
Ratio W (-,T) Coy (%) Ratio
1.00 3.15 95.0 1.46
1.00 2.25 94.8 1.46
1.00 1.84 94.6 1.46
1.00 2.28 94.9 1.46
1.00 3.17 94.8 1.46
Ratio tS (=-s) Coy (%) Ratio
1.01 0.163 94.94 1.48
1.01 16.5 94.79 1.47
Table 3. 1st Order Regression Simulation and Results; Dominant Precision
Uncertainties.
Calibration Problem Results
The calibration problem was simulated, wherein the systematic
uncertainty associated with the X variable in the curvefit expression was
correlated with the systematic uncertainty in the X data used in the curvefit.
Equation (18) was used with the X-Y correlation terms omitted. The same
true linear expression was used as in the previous simulations, however the
curvefit was evaluated at calibration points between the curvefit data. The
input data, uncertainty information, and simulation results are shown in
Table 4.
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Calibration Problem
Case 1: Dominant Systematic Uncertainties
Bx= 2.5 Px= 2.5
B_ = 2.5 PY= 2,5
pt XF_eai) Yj
1 80.0/85.0 90.0
2 90.0195.0 100.0
3 100.01 105.0 110.0
4 110.01 115.0 120.0
5 120.0/125.0 130.0
Uncertaint_
4.24 95.2
3.91 95.2
3.87 95.0
4.12 95.0
4.68 95.1
Prop a_[ation
Ratio
1.00
0.99
1.00
0.99
0.99
Table 4. Calibration Problem Simulation and Results; Comparable Systematic and Precision
Uncertainties.
Table 4 again demonstrates that the appropriate uncertainty interval is
obtained with the proposed methodology. The regression coefficient results
and the traditional statistics results are similar to Tables 1, 2, and 3. They
have been omitted because they are not affected by the calibration problem.
Polynomial Regression Uncertainty_ Simulation Results
A 2 nd order polynomial curve was used to generate "true" (X,Y) data
pairs and the uncertainty propagation methodology was evaluated using the
Monte Carlo simulation technique. The methodology provided the
appropriate coverage for the curves simulated. Several different curves have
been modeled and simulated, and the methodology appears to work in most
curvefit applications. A few areas need further work before the methodology
can be fully recommended, these areas are discussed in the next section.
In lieu of presenting the results of the polynomial simulations
performed, a polynomial curvefit for the High Pressure Fuel Turbopmnp
turbine efficiency map will be discussed in Appendix 4.
Future Research
A number of areas of continued research are identified as a result of
this effort In all of the Monte Carlo simulations performed, the precision
limits used in the propagation equations were the exact (2a) values. Work
similar to that presented in reference [1] needs to be performed and extended
to study the effect of sample size. the large sample approximation, data
location, the use of prior information, and the use of other precision limit
estimates. The polynomial curvefit results indicated that the methodology
provides the appropriate uncertainty intervals in a well defined and well
behaved problem. However, if the data and the curvefit using that data do
not represent the _true" phenomena being investigated incorrect uncertainty
intervals will be obtained. This could happen due to over-fitting or under-
fitting the data. In general, the limitations of using this method to assess the
uncertainties in polynomial curvefits must be investigated, and any
underlying assumptions identified.
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Since the primary motivation of this work is the assessment of
uncertainties in propulsion system models, and since multivariate regression
models are often used in engine system models a means of assessing the
associated uncertainties is needed. Thus extension of this methodology to
multivariate regressions is necessary.
Another important area for future research is the engineering
application of this methodology. For example, how should it be integrated
into data acquisition and test data reduction systems. How should the
uncertainty information be documented so that others reading a report have
the necessary information. And finally, an algorithm or flowchart describing
how to implement this methodology would be very useful.
Conclusion
The work presented in this appendix provides a new methodology for
assessing the uncertainty associated with curvefits of experimental
information. This methodology is based upon the propagation of
experimental uncertainties using accepted techniques. In the analysis it was
shown that the methodology provided the appropriate uncertainty intervals
when correlated systematic uncertainties are present, and that traditional
statistical confidence intervals do not provide the appropriate intervals in
these situations. The methodology was shown to extend to cases where the
curvefit variables are functional relations of experimental data.
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Appendix - 4
Monte Carlo Simulation of HPFT Efficiency Map
Appendix 3 introduced the proposed methodology to assess the
uncertainty of n a order linear regressions when the regression parameters
are functional relations. To verify the methodology was applicable to the
type of component performance maps used in the SSME model, a Monte
Carlo simulation of the turbine efficiency map for the High Pressure Fuel
Turbopump Turbine (HPFT) was conducted. This simulation is also
important as another demonstration of the regression uncertainty
methodology.
As discussed in Section 3.3.1, the uncertainty to associate with a value
from the HPFT efficiency parameter versus speed parameter map is being
estimated from the cold-flow testing of the HPFT in the MSFC air flow
Turbine Test Equipment facility1 and the adjustments to engine operating
conditions.
The information used to obtain the HPFT turbine efficiency map was
obtained from a July 1991, Rocketdyne Internal Letter 2. This memo only
contains the reduced data, and not the measured inlet and exit total
pressures, total temperatures, and mass flowrates. Using information from
this memo, and discussions with MSFC personnel involved in the HPFTP
model testing s, information to set up the Monte Carlo simulation was
generated.
For the purposes of the Monte Carlo simulation a fourth order linear
regression was obtained from the data in the Rocketdyne memo. The fourth
order curvefit used to model the efficiency map was
+" ("
Information about the inlet test conditions and the test profile from Ms.
Hudson was used to generate a set of data which yields values on this curve.
This information is shown in Table A-4.1. She also stated that the overall
uncertainty associated with the temperature measurements is 1.0°R,
consisting mostly of bias uncertainty, the overall uncertainty in the pressure
1 Hudson, Susan T., Gaddis, Stephen W., Johnson, P., Dean, and Boynton, James, L., "Cold Flow Testing
of the Space Shuttle Main Engine High Pressure Fuel Turbine Model," AIAA Technical Paper 91-2503,
AIAA/SAE/ASME/ASEE 27th Joint PropuLsion Conference, June 24-26, 1991, Sacramento, CA.
2 Boynton, J.,and Damnann, A., "Revision of SSME HPFTP Turbine Performance Based on NASA/MSFC
Baseline Air Test Results," July 23, 1991.
3 Personal Communication with Ms. Susan Hudson, Experimental Branch, Structures and Dynamics Lab,
NASA- Marshall Space Flight Center.
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measurements is 0.25 psia, consisting mostly of precision uncertainty, and
the overall uncertainty in speed measurement is approximately 15 rpm,
consisting mostly of precision uncertainty. Using this information the
uncertainties to use in the Monte Carlo simulation were chosen.
T01 1"02 P01 P02 N PR U
549.69 519.30 100 62.5 2000 1.6 87.870
549.69 524.96 100 71.4 2000 1.4 87.870
549.69 533.25 100 83.3 2000 1.2 87.870
549. 69 508.37 1O0 66.7 4000 1.5 175. 739
549.69 499.32 1O0 62.5 5000 1.6 219.674
549.69 504.84 100 66.7 5000 1.5 219.674
549.69 496.52 100 62.5 6000 1.6 263.609
549.69 502.67 100 66.7 6000 1.5 263.609
549.69 494.85 1O0 62.5 6982 1.6 306.753
549.69 501.48 100 66.7 6982 1.5 306.753
549.69 517.67 100 76.9 6000 1.3 263.609
549.69 508.95 100 71.4 6982 1.4 306.753
549.69 517.47 1O0 76.9 6982 1.3 306.753
549.69 527.06 100 83.3 6000 1.2 263.609
549.69 517. 74 1O0 76.9 8000 1.3 351. 478
549.69 527.36 100 83.3 6982 1.2 306.753
549.69 528.15 100 83.3 8000 1.2 351.478
549.69 531.65 100 83.3 10000 1.2 439.348
Table A-4.1. Input "Data" used
U/CO
0.096
0.113
0.152
0.207
0.241
0.258
0.289
0.310
0.337
0.361
0.382
0.394
0.444
0.455
0.509
0.530
0.607
0.759
ETA
0.440
0.491
0.589
0.687
0.729
0.746
0.770
0.782
0.794
0.802
0.807
0.809
0.812
0.811
0.805
O.80O
0.772
0.647
ETA/U/CO
4.562
4.346
3.883
3.324
3.025
2.887
2.661
2.522
2.359
2.222
2.113
2.051
1.828
1.782
1.582
1.511
1.272
0.852
in HPFT Efficiency Map Monte Carlo Simulation
The x-axis of the turbine efficiency map is the velocity ratio, defined as
the disk tangential speed, U, divided by the isentropic spouting velocity, Co.
Where the velocity ratio is determined from
U _ Dpit_h ×N
229.18 _/_sec (2)
and the isentropic spouting velocity is found from
C° = 4 2g¢ J AI-Ir-r(i-_) _/_sec (3)
and the delta-enthalpy is calculated as
[AH.r_T0._ ) = To1 1- P -7-1 (4)
where gc is the gravitational constant, d is the Joules Constant, and the
229.18 in the denominator of the U is a unit conversion constant. The data
reduction equation for the turbine model efficiencyis
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Tol - '1"o2
= (5)
Toni 1- (P°2/ _ _]t, /PovJ
However, the map efficiency, the y-axis, is plotted in terms of the efficiency
divided by the velocity ratio,
Using these data reduction equations and the generated test measurements
the true values of map efficiency and velocity ratio were calculated, shown in
Table A-4.1.
The uncertainty to associate with the fourth-order regression is
obtained by applying Eq. (33) in Appendix 3. The resulting expression is
n._ i=lt,0Tl(i)) i=/_l_) T_ i=_ t'0P'(i)j '1 i=l
"t" /._ ¢ _ Timilp_p2. N (1)-I- 2 ( __ _map 1BT, <i)
i=lt.0N(l) ) i=lt.aT_(i)j i___0T2(i)) T: i___t._P,(i) j ,
" • " arl_ 2
i___t.0p: (i)) P_ i=lt. OW(i)j
n-I n-I
t,0Tl(i)Jt, OTi(k)J ' ' ta   oJC T-777 TJ'i=l k=i+l i=l k=i+l
i=l _=lk,0Ti(i)Jk, aTi(k)J i t i=l k=i+l\ It Sit It }/
+22 B,2,2
i:l k=i+l_._P2(i)_t_P2(k)J ' ' i:l  ta , i)Jt J '"':'
.-i [ correlation temls for BTim,BT2m, } (7)
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U/CO ETN(U/CO_ U _ Cove_e % = RATIO
0.095 4.7119 0.053 95.54 0.0266 0.995
0.113 4.4896 0.0435 95.51 0.0219 0.994
0.152 4.0116 0.0337 95.28 0.017 0.993
0.207 3.4338 0.0282 95.34 0.0142 0.995
0.241 3.1246 0.0231 95.21 0.0116 0.996
0.258 2.9824 0.0202 95.14 0.0102 0.996
0.289 2.7489 0.0155 95.23 0.0078 0.997
0.310 2.6055 0.0134 95.33 0.0067 0.999
0.337 2.4365 0.0127 95.51 0.0064 1.002
0.361 2.2957 0.0137 95.51 0.0068 1.002
0.382 2.1834 0.0149 95.37 0.0074 1.001
0.394 2.1191 0.0156 95.29 0.0078 1.001
0.444 1.8881 0.0167 95.28 0.0084 0.996
0.455 1.8411 0.0167 95.22 0.0084 0.994
0.509 1.6342 0.0176 95.22 0.0089 0.986
0.530 1.5608 0.0194 95.12 0.0098 0.984
0.607 1.3141 0.0322 95.21 0.0163 0.989
0.759 0.880 0.036 95.79 0.018 1.000
Table A-4.2. Results of HPFT Efficiency Map Monte Carlo Simulation
The average uncertainty ranges from 1.1% at U/C0=0.096 to 4.1% at
U/C0=0.759. At the general mainstage operating regime of the SSME the
uncertainty in the efficiency parameter is approximately 0.5% - 0.75%.
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Appendix - 5
Balance Relation Uncertainty Calculations
Table 5.1 contains the balance relation equations and the balance
relation uncertainty estimates. The remainder of this appendix is the output
from a MathCAD version 6.0+ file which performs the calculations for the
balance relation uncertainty estimates. This file is being provided to the
COTR, Mr. John P. Butas, NASA/MSFC, Propulsion Laboratory, EP-14. As
better estimates for the hardware characteristic are obtained this file can be
quickly modified to obtain the updated balance relation uncertainty
estimates.
Balance relation uncertainties for balance relations 50-69 and 79-93 are
essentially default values, these uncertainties are only slightly better than
pure guesses. These value are intentionally over-estimated so that when the
balance relation uncertainties are used in the solution methodology the
solution will work to resolve the balance relations for which more
information is known. When additional information is obtained to allow the
estimation of uncertainties for these subcomponent models these balance
relation uncertainties should be updated.
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Balance Relation Equations, Calcuations, and Uncertainty Calculations
Constants and information used throughout the equalions.
Joules Constant
CLEN := 1.0
CMASS :-- 1.0
CFORCE :-- 1.0
CTEMP := 1.0
C-C :=386.088
FLOCON := 0.53531
The turbopump speeds are:
SNRADFL :: SNFL----_
30
SNRADFH := SNFH.!
30
SNRADOL := SNOL-!
30
SNRA.DOH := SNOH-!
30
ILl := 9337.92
SNRADFL = 1.444" 103
SNRAI)FI'-I = 3.524" 103
SNRADOL = 537.135
SNRADOH = 2.885" 103
SNFL := 13785.63
SNFH :=33655.01
SNOL :=5129.258
SNOH := 27553.1
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BalanceRelation1: VVLPFP=WF1
* WLPFPisaniteraUonvariable
* WF1istheflow in fuel line 1, calculated in FLOWO0
First, look at the calculation of WF1 and it's uncertainty
WFI=IA P RHOVL01RF1
Consider uncertainlJes in the resistance and
the density from the property routine.
U U 2 )2
WLPFP := 149.0299
WFI := 149.0299
RF1 :=3.81.10 -6
URF 1 := 0.10.RF1
RI'-IOVL01 :=2.56-lff 3
U RHOVL01 :=O.001.RHOVL01
Evaluating the parlial derivathtes and dividing by WF1 to obtain
the uncertainty as a percentage.
I U RF11 U RI--IOVL01
u%WF1:= 2 i --i / ÷  OVt,01
LP/_ WF 1 = 5 -%
UWF 1 :=WFI'U% WF 1
U WF1 = 7.452
Now rewrite the balance relation as
UBAL1 :=UwF 1
BALI :=WFI - WLPFP
BALl = 0
U BALl = 7.452
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the right-hand side of the balance relation:
U BALl
U% BALI :-
WFI
U% BAL 1 = 5 "%
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Balancerelation2:WLPFP*HTHTNK+QDOTLPFP=WFI*HTVL01
* WLPFP is an iteraUon variable
* HTHTNK is the H2 tank enthalpy and is an iteration variable
* QDOTLPFP is the power required by the pump, calc'd in SPUMP
* WF1 is the flow in fuel line 1
* HTVL01 is the volume I enthalpy and is an iteration variable
Now rewrite the balance relation and determine the uncertainty
BAL2_WFI.HTVLO1 - WLPFP.HTHTNK- QDOTLPFP
The LPFP torque is calculated in SPUMP and uses a map for TAU vs PHI
TORQLPFP=- TAULPFP-TORQMLPFP. RHOVL01. SNRADFL 2
TORQLPFP :=- 10521.79
TRQPFL := TORQLPFP
HTVL01 :=- 96.92439
HTHTNK :=- 107.8393
WLPFP := 149.0299
TAULPFP := 1.971925
SNFL = 1.379" 104
SNRADFL= 1.444-lOP
Considering an uncertainty associated with the torque coefficient vs flow coefficient map, and an
uncertainty in density due to the property routine.
U TAULPFP = O.05-TAULPFP
• 1;U%TORQLPFP =,_( _?_ / + _ RHOVL01
U% TORQLPFP = 5.001 "%
U TORQLPFP := U% TORQLPFp.TORQLPFP
U TORQLPFP = 526.195
QDOTLPFP :=- TORQLPFP.
QDOTLPFP = 1.627" 103
SNRADFL
RJ
- SNRADFL
OTORQLPFP :- RJ
U 2U QDOTLPFP :=_(OTORQLPFP" TORQLPFP)
U QDOTLPFP = 81.349
U% QDOTLPFP
._ U QDOTLPFP
QDOTLPFP
U% QDOTLPFP = 5.001 "%
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Retumingtothebalancerelation uncertainty,
and noting that the uncertainty sources are UWF 1 AND UQDOTLPFP
BAL2 := WFI-HTVLOI - WLPFP.HTHTNK- QDOTLPFP
OWF 1 :=HTVL01 BAL2 =-0.004
0 QDOTLPFP := - 1
_ ::_/(ow_,.,w_,)_+(oQDo_x_'-'QDo_,_)
U BAL2 = 726.834
Now writing the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation:
U BAL2
U%BAL2- IWFI._VL011
U% BAL2 = 5.032 -%
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Balance RelaUon 3: WFI=WHPFP
* WHPFP is an iteration variable
* WF1 is the flow in fuel line 1, calculated in FLOWO0
Recalling the WF1 uncertainty
U% WF l = 5 -%
U WF1 =7.452
Now rewrite the balance relaUon as BAL3 :: WHPFP - WF l
UBAL 3 :=UwF 1
U BAL3 = 7.452
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation"
U BAL3
U% BAL3 :-
WHPFP
U% BAL3 = 5 -%
WHPFP := 149.0299
BAL3 = 0
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Balance relation 4:WFI*HTVL01 +QDOTVL02=WHPFP*HTVL02
* WHPFP is an itera'don variable
* HTVL01 is the volume 2 enthalpy and is an iteraUon vadable
* QDOTHPFP is the power required by the pump, calc'd in SPUMP
* WF1 is the flow in fuel line 1
* HTVL01 is the volume I enthalpy and is an iteration variable
Now rewrite the balance relation and determine the uncertainty
BAIA := WHPFP.HTVL02- WF1.HTVL0I - QDOTVL02
BAL4 =0.001
OWF 1 :=-HTVL01
U 2
U BALA = 722.268
HTVL02 :--- 96.92438
QDOTVL02 := 0
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation"
U BAL4
U%BAIA- IWHP_ HTVL021
U% BAIA = 5 "%
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Balance Relation 5: WHPFP=WMFV+WFTC
* WHPFP is an iteration variable
* WMFV is the main fuel valve flow, calculated in FLOW00
Now rewrite the balance relation as: WMFV+WFTC-WHPFP
Looking at the flow and uncertainty calculations for the MFV
WMFV--J/IP RHOVLO3RMFV
Consider uncertainties in the resistance and
the density from the property routine.
Evaluating the parUal derivatives and dMding by WF1 to obtain
the uncertainty as a percentage.
U%WMFV :: 2 RM_V / + _ /
U% WMFV = 5 .%
U WMFV '= WMFV-U% WIVIFV
U WIViFV = 7.255
Looking at the flow and uncertainty calculations for the FTC
WFTC=_/_P-RHOVL03-CFFTC2-FLOCON
Consider uncertainties in the resistance and
the density from the property routine.
Evaluating the partial derivatives and dividing by WF1 to obtain
the uncertainty as a percentage.
U% WFTC :=_ _ / + RHOVL03
U% WFTC = 10.44 -%
U WFTC :: WFTC.U% WFTC
U WFTC = 0.41
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WMFV := 145.1001
RMFV := 1.53.10 -5
URMFV := O.IO.RMFV
RI--IOVL03 := 2.89.10 -3
U RHOVL03 := 0.O01-RHOVL03
WFTC :=3.929894
CFFTC :=2.025
U CFFTC := O.10- CFFTC
RHOVL03 := 2.89-10 .3
U RHOVL03 := 0.06.RHOVL03
Rewriting the balance relation and determining the uncertainty
BAL5 := WMFV + WFTC - WI-IPFP
BAL5 = 9.4" 10_
,_ 2 2U BAL5 := U WMFV + U WFTC
U BAL5 = 7.267
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation"
U BAL5
U%BAL5-Iw_v+ wrrcf
U% BAL5 = 4.876"%
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Balancerelation6:WHPFP*H'rVL02+QDOTHPFP=(WMFV+WFTC)*HTVL03
* WHPFP is an iteration variable
* HTVL02 is the volume 2 enthalpy and is an iteration variable
* QDOTHPFP is the power required by the HPFTP pump, calc'd in SPUMP
* WMFV is the flow through the MFV
* WFTC is the flow through the fuel turbine cooling line
* HTVL03 is the volume 3 enthalpy and is an iteralJon variable
Now rewrite the balance relaUon and determine the uncertainty
BAL6=(WMFV+WFTC)*HTVL03-WHPFP*H'I'VL02-QDOTHPFP
HTVL03 := 176.0563
The required pump power is determined from the SPUMP module and the pump map uncertainties.
SNRADFH
QDOTHPFP-TORQI-IPFP,
RJ
TORQHPFP is calculated using TAUHPFP from the torque
parameter vs flow coefficient map.
TORQHPFP=- TAUHPFP. TORQMHPFP. RHOVL03. SNRADFI-I 2
TORQHPFP := - 107789.8
TAUHPFP := 3.003558
SNFH = 3.366" 104
SNR.ADFH = 3.524" 103
TRQPFI--I := [TORQHPFP [
Considering an uncertainty associated with the torque coefficient vs flow coefficient map, and an
uncertainty in density due to the property routine.
U TAUHPFP := 0.05-TAUHPFP
U%TORQHPFP 4\ TAUHPFP ] _ RHOVL03 /
U% TORQHPFP = 7.81 -%
U TORQHPFP := U% TORQHPFP' TORQHPFP
U TORQHPFP = 8.419-103
U TRQPFI--I := U TORQHPFP
U TRQPFH = 8.419" 103
QDOTHPFP :=- TORQHPFP
QDOTHPFP = 4.068-104
SNRADFH
RJ
SNFI--I := 33655.01
SNRADFH := SNFH ---_-n
30
SNRADFH = 3.524344" 103
- SNRADFH
0 TORQHPFP - ILl
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U QDOTHPFP :=%/(OTORQHPFp'U TORQHPFP) 2
U QDOTHPFP = 3.177"10B
U QDOTHPFP
U% QDOTHPFP '- QDOTHPFP
U% QDOTFIPFP = 7.81 -%
Retuming to the balance relation and its uncertainty
BAL6 := (WMFV+ WFTC)-HTVL03 - WHPFP-HTVL02- QDOTHPFP
BAL6 =--0.034
The partial derivatives, O's, are
OWMFV :=HTVL03
0 WFTC := HTVL03
0 QDOTHPFP :=- 1
so that the uncertainty expression for balance relation 6 becomes
U BAL6 := _(0 WMFV'U WMFV) 2+ (0 WFTC "U WFTC) 2+ (8 QDOTHPFp'U QDOIt-IPFP) 2
O BAL6 = 3.425" 10x
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation"
U BAL6
U% BAL6 - I(WMFV + WFTC)-HTVL03 I
U% BAL6 = 13.055 "%
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Balance Relation 7: WMFV=WF2+WF6+WF8+WFIG+WFFI+WFOI
* WMFV is the main fuel valve flow, calculated in FLOW00
* WF2 is the flow through fuel line 2, calculated in FLOW00
* WF6 is the flow through fuel line 6, calculated in FLOW00
* VVF8 is the flow through fuel line 6, calculated in FLOW00
* WFIG is the flow through fuel line, calculated in PIPE01
* WFFI is the flow through fuel line, calculated in PIPE01
* WFOI is the flow through fuel line, calculated in PIPE01
Now rewrite the balance relation as: BAL7=WMFV-WF2-WF6-WF8-WFIG-WFFI-WFOI
First, look at the calculation of WF2 and it's uncertainty
WF2=Ifi P RHOVL04RF2 WF2 := 56.02199
Consider uncertainties in the resistance and
the density from the property routine.
RF2 :=4.59.10 -5
RF6 :=3.00.10 -4
RF8 :=4.43-10 -4
CFFIG := 0.42
CFFFI :=0.745
CFFOI = 0.799
Evaluating the partial derivatives and dividing by WF2 to obtain
the uncertainty as a percentage.
IU%WF2 := 2 _-J + RHOVL04 /
U% WF2 = 5 -%
U WF2 := WF2-U% WF2
U WF2 = 2.801
First, look at the calculation of WF6 and it's uncertainty
WF6=IA P RHOVL04RF6
WF6 := 54.64435
URF 2 :--0.1-RF2
RI--IOVL04 := 2.87-10 -3
U RHOVL04 := 0.001 .R/-IOVL04
Consider uncertainties in the resistance and
the density from the property routine.
(0 0v 04.  0 04 
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EvaluatingthepapalderivativesanddividingbyWF6toobtain
the uncertainty as a percentage.
U% WF6 := - +
U% WF6 = 0.05
U WF6 := WF6.U% WF6
U WF6 = 2.732
First, look at the calculation of WF8 and it's uncertainty
WFSml_p RI-IOVI.,04RF8
Consider uncertainUes in the resistance and
the density from the property routine.
U WFSm_ (O RF8-U RF8)2+ (O RHOVL04. U Rt-IOVL04)2
Evaluating the paRtial derivatives and dividing by WF8 to obtain
the uncertainty as a percentage.
U%wF8:= 2
U% WF8 = 0.05
U WF8 := WF8"U% WF8
U WF8 = 1.595
Looking at the flow and uncertainty calculations for the FIG
WFIC_-_JAP.RHOVL04. CFFIG2-FLOCON
Consider uncertainties in the resistance and
the density from the property routine.
Evaluating the perlJal derivatives and dividing by WFIG to obtain
the uncertainty as a percentage.
U% WFIG = 10"%
U WFIG := WNG-U% WFIG
U WFIG = 0.086
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U RF6 := O.1-RF6
WF8 := 31.90515
U RF8 :=0.1 .RF8
WFIG := 0.85539
U CFFIG := O. 1.CFFIG
Looking at the flow and uncertainty calculations for the FFI
WFFI--_hP.RHOVL04. CFFFI 2-FLOCON
Consider uncertainties in the resistance and
the density from the property routine.
_= J(oc_._c_i/_+(o_o_o4._..o_o,/_
Evaluating the partial derivatives and dividing by WF1 to obtain
the uncertainty as a percentage.
U% WFFI = 10 .%
U WFFI := WFFI.U% WFFI
U WFFI = 0.086
Looking at the flow and uncertainty calculations for the FOI
WFOI=_hP. RHOVL04. CFFOI 2.FLOCON
Consider uncertainties in the resistance and
the density from the property routine.
_o,=J(o_oi.__o_/_+(o_,o_0,.__,o_04/_
Evaluating the partial derivatives and dividing by WF1 to obtain
the uncertainty as a percentage.
/(U CFFOI/2 (1 U RHOVL0412
U% WFOI =0.1
U WFOI := WFOI.U% WFOI
U WFOI = 0.086
The uncertainty expression for BAL7 reduces to
U BAL7 :: _U WF22+ U WF62+ U WF82+ U WFIG2 + U WFFI 2 + U WFOI2 + U WIVIFV 2
U BAL7 = 8.398
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation"
U BAL7
U% BAL7 - IWF2 + WF6 + WF8 + WFIG-e WFFI + WFOI[
U% BAL7 = 5.786-%
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WFFI := 0.85539
U CFFFI :=O.I.CFFFI
WFOI := 0.85539
U CFFOI := 0.1- CFFOI
Balance relation 8:
WMFV*(HTVL03-UTVL04)= 0NF2+WF6+WF8+VVFIG+WFFI+WFOI)*(HTVL04-U'I'VL04)
* WMFV, WF2,WF6,WF8 are calculated in FLOW00 and have uncertainties
* WFIG, WFFI, WFOI are calculated in PIPE01 and have uncertainties
* HTVL03, HTVL04 are iteration variables
° UTVL04 is calculated in SSME3.CFG
HTVL04 and PTVL04 are iteration variables:
l PTVL04
UTVL04 :=HTVL04 -
RJ RHOVL04
UTVL04 =-37.001
Thus UTVL04 has uncertainty due to the
uncertainty from the property routine.
1 PTVL04
ORHOVLO4 -
IU RHOVL042
HTVL04 := 176.0563
PTVL04 := 5709.895
**this value for UTVL04 is slightly
different that the value in the output
file used of-37.34206
U UTVL04 := _/(O RHOVI£)4' U RHOVL04) 2
U UTVL04 = 0.213
Balance relation 8 is rewritten as:
BAL8 := (WF2 + WF6 + WF8 + WFIG + WFFI+ WFOI). (HTVL04 - UTVL04) - WMFV.(HTVI.,03 - UTVL04)
BAL8 = 8.002
(9WF2 := HTVL04 - UTVL04 0 WFIG := HTVL04 - UTVL04
OWF 6 := HTVL04- UTVL04 OWFFI := HTVL04- IYrVL04
OWF 8 := HTVL04- UTVL04 OWFOI := HTVL04- UTVL04
0 UTVL04 :=-WF2 - WF6 - WF8- WFIG- WFFI- WFOI+ WMFV
0 WMFV :=- HTVL03 + UTVL04
[( 2 2 2 2
2 2 2
U BAL8 = 1.789" 103
Now wdte the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation"
U BAL8
U% BAL8 '- [(WF2 + WF6+ WF8+ WFIG+ WFFI+ WFOI).(HTVL04 - UTVL04) [
U% BAL8 = 5.786 .%
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BalanceRelaUon9:WF2=WF3
* WF2andWF3arecalculatedinFLOW00
First,lookatthecalculationofWF3andit'suncertainty
WF3=IAp RHOVL05RF3
Consider uncertainties in the resistance and
the density from the property routine
WF3 := 56.0222
RF3 :=4.89-10 .5
U RF3 := O.I-RF3
Evaluating the par'dal derivatives and dividing by WF2 to obtain
the uncertainty as a percentage
U% WF3 = 5 "%
U WF3 := WF3.U% WF3
U WF3 = 2.80 l
Rewriting the balance relation and determining the uncertainty
BAL9 := WF3- WF2
BAL9 = 2 1" 10TM
U BAL9 := _]U
2 2
WF2 +UwF3
U BAL9 = 3.962
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation
U BAL9
U BAL9 f 3J
U% BAL9 = 7071 "%
R.HOVL05 := 2.89.10 -3
U RHOVL05 := 0.OOI-RHOVL05
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BalanceRelation10:WF2*HTVL04+QDOTVL05=WF3*HTVL05
* WF2,WF3arecalculatedinFLOW00anduncertaintiesasabove
* HTVL04, HTVL05 are iteration variables
* QDOTVL05 is defined as zero for this relation
Rewri'dng the balance relation and determining the uncertainty:
BALl0 := WF3.HTVL05- WF2.HTVL04- QDOTVL05
BALl0 = 0.043
OWF 3 := HTVL05
OWF 2 :=- HTVI,04
U BALl0 = 697.458
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation"
U BALIO
U%BAL10 '-IWF3.I_rrVL05[
U% BALl0 = 7.071 "%
HTVL05 := 176.0564
QDOTVL05 := 0
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Balance Relation 11" WF3=WF4+WNLK1
* WF3, WF4 are calculated in FLOW00
* WNLK1 is the nozzle leakage flow and is currently zeroed out.
Rewrite the balance relaUon as: BALl I=WF4+WNLKI-WF3
WNLK1 '--0
First, look at the calculation of WF3 and it's uncertainty
WF4.=IAp _RHOVL06]_,4
WF4 := 56.02217
ConsideruncertainUesinthe resistance and
the densityfromthe property rouUne.
_WF_=_/(_44) +(_R_OV_0__OV_0,/_
RF4 := 1.05.10 -4
URF 4 := 0.1.RF4
RHOVL06 := 2.84.10 -s
U RHOVL06 :=0.001.RHOVL06
Evaluating the partial derivatives and dMding by WF2 to obtain
the uncertainty as a percentage.
 %04i1
:= 2 RF4 / + _-I_ ]
13% WF4 = 5 "%
U WF4 := WF4-U% WF4
U WF4 =2.801
Rewriting the balance relation and determining the uncertainty
BALll :=WF4 + WNLK1 - WF3
BALll =-3-10 -5
J _UBAL11 := UWF42+IJwF3
U BALI 1 = 3.962
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation"
U BALl 1
U%BALll IWF4+ w_-_II
U% BALl I = 7.071 "%
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BalanceRelation12:WF3*(HTVL05-U'I'VL06)=(WF4+WNLK1)*(HTVL06-U'I'VL06)
* WF3,WF4arecalculatedinFLOW00,asshownabove
* WNLK1isdefinedaszeroatthispoint
* HTVL05,HTVL06areiterationvariables
* UTVL06is calculated in the configuration file
HTVL06 and PTVL06 are iteration variables:
1 PTVL06
UTVL06 := HTVL06 -
RJ RHOVI.,06
Thus UTVL06 has uncertainty due to the
uncertainty from the property routine.
1 PTVL06
0 RHOVL06 '-
RJ RHOVL062
HTVL06 := 176.0591
PTV'L06 := 5605.869
UTVL06 =-35.326
**this value for U'I'VL06 is slightly
different that the value in the output
file used of-35.09946
U UTVL06 := _] (O RHOVI.,06 U RHOVL06) 2
U UTVL06 = 0.211
Now rewriting the balance relation and determining the uncertainty
BALl2 := (WF4 + WNLK1 )-(HTV'L06 - UTVL06) - WF3.(HTVL05 - UTVL06)
BALl2 =0.145
0 WF4 := HTVL06 - UTVL06
OWF 3 :=-HTVL05 + UTVL06
OUTVL06 :---WF4- WNLK1 + WF3
U BALl2 := _(0 WF4"U WF4) 2 + (O WF3"U WF3)2 + (O UTVL06U UTVL06) 2
U BALl2 = 837.411
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation"
U BALl2
U%BAL12 := I(WF4 _- WNLK1)-(HTVL06- UTVL06)I
U% BAL 12 = 7.071 .%
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BalanceRelation13:WF4=WF5
* WF4,WF5arecalculatedinFLOW00
First,lookatthecalculationofWF5andit'suncertainty
WF5=IA P RHOVL07RF4
Consider uncertainties in the resistance and
the density from the property routine.
Evaluating the partial deriva_es and dMding by WF5 to obtain
the uncertainty as a percentage.
U%WF5:: 2 IZF-5 / + _----'6"-_-7]
U% WF5 = 5.831 "%
U WF5 := WF5"U% WF5
U WF5 - 3.267
Rewriting the balance relation and determining the uncertainty
BALl3 :=WF5- WF4
BALl3 =-1.5"10 TM
U BALl3 '=%/U WF52+ U WF42
U BALl3 = 4.303
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation"
U BALl3
U%BAL13 :-IWF51
U%BALI 3 = 7.681 "%
WF5 := 56.02202
RF5 := 1.13.10 -4
U RF5 := 0.1.RF5
R/-IOVL07 := 1.46-10 -a
U RHOVL07 := 0.06.RI-IOVL07
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Balance Relation 14:WF4*HTVL06+QDOTVL07+QAMBVL07=WF5*HTVL07
* WF4,WF5 are shown above
* HTVL06,HTVL07 are the volume 6 and 7 enthalpies and are iteration variables
* QHOTVL07 is the heat transfer from the nozzle to the coolant flow
* QAMBVL07 is the heat transfer from the ambient to the coolant flow
HTVL06 := 176.0591 QDOTVL07 := 41579.38
HTVL07 := 918.2539
QAMBV'L07 :=0
Heat transfers, Q's, are calculated in VOLQ03 by calling the QH2 subroutines,
which calculates the heat flux, QDOT, through the areas, AHOTVL07 AND AAMBVL07.
QDOT is calculated in QH2 with the heat transfer correlation equation:
QDoT_O0'0'
D l.s W -2\TM/ \ g /
AAMBVL07 :-- 28670
AHOTVL07 := 14490
QDOT HOT "- QDOTVL07
AHOTVL07
This equation is highly empirical and trying to base an uncertainty by propagating the estimated
uncertainties of the individual terms would not be advisable. Some of the areas which contribute to
the heat flux uncertainty are:
* There is no way to assess an uncertainty for the constants and exponents.
* The specific heat, viscosity, and thermal conduclMty are difficult to obtain for super-critical
hydrogen, so they will have considerable uncertainty.
* Values used for the temperature of the fluid, TF, and metal temperature, TM, are difficult to
model.
Thus, the best way to estimate an uncertainty for the heat transfer flux is to examine the
information upon which the flux equation was developed. There are no comment lines in the
subroutine discussing the development of the equation and no other information is available at this
time. Hense, an uncertainty of 20% will be assigned to the heat flux, until information is obtained
upon which a better estimate can be made.
U% QDOT :=0.20 U QDOTHOT := U% QDOT" QDOT HOT
U QDOTHOT = 0.574
AHOTVL07 is the heat transfer area representing the hot wall of the nozzle. The nature of the
design and manufacture of the nozzle and the mul_ple tubes which make up the nozzle coolant
passages make an acurate determination of the heat transfer area difficult. Thus an uncertainty of
20% is being assigned.
QDOTVL07 := QDOT I_IoT-AHOTVL07 U AHOT :=0.20-AHOTVL07
0 AREA := QDOT HOT
0 FLUX := AHOTVL07
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U QDOTVL07 = 1.176-104
Rewriting the balance relation and propagaUng the uncertainties:
BALl4 :--WF5-HTVL07- WF4.HTVL06- QDOTVL07- QAMBVL07
BALl4 =-0.154
The papal derivatives needed are:
0 W'F5 :: HTVL07
0 QDOTVL07 := - 1
0WF 4 :=- HTVL06
O BAj..,14 ::,_(OWFs-U WF5) 2+ (OWF4 "U WF4)2+ (O QDOTVI.,0TU QDOTVL07) 2
U BALl4 = 1.215 o104
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation"
U BALl4
U%BAL14 '-[WFS-I-rrVL07I
U%BAL14 =23.613 -%
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Balance Relation 15:WF5+WCCV=WF7
* WF5,WF7 are fuel line flows and calculated in FLOW00
* WCCV is the flow through the coolant control valve and is calculated in FLOW00
Now rewrite the balance relaUon as: BAL15=WF7-WFS-WCCV
First, look at the calculation of WF7 and it's uncertainty
WF7= J AP RHOVL08RF7
WF7 := 110.667
RHOVL08 := 1.85.10 -3
RF7 :=4.02-10- 6
Consider uncertainties in the resistance and the density from the property routine. Estimate 10%
uncertainty in resistance and 2% uncertainty in density from the property routine.
Evaluating the partial derivatives and dividing by WF8 to obtain
the uncertainty as a percentage.
U%WF7 :; 2 i_--5/ ,_ iu-i_ /
U% WF7 -- 5.831 "%
U WF7 :=WF7"U% WF7
URF 7 := 0.I.RF7
U RHOVL08 := O.06-RHOVL08
U WF7 =6.453
And similarly for the Coolant Control Valve.
WCCV=J_P. RHOVL09RCCV
RHOVL09 :--2.8.10 -3
RCCV :--6.49.10 -5
WCCV :=54.64416
Consider uncertainties in the resistance and the density from the property routine. Estimate 10%
uncertainty in resistance and 0.2% uncertainty in density from the property routine.
Evaluating the partial dedva'dves and dividing by WCCV to obtain
the uncertainty as a percentage.
:= -2 _ / + RI-IOVL09 /
U RCCV =0.I-RCCV
U RHOVL09 := 0.001-RHOVL09
U% WCCV = 5 "%
U WCCV := WCCV-U% WCCV
U WCCV = 2.732
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Now,rewritingthebalancerelationas
BALl5 :--WF7- WF5- WCCV
BALl5 = 8.2" 10TM
OWF 5 := 1
8WCCV :=- l
(gWF 7 := 1
U BALl 5 = 7.732
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation
U BALl5
U%BAL15-IWFTI
U% BALl5 = 6.986 "%
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BalanceRelation16:
* WF5,WCCV,WFVarediscussedabove
* I-rTVL07,HTVL08,HTVL09areiterationvariables
* UTVL08iscalculatedfromavailableinformation.
WF5*(HTVL07-UTVL08)+WCCV*(HTVL09-U'I'VL08)=WF7*(H'I'VL08-UTVL08)
HTVL08 and PTVL08 are iteration variables:
1 PTVL08
RJ"RHOVL08
UTVL08 :=HTVL08 -
Thus UTVL08 has uncertainty due to the
uncertainty from the property routine.
HTVL08 := 551.7748
HTVL09 := 176.0563
PTVL08 := 5328.137
UTVL08 = 243.347
**this value for U'I"VL08 is slightly
different that the value in the output
file of 243.9922
0 RHOVL08 =
1 PTVL08
RJ RHOVL082
j( )2U UTV-LX)8 := 0 RHOVL08-U RHOVL08
U UTVL08 = 18.506
Now rewriting the balance relation and determining the uncertainty
BALl 6 := WFT. (HTVL08 - UTVL08) - WF5. (HTVL07 - UTVL08) - WCCV- (HTVL09 - UTVL08)
BALI 6 = 0.175
The partial derivatives are:
0 WF7 := HTVL08 - UTVL08
0 W'F5 :=" HTVL07 + UTVL08
0 WCCV :=- HTVL09 + UTVL08
OUTVL08 :=- WF7 + WF5 + WCCV
U BALl6 = 2.976-103
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation"
U BALl6
U% BALl6 - IWF7.(HTVL08 - UTVL08)[
U% BALl 6 = 8.718-%
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BalanceRelation17:WF6=WCCV
* WF6,WCCVarecalculatedinFLOW00
First,lookatthecalculationofWF6andit'suncertainty
WF6_I_ 'RHOVL04p_6
Consider uncertainties in the resistance and
the density from the property routine.
Evaluating the parlial derivatives and dividing by WF6 to obtain
the uncertainty as a percentage.
U%WF6
,,.v / RHOVL04/
U% WF6 = 5 "%
U WF6 := WF6 U% WF6
U WF6 = 2232
Rewriting the balance relation and determining the uncertainty
BALl7 :=WCCV- W'F6
BALl7 =-1.9"10 -4
WF6 := 54.64435
RF6 := 1.13-10 -4
URF 6 :=0.1.RF5
RHOVL04 :-- 2.84.10 -3
U R.HOVL04 := 0.001 RHOVL04
_U WCCV 2 2U BALl7 := + U WF6
U BALl7 = 3.864
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation"
U BALl7
U%BAL]7 Iwccvl
U% BALl7 = 7071 -%
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Balance Relation 18:WF6*HTVL04+QDOTVL09=WCCV*HTVL09
* WF6, WCCV are discussed above
* HTVL04, HTVL09 are iteration variables
* QDOTVL09 is zeroed in this model version
Rewriting the balance relation and determining the uncertainty
BALl8 :=WCCV.HTVL09- WF6.HTVL04- QDOTVL09
BAL 18 = --0.033
The partial derk,afives are:
OWCCV :=HTVL09
0 WF6 := -HTVL04
U BALl8 :=_/(0 WCcv'U WCCV)2 + (O WF6"U WF6) 2
QDOTVL09 :--0
U BALl8 = 680.304
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation"
U BALl8
U%BAL18- ]WCCV.HTVL09[
U% BALl 8 = 7.071 "%
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gBalance Relation 19:WF8=WF9
* WF8,WF9 are calculated in FLOW00
First, look at the calculation of WF9 and it's uncertainty
WFg=lfip, RHOVL10RF9
Consider uncertainties in the resistance and
the density from the property routine.
):( )2UWF9= ORF9"URF9 + eRHOVLI0"URHOVL10
Evaluating the par'dal derivatives and dividing by WF9 to obtain
the uncertainty as a percentage.
U% WF9 = 5 -%
U WF9 := WF9"U% WF9
U WF9 = 1.595
Rewriting the balance relation and determining the uncertainty
BALI9 :=WF9- WF8
BALl9 =-1 • 10 -5
WF9 :=31.90514
RF9 := 10.. 10.4
U RF9 := 0.I.RF9
RI-IOVL10 :- 2.83.10 -3
U RHOVL10 := 0.001-RHOVL 10
_/O 2 2UBAL19 := WF9 +UwF8
U BALl9 = 2.256
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation"
U BALl9
U%BAL19 :- IWF91
U% BALl 9 = 7.071 "%
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Balance Relation 20:WF8*HTVL04+QDOTVL10=WF9*HTVL10
* WF8, WF9 are discussed above
* HTVL04, HTVL10 are iteration variables
° QDOTVL10 is zeroed in this model version
Rewriting the balance relation and determining the uncertainty
BAL20 :=WF9.HTVL10- WF8.HTVL04- QDOTVLI0
BAL20 =-0.005
The partial derivatives are:
OWF 9 :: HTVL10
0 WF8 := - HTVL04
QDOTVLI 0 := 0
HTVL10 := 176.0562
U BAL20 = 397.209
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation"
U BAL20
U%BAL20 '-lwF9.rrrVLlOt
u% BAL20 = 7.071 "%
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Balance Relation 21: WFg=WF10+WMLK1
* WF9,WF10 are calculated in FLOW00
* WMLK1 is a leakage flow, zeroed out in this model
First, look at the calculation of WF9 and it's uncertainty
WF10=/&P RHOVL11 WFIO
,,: 31.90514
RFIO
Consider uncertainties in the resistance and
the density from the property routine.
Evaluating the par'dal dedvaUves and dividing by WF10 to obtain
the uncertainty as a percentage.
RFIO := 21.7596.10 -4
URF10 := 0.1-RF10
RHOVLI 1 := 2.75. 10- 3
U RHOVLI 1 :=0.001-RHOVL11
WMLKI :=0
1 URF10 U RHOVL11
U%WF10 := 2 _ ] RHOVLll
U% WF10 = 5 "%
U WF10 := WFIO'U%wF10
U WF10 = 1.595
Rewriting the balance relation and determining the uncertainty
BAL21 :=WFIO + WMLK1 - WF9
BAL21 = 0
_]U WF102 2UBAL21 := +UwF 9
U BAL21 =2.256
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation"
U BAL21
U%B 21 IWFlO+WM ll
U% BAL21 =7.071 "%
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BalanceRelation22:
* WF9, WF10 are calculated in FLOW00, as shown above
* WMLK1 is defined as zero at this point
* HTVL10,HTVL11 are iteration variables
* UTVL11 is calculated in the configuration file
WFg*(HTVL10-UTVL11)=(WF10+WMLK1)*(HTVL11-U'I'VL11)
HTVL11 and PTVL11 are iteration variables:
1 PTVL11
RJ RHOVLI 1
UTVL11 :=HTVL11
Thus UTVL11 has uncertainty due to the
uncertainty from the property routine.
HTVLll := 176.0558
PTVLI 1 := 5193.024
UTVL11 =-26.17
**this value for UTVL11 is slightly
different that the value in the output
file used of-25.93668
1 PTVL11
e RI-IOVL11 ' -
RJ" RHOVLI 12
U UTVL11 := _/(0 RHOVL11"U RHOVLI 1) 2
U UTVLI I = 0.202
Now rewriting the balance relation and determining the uncertainty
BAL22 := (WFI0 + WMLK1 ).(HTVLI 1 - UTVL11 ) - WF9-(HTVLI0 - UTVL11 )
BAL22 = -0.013
OWFI0 :=HTVL11 - UTVL11
OWF 9 :=- HTVL10 + UTVLI 1
OUTVL11 :=-WFI0- WMLK1 + WF9
U BAL22 =456.253
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation"
U BAL22
U% BAL22 -
(WF10 + WMLKI ).(HTVLI 1 - UTVL11 )
U% BAL22 = 7.071 "%
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BalanceRelation23: WF10=WLPFT
* WF10isthefuelline10flowandisdiscussedabove
* WLPFTis the flow through the Low Pressure Fuel Turbine
and is calculated in TURB02 and uses the flow area map in TBMP04
W=IRHOIN DP XAREA
RHOMAP.GC (SFAREA.CLEN 2)
PTVL12 := 4388.501 PTIN :: PTVL12
PTLTFD := 3288.016 PTOUT := PTLTFD
WLPFT := 31.90515
RHOVL12 := 1.31.10 -3
XAREA := 1
DP :=PTIN- PTOUT
RHOIN := RHOVL12
W=IRHOIN" DP XAREA
RHOMAP.GC (SFAREA.CLEN 2)
U% XAREA = 0.05
U% RHOI N := 0.02
U XAREA := U% XAREA "XAREA
U XAREA
:: ÷ ) j
U RHOIN := U% RHOIN-RHOIN
U% WLPFT = 6 "%
U WLPFT :- WLPFT-U% WLPFT
U WLPFT = 1.914
BAL23 := WLPFT - WF10
BAL23 = 1-10 --5
U BAL23 := U WLPFT
U BAL23 = 1.914
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation"
U BAL23
U% BAL23 :-
WLPFT
U% BAL23 = 6 -%
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Balance Relation 24:WF10*(HTVL11 -UTVL12)+QDOTVL12=WLPFT*HTVL12
* WF10, WLPFT discussed above
* HTVL11 ,HTVL12 are iteration variables
* UTVL12 is calculated using enthalpy, pressure, and density
* QDOTVL12 is the heat transfer for the chamber wall cooling
HTVL12 and PTVL12 are iteration variables:
HTVL12 :=832.1201
PTVL12 :=4388.501
UTVLI 2 := HTVL12-
1 PTVLI2
ILl RHOVL12
Thus U'I'VL11 has uncertainty due to the
uncertainty from the property rou'dne.
UTVLI2 =473.368
**this value for UTVL12 is slightly
different that the value in the output
file used of 473.8838
1 PTVL12
8 RHOVL12 -
R.I RHOVLI 22
U RHOVL12 := 0.06-R/-IOVLI2
U 2U UTVL12 := _(8RHOVLI2" RHOVLI2)
U UTVL12 = 21.525
Now look at the uncertainty in QDOTVL12, the chamber wall heat transfer.
As discussed in balance relation14, the uncertainty in the heat transfer calculations is estimated by
combining an uncertainty associated with the heat flux calculation and an uncertainty associated
with the heat transfer area. The heat transfer subroutine, QH2 includes a second heat transfer
correlation to account for coolant boiling and two-phase flow. Again, no information is available at
this time to assess whether this heat flux model correctly models the actual physical phenomena,
so an overall uncertainty estimate, based upon engineering judgment, of 25% will be used.
The area through which the heat transfer is occurring should be easier to determine for the main
combustion chamber, so an uncertainty of 10% will be used.
QDOTVL 12=AHOTVL 12- Q HOTVL 12
Determining the uncertainty expression on a percentage basis:
U% QDOTVL12 :=,JU% AHOTVL122+ U% QHOTVL12
U% QDOTVL12 = 0.51
AHOTVL12 := 3912
QDOTVL12 :-- 20931.83
U% AHOTV-LI 2 :=0.1
U% QHOTVL12 :=0.25
U QDOTVL12 := QDOTVL12.U% QDOTVL12
U QDOTVL12 = 1.067" 104
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RewritingthebalancerelationandpropagaUngtheuncertainlJes:
BAL24 := WLPFT-(HTVL12- UTVLI2)- WF10.(HTVL11 - UTVL12)- QDOTVLI2
BAL24 =--O.003
OWLPF T := HTVL12
OWF10 :=-HTVLI 1 + UTVLI2
8UTVL12 :=WF10
8 QDOTVLI2 :=- 1
uB,_24_--/<Ow_FT-u>2+<Ow_,oUw_1o>2_<_v 12_uTv_12_2
,_+ (O QDOTVL12"U QDOTVL12) :2
U BAL24 = 1'082"104
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation"
U BAL24
U% BAL24 -
WLPFT-HTVLI 2
U% BAL24 = 40.769"%
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BalanceRelation25:WLPFT=WF11+WF13+WFRPR
* WLPFT,WF11arediscussedabove
* WF13is the flow through fuel line 13 and is calculated in FLOW00
* WFRPR is the fuel repressurization flow and is set at 0.2 Ibis
First, look at the calculation of WF11 and it's uncertainty
/
WFll=/AP RI-IOVL13 WFII := 13.43799
4 RFII
Consider uncertainties in the resistance and
the density from the property routine.
Evaluating the partial derivatives and dividing by WF11 to obtain
the uncertainty as a percentage.
RFll :=2.55.10 -4
URFll :=O.I.RF11
RHOVL13 := 1.09.10 -3
U RI-IOVL13 :=0.06.RHOVL13
WFRPR ::0.2
j( )2U%WFll := 1 URFll- +
2 RFll
U% WF11 = 5.831 "%
UWFI 1 := WF11"U%wF11
U WF11 = 0.784
Now, look at the calculation of WF13 and it's uncertainty
WF13=IAp RHOVL13RF13
Consider uncertainties in the resistance and
the density from the property routine.
Evaluating the par'dal derivatives and dividing by WF13 to obtain
the uncertainty as a percentage.
U%WFI3:=J 2 "_-i-3 /÷1URF13/2 2
U% WF 13 = 0.058
U WF13 :=WF13"U%wF13
WFI3 := 18.26689
RF13 := 1.38.1ff 4
URFI3 :=0.1-RF13
RHOVL13 := 1.09-10 .3
U RHOVL13 := O.06.RHOVL13
U WF13 = 1.065
Including a 10% uncertainty for the fuel repress flow.
U WFRPR :=O.IO.WFRPR
U WFRPR = 0.02
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Rewrilingthebalancerelationanddeterminingthe uncertainty
BAL25 :=WFll + WF13 + WFRPR- WLPFT
BAL25 =-2.7- ] O-4
2 2 2UBAL25 := UWFll +UwF132+UWLPF T +UWFRPR
U BAL25 = 2.327
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation"
U BAL25
U%BAL25 - [WFll + WF13 + WFRPR t
U% BAL25 = 7.293 -%
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Balance Relation 26:WLPFT*HTLTFD+QDOTVL13=(WF11+WF13+WFRPR)*H'I'VL13
* WLPFT, WF11 ,WF13,WFRPR are discussed above
* HTLTFD,HTVL13 are iteration variables
* QDOTVL13 is defined as zero
Rewriting the balance relation and determining the uncertainty
QDOTV'L13 :=0
HTVL13 :=781.1489
HTLTFD :=781.1362
BAL26 := (WF11 + WF13 + WFRPR)-HTVL13 - WLPFT-HTLTFD- QDOTVL13
BAL26 -- 0.194
OWFll := HTVL13
OWF13 := HTVL13
OWFRP R :=HTVL13
OWLPF T :=- I-rrLT'FD
U BAL26 = 1"817°103
Now write t_e uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation"
U BAL26
U%BAL26 - ](WFll ÷ WF13 + WFRPR).HTVL131
U% BAL26 = 7.292 "%
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BalanceRelation27:WF11+WF13=WFSLV+WF15
* WF11,WF13arediscussedabove
* WFSLVistheflowthroughthe fuel line to the main fuel injector
* WF15 is the flow through fuel line 15.
First, look at the calcula_on of WFSLV and it's uncertainty
WFSLV=/AP RHOVLI6 WFSLV :--4.179799
4 RFSLV
Consider uncertainties in the resistance and
the density from the property rou'dne.
+
Evaluating the parlial derivatives and dividing by WFSLV to obtain
the uncertainty as a percentage.
U% WFSLV:: " 2 I_.F-'_-V- ] _ ]
U% WFSLV = 5.831 o%
RFSLV := 23.5.10 -4
U RFSLV :: 0.1 -RFSLV
RHOVL16 := 9.97-10 °4
U RHOVL16 := 0.06.RHOVL16
U WFSLV := WFSLV-U% WFSLV
U WFSLV = 0.244
Now, look at the calculation of WF15 and it's uncertainty
/
WF15=/_ RHOVL16 WF15 := 27.52525
4 RF15
Consider uncertainties in the resistance and
the density from the property routine.
Evaluating the papal derivatives and dividing by VVF13 to obtain
the uncertainty as a percentage.
U% WFI5 :=l
1 U RF15/2 URHOVL16/2
U% WFI5 = 5.831 "%
RFI5 := 3.16.10 -4
URF15 :=0.1-RFI5
U WF15 :=WFI5"U%wF15
U WF15 = 1.605
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Rewritingthebalancerelationanddeterminingtheuncertainty
BAL27 := WFSLV + WF15- WFll - WF13
BAI,27 = 1.69-10 -4
UBAL27 := WFSLV +UwF15 +UWFll2+UwF132
U BAL27 = 2.094
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation:
U BAL27
U% BAL27 '- [WFSLV+ WF15[
U% BAL27 = 6.604 "%
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Balance RelalJon 28:(WF11+WF13)*HTVL13+QDOTOMCI+QDOTFMCI=0NFSLV+WF15)*HTVL16
* WF11 ,WF13,WFSLV,WF15 are discussed previously
* HTVL13,WHVL16 are iteration variables
* QDOTOMCl, QDOTFMCI are manifold cooling heat transfers
From the configuration file
TKMCO :-- 0.00167
TKMCF :=0.00131
AHTMCO := 728.0
HTVL16 := 886.4781
TTMFI := 1549.379
TTVLI 3 := 267.5007
AHTMCF := 872.0
QDOTFMCI := TKMCO.AHTMCO-(TTMFI - TTVL13)- ]WF13
,_ 11.36
QDOTOMCO :=- QDOTFMCI
QDOTOMCI := TKMCF.AHTMCF.(TTMFI - TTVL13).¢ _-_-
q 15.50
WF13 = 18.267
WFll = 13.438
QDOTOMCO := QDOTOMCI
QDOTOMCI = 1.363-103
QDOTFMCI = 1.976-103
Using the same logic and justification as discussed in balance relations 16 & 24, the heat transfer
uncertainty is estimated by estimating an uncertainty for the heat transfer area and an uncertainty
for the heat flux.
QDOTOMCI--AHTMCF-QDOT OMCI
Determining the uncertainty expression on a percentage basis:
U% QDOTOMCI := _JU% AHTMCF 2 + U% QOMCI
U% QDOTOMCI = 45.826 "%
U% AHTMCF := 0.1
U% QOMCI := 0.20
U QDOTOMCI := QDOTOMCI.U% QDOTOMCI
U QDOTOMCI = 624.806
QDOTFMCI=AHTMCO-QDOT FMCI
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Determining the uncertainty expression on a percentage basis:
U% QDOTFMCI := _U% AHTMCO 2 + U% QFMCI
U% QDOTFMCI = 45.826 -%
U% AHTMCO :=0.1
U% QFMCI := 0.20
U QDOTFMCI := QDOTFMCI.U% QDOTFMCI
U QDOTFMCI = 905.623
Rew_ng the balance relation and determining the uncertainty:
BAL28 := (WFSLV + WF15).HTVLI6 - (WFI 1 + WFI3).HTVL13 - QDOTOMCI - QDOTFMCI
BAL28 =-0.071
OWFSL V := HTVL16
eWF15 := HTVL16
eWFll :=-HTVL13
OWF13 :=-HTVLI3
0 QDOTOMCI := - 1
O QDOTFMCI :=- 1
_+ (0 QDOTOMCI-U QDOTOMCI)2 + (e QDOTFMCI.U QDOTFMCI) 2
U BAL28 = 2.085- l0 s
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation:
U% BAL28
U BAL28
[(WFSLV+ WFI5).HTV'L161
U% BAL28 = 7.419-%
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Balance Relation 29: WF7=WFFPB+WFOPB+WOTC
* WF7 is discussed above
* WFFPB is the fuel flow through the line to the fuel prebumer
* WFOPB is the fuel flow through the line to the o_ddizer preburner
* WOTC is the fuel flow through the oxidizer cooling line
First, look at the calculation of WFFPB and it's uncertainty
!
WFFPB=/_:'. RHOPBSF WFFPB := 75.21584
4 RFFPB
Consider uncertainties in the resistance and
the density from the property routine.
RFFPB := 1.243.10 -4
URFFP B := 0.I.RFFPB
RHOPBSF := 9.97.10 -4
U R.HOPBSF :=0.06-RHOPBSF
Evaluating the partial derivatives and dividing by WFSLV to obtain
the uncertainty as a percentage.
:i 1 ÷
U% WFFPB = 5.831 "%
2
RHOPBSF ]
U WFFPB := WFFPB.U% WFFPB
U WFFPB = 4.386
Now, look at the calculation of WFOPB and it's uncertainty
/
WFOPB=/AP. RHOPBSF WFOPB = 34.52161
d RFOPB
Consider uncertainties in the resistance and
the density from the property routine.
RFOPB := 5.383.10- 4
U RFOPB :=0.1.RFOPB
RI--IOPBSF := 1.85.10 -3
U RHOPBSF := 0.06-RHOPBSF
Evaluating the papal derivatives and dividing by WFSLV to obtain
the uncertainty as a percentage.
U% WFOPB :: 1 U RFOPB12 U RHOPBSF/2
U% WFOPB = 5.831 "%
U WFOPB :: WFOPB-U% WFOPB
U WFOPB =2.013
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Looking at the flow and uncertainty calculations for the oxidizer turbine cooling line, WOTC
WOTC==_J_P-RHOPBSF. CFOTC2-FLOCON
Consider uncertainties in the resistance and
the density from the property routine.
Evaluating the partial derivatives and dividing by WFIG to obtain the uncertainty as a percentage.
0% WOTC:--4_ CF--0--_/ RHOPBSF /
U% WOTC = 10.44 "%
U WOTC := WOTC-U% WOTC
U WOTC = 0.097
Rewriting the balance relation and determining the uncertainty
BAL29 := WFFPB + WFOPB + WOTC - WF7
BAL29 =-4.83.10 TM
_/ 2 2 2 2U BAL29 := U WFFPB + U WFOPB + U WOTC + U WF7
U BAL29 = 8.058
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation:
U BAL29
U% BAL29 := IWFFPB + WFOPB + WOTC I
U% BAL29 = 7.282 -%
WOTC := 0.929067
CFOTC :=0.661
U CFOTC := 0.1. CFOTC
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BalanceRelation30: WF7*(H'I'VL08-UTPBSF)=(WFFPB+WFOPB+WOTC)*(HTPBSF-UTPBSF)
* WF7, WFFPB,WFOPB, WOTC are discussed above
* HTVL08, HTPBSF are iteraUon variables
* UTPBSF is determined from HTPBSF, PTPBSF, RHOPBSF
HTVL12 and PTVL12 are iteration variables:
UTPBSF := HTPBSF -
1 PTPBSF
ILl RHOPBSF
Thus UTPBSF has uncertainty due to the
uncertainty from the property routine.
HTPBSF := 551.7749
PTPBSF := 5301.58
UTPBSF = 244.884
**this value for UTPBSF is slightly
different that the value in the output
file used of 244.5773
0 RI-IOPBSF :=
1 PTPBSF
RJ RHOPBSF 2
U UTPBSF := ,J(O RI-IOPBSF "U RHOPBSF) 2
U UTPBSF = 18.413
Rewriting the balance relation and determining the uncertainty
BAL30 := (WFFPB + WFOPB + WOTC).(HTPBSF - UTPBSF) - WF7-(HTVL08 - UTPBSF)
BAL30 =--0.137
O WFFPB := HTPBSF - UTPBSF
O WFOPB := HTPBSF - UTPBSF
O WOTC := HTPBSF - UTPBSF
O WF7 := HTVL08 + UTPBSF
O UTPBSF :=-WFFPB- WFOPB- WOTC+ W'F7
2
(ow w )2+ U BSF)
U BAL30 = 2.473-103
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation:
U BAL30
U% BAL30 - t(WFFPB + WFOPB + WOTC). (HTPBSF - UTPBSF)[
U% BAL30 = 7.282 .%
+ (OWOTC'U WOTC) 2..-
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BalanceRelation31: WPDIPOGO=WPDOPOGO
recirclinecontinuity
BAL31 := WPDOPOGO - WPD1POGO
BAL31 -- 0
U WPDOPOGO := 0.10- WPDOPOC_
U WPDIPOGO := 0. I.WPDIPOGO
/ U 2+ 2U BAL31 := %/ WPDOPOGO U WPDIPOGO
U BAL31 = 0.385
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation:
U BAL31
U% BAL31 := [WPDOPOGO]
U%BAL31 = 14.142-%
WPDIPOGO :: 2.723936
WPDOPOGO :: 2.723936
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BalanceRelaUon32: QINPOGO=QOUTPOGO
energy
BAL32 := QOUTPOGO - Q]NPOGO
BAL32 = 0.005
U QOUTPOGO := 0.10.QOUTPOGO
U QINPOGO := 0.1. QINPOGO
U BAL32 :=_U QOUTPOGO2 + U QINPOC_K)2
U BAL32 = 3.083
QINPOGO := 21.79906
QOUTPOGO := 21.80359
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation:
U BAL32
U%BAL32 :: [QOUTPOGOI
U% BAL32 = 14.141 .%
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BalanceRelation33: WLXIPOGO=WLXOPOGO
LOXcontinuity
BAL33 :: W!_OPOGO - W]..X]POGO
BAL33 = 0
U WLXOPOGO := 0.10-WLXOPOGO
U WLXIPOGO :=0.1 .WLXIPOGO
U BAL33 := U WLXOPOGO + U WLXIPOGO
U BAL33 = 0.339
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation:
U BAL33
U% BAL33 IWLXOPOC, OI
U%BAL33 = 14.142 "%
WLXIPOGO := 2.398129
WLXOPOGO := 2.398129
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BalanceRelation34: WGXIPOGO=WGXOPOGO
GOXcontinuity
BAL34 := WGXOPOGO- WGXIPOGO
BAL34 = 0
U WGXOPOGO := 0.10.WGXOPOGO
U WGXIPOGO := 0.1-WGXIPOGO
_U 2 2U BAL34 :-- WGXOPOGO + U WGXIPOGO
U BAL34 = 0.05
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation:
U BAL34
U%BAL34 '-IW_OPOC, OI
U% BAL34 = 2.071 -%
WGXIPOGO := 0.3511104
WGXOPOGO := 0.3511104
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BalanceRelation35: WHEIPOGO=WHEOPOGO
Hecontinuity
BAL35 :=WHEOPOGO - WI-IEIPOGO
BAL35 = 3.222.10 '9
U WHEOPOGO := 0.10-WHEOPOGO
U WHEIPOGO :- 0.1 .WHEIPOGO
U BAL35 := U WHEOPOGO + U WHEIPOGO
U BAL35 - 3.222-10 -1°
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation:
U BAL35
U% BAL35 - tWHEOPOGO[
U% BAL35 = 10-%
WHEIPOGO := 0
WHEOPOGO := 8.7810 -9
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Balance Relation 36:WOI+WRIV=WO2
* WO1 is the flow through oxidizer line 1
* WRIV is the recirculation flow, somehow related to the pogo
* WO2 is the flow through oxidizer line 2
First, look at the calculation of W01 and it's uncertainty
WOl=lh P RHOOTNKRo1
Consider uncertainties in the resistance and
the density from the property routine.
Evaluating the parlJal derivatives and dMding by W01 to obtain
the uncertainty as a percentage.
1 U RO 1 U RI--IOOTNK
U% WO1 := 2 RO1 RttOOTNK /
U% WO1 = 5.001 -%
U WO1 := WOIU% WO1
U WO1 =45.17
Now, look at the calculation of WO2 and it's uncertainty
WO2_I_I) RHOVL17RO2
Consider uncertainties in the resistance and
the density from the property routine.
wo J
Evaluating the partial derivatives and dMding by W02 to obtain
the uncertainty as a percentage.
U%WO2 := "2 R-O-'2 ] + RHOVL17 ]
U% WO2 = 5.001 -%
U W02 := WO2-U% W02
U WO2 = 45.306
WOl := 903.2136
RHOOTNK :=4.09-10 -2
U RHOOTNK := 0.002-RHOOTNK
RO1 := 1.00.10 -6
URO 1 :=0.1.RO1
WO2 := 905.9374
RHOVL17 :=4.09.10 -2
U RHOVL17 := 0.002.RHOOTNK
RO2 :=2.23.10 -7
U RO2 := 0.1.RO2
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Sufficientinformal_ontodetermineanuncertaintyforWRIVwasnotfound,soanuncertaintywillbe
es'dmatedasthesamepercentageuncertaintyasdeterminedfor the majority of the other ducts.
U% WRIV :=0.05 WRIV = 2.723989
U WRIV := U% WRIV" WRIV
U WRIV =0.136
Rewriting the balance relation and determining the uncertainty
BAL36 :=WO2- WOl - WRIV
BAL36 =-1.89-10 TM
UBAL36 := UWO22+Uwo12+UwRIV
U BAL36 = 63.976
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relal_on:
U BAL36
U%BAL36 :-Iwo2t
U% BAL36 = 7.062-%
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BalanceRelation37:(WO1+WRIV)*HTOTNK+QDOTVL17=WO2*HTVL17
* WO1 ,WRIV,WO2 are discussed above
* HTOTNK, HTVL17 are iteration variables
* QDOTVL17 is zeroed out in this version
Rewriting the balance relation and determining the uncertainty
BAL37 := WO2.HTVL17 - (WO1 + WRIV).HTOTNK + QDOTVL17
BAL37 =-0.003
OWO 2 :=HTVLI7
OWO 1 :=- HTOTNK
OWRIV :=- HTOTNK
U BAL37 = 4.033.103
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation:
U% BAL37
U BAL37
]WO2-HTVL171
U% BAL37 = 7.062 "%
QDOTVL17 :=0
HTOTNK := 63.04315
HTVL17 :--63.04316
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Balance Relation 38: WO2=WLPOP
* WO2 is discussed above
* WLPOP is the flow through the Low Pressure Oxidizer Turbine, and is an iterationvariable
Rewriting the balance relation and determining the uncertainty:
BAL38 := WLPOP - WO2
8 38 =1-1o-4
WLPOP :=905.9375
U BAL38 :=U WO2
U BAL38 = 45.306
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relaUon:
U BAL38
U% BAL38 :- IwLropl
U% BAL38 -- 5.001 "%
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Balance Relation 39:WO2*HTVL17+QDO'I'VL18=WLPOP*HTVL18
* WO2,WLPOP are discussed above
* HTVL17, H'FVL18 are iteration variables
* QDOTVL18 is heat transfer and is zeroed out in this model version
Rewriting the balance relation and determining the uncertainty
BAL39 := WLPOP.HTVLI8- WO2-HTVL17- QDOTVLI8
BAL39 = 0.006
QDOTVL18 :=0
HTVL18 :=63.04316
OWO 2 :=- HTVL17
U BAL39 := _/(0 Wo2"U WO2) 2
U BAL39 = 2.856" 103
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relaUon:
U BAL39
U%BAL39 '-[WLPOP.HTVL18[
U% BAL39 = 5.001 -%
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Balance RelalJon 40:WLPOP+WLPOT=WO3
* WLPOP is discussed previously
* WLPOT is the flow through the Low Pressure Oxidizer Turbine (LPOT),
uses TURB02 and the map in TBMP06
* WO3 is the flow through ox_:lizerline 3
The LPOT flow is calculated using the equalJon
WLPOT--WMAP SFW
CMASS- S_
where WMAP is the value from the flow parameter vs pressure ratio and speed map
SFW is the turbine area scale factor
CMASS is a mass conversion parameter
SFRHO is a density scale factor
A.P,.EAMJ_ :--1.0
RHOMAP := 0.040509
WLPOT--WNiAP" ('_2
1 1
CMASS L RHOMAP
,_ RI--IOIN.CMASS- CLEN 3
Consider uncertainties for the hardware characteristics WMAP and AREA, and for the inlet density
density uncertainty from the physicalproperty routJne.
Taking the partial derivativeswith respect to each uncertainty source and dividing by WLPOT
1
l.wjvL _
2 [_. [_--_. [_. (_,O_._) ] 1]
CLE =]c ss
simplifying
8% RHOIN :=
(2.RHOIN)
_RH RHOMAP
OIN-CMASS- CLEN 3
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_ AREA_
WMAP./., ARE_ 1 1
IAREA.CLEN 2 CMASS ]. RHOMAP
I
_RHOIN. CMASS. CLEN 3
simplifying
-I
0% AREA-AREA
OWMAP := 1
-1
0 AREAI,PO T :-
AREALPOT
1
0 RHOV.L19 '-
(2-RHOVL19)
The uncertainty expression then becomes
RI--IOVL19 := 4.04.10- 2
U RHOVL19 := 0.002-RHOOTNK
WLPOT := 178.7272
AREALPOT :-- 1.
U% WMAP :=0.05
U% AREALPOT := 0.01
U RHOVL19
U% RHOVL19 :-
RHOVL 19
U% WLPOT = 5.1 "%
U WLPOT := U% WLPOT-WLPOT
U WLPOT = 9.115
Now, look at the calculation of WO3 and it's uncertainty
WO3=IA P RHOVL19RO3
Consider uncertainties in the resistance and
the density from the property routine.
WO3 := 1084.665
RO3 :=2.23.10 -7
U RO3 :-- 0.1.RO3
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Evaluating the par'dal derivatives and dividing by WO3 to obtain
the uncertainty as a percentage.
U_w°3 :-- 2 _ / + __ /
U% WO3 = 5.001 -%
U WO3 := WO3.U% WO3
U WO3 -- 54.244
Now, rewrite the balance rela_on and determine the uncertainty
BAIA0 := WO3- WLPOP- WLPOT
BAL40 = 3-10 TM
_]U WO32 + 2U BAIA0 :-- U WLPOT
U BAJ.AO = 55.005
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation:
U BAIA0
U%BAL40:- Iwo3l
U% BAI_0 = 5.071 .%
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Balance RelaUon 41: WLPOP*HTVL18+WLPOT*HTLTOD+QDOTLPOP=WO3*H'I'VL19
* WLPOP, WLPOT, WO3 are flowrates discussed above
* HTVL18, HTVL19, HTLTOD are iteration variables
* QDOTLPOP is the power required to ddve the pump
The required pump power is determined from the SPUMP module and the pump map uncertainties.
The LPOP torque is calculated in SPUMP and uses a map for TAU vs PHI
TORQLPOP-- TAULPOP- TORQMLPOP.RHOVL01- SNRADOL 2
TORQLPOP :=- 10521.79
TRQPOL := ITORQLPOP[
TAULPOP := 1.658089
SNOL = 5.129" 1
SNRADOL = 537.135
Considering an uncertainty associated with the torque coefficient vs flow coefficient map, and an
uncertainty in density due to the property roulJne.
U TAULPOP := 0.05. TAULPOP
tU TAULPOP 12 (U RHOVLI912
U% TORQLPOP := TAULPOP / + \ R.I-I_ ]
U% TORQLPOP = 5.004 "%
U TORQLPOP := U% TORQLPOp'TORQLPOP
U TORQLPOP = 526.52 l
U TRQPOL :=U TORQLPOP U TRQPOL = 526.521
QDOTLPOP := - TORQLPOP- SNRADOL
ILl
QDOTLPOP = 605.233
O TORQLPOP
SNILADOL
RJ
U 2U QDOTLPOP :=_(8TORQLPOP" TORQLPOP)
U QDOTLPOP = 30.286
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Rewritingthe balance rela_on and determining the uncertainty
BAIA1 :=WO3.HTVLI9- WLPOP.HTVL18- WLPOT-HTLTOD- QDOTLPOP
BAIA 1 = 507.601
OWO 3 :=HTVL19
0 WLPOT :=- HTLTOD
O QDOTLPOP :=- 1
HTLTOD = 74.48289
HTVL19 :=65.95411
u BAL41 = 3.642.103
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relal]on:
U BAL41
U%BAIA1 '-[WO3-HTVL19[
U% BAL41 = 5.09"%
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Balance Relation 42: WO3+WO6+WPOGL+WPOGG+WO4=WHPOP
* WO3 is discussed previously
* WO4,WO6 are the flows through o_ddizer lines four and six, cal'd in PIPE01
* WPOGG, WPOGL are pogo related flows, WPOGG is zeroed out, WPOGL has
a value. A large uncertainty for WPOGL will be assigned.
* WHPOP is the flow through the High Pressure Oxidizer Pump and is an iteration variable
Looking at the flow and uncertainty calculations for o_ddizer line four, WO4
WO4=d/tP.R_r-IOVL21-CFO42.FLOCON
Consider uncertainties in the resistance and
the density from the property routine.
wo,--_//_,o,__o4/_+/_o_,_o_/_
Evaluating the parlial derivatives and dividing by WO4 to obtain
the uncertainty as a percentage.
0%WO4 :=,_ \_/ RHOVL21 )2
U% WO4 = 10-%
WI--IPOP :-- 1094.372
WPOGG := 0
WPOGL :=- 2.38062
WO4 :---1.99514
WO6 := 10.08544
CFO4 := 0.221
U CFO4 := 0.1. CFO4
CFO6 :=0.8416
U CFO6 := 0.1. CFO6
RHOVL21 :=4.05-10 -2
U RHOVL21 := 0.002.RHOVL21
U WO4 := WO4.U% WO4
U WO4 = 0.2
Assigning a 50% uncertainty to the WPOGL flowrate because no information is available.
U WPOGL := 0.5-WPOGL
U WPOGL =-1" 19
Looking at the flow and uncertainty calculations for oxidizer line six, WO6
WO6m_/AP.RHOPBSO- CFO62.FLOCON
Consider uncertainties in the resistance and
the density from the property routine.
RHOPBSO :: 4.08.10 -2
U RHOPBSO :=0.002-RHOPBSO
wo6=_/(_o6_,_o,)_+(o_o_o _,_oP_o)_
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EvaluatingthepartialderivathtesanddividingbyWO6toobtain
the uncertainty as a percentage.
.... 4\ CF06 / _-I_/
U% WO6 = I 0-%
U W06 := WO6-U% W06
U W06 = 1.009
Rewriting the balance relation and determining the uncertainty
BAIA2 :=WHPOP- WO3- WO6- WPOGL- WPOGG- WO4
BAIA2 = 0.007
JU BAL42 := U WO32+ U WO62+ U WPOGL2+ U WO4
U BALA2 = 54.267
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation:
U BAIA2
u% BAL42 - IWHPOPI
U% BAIA 2 = 4.959-%
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Balance Relation 43:
WO3*HTVL19+WO6*HTPBSO+ 0NPOG L+WPOGG)*HTVL20+WO4*H'I'VL21 +QDO'I'VL20
=WHPOP*HTVL20
* WO3,WO4,WO6, WHPOP, WPOGL, WPOGG are discussed above
* HTVL19,HTVL20,HTVL21 ,HTPBSO are iteration variables
* QDOTVL20 is zeroed out in this version
HTVL19 =65.954
HTVL20 := 66.20525
HTVL21 := 80.70924
HTPBSO := 90.34464
QDOTVL20 := 0
BAIA3 := WHPOP.HTVL20 - WO3.HTVL19 - WO6-HTPBSO - (WPOGL + WPOGG).HTVL20 ...
+- WO4.HTVL21 - QDOTVL20
BAIA3 = 0.475
0WO 3 :=- HTVL19
O WO6 :=- HTPBSO
O WPOGL :=- HTVL20
O WO4 :=- HTVL21
 =/<ow03 >2  owo6uw06>2
_+(Ow_oGL'_W_OGL>2+(0WO4"_'WO4/_
U BAL43 = 3.58-103
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation:
U BAL43
U% BAIA3 := [WHPOP-HTVL20[
U% BAIA3 = 4.941 -%
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Balance Relation 44: WHPOP=WO4+WO5+WHX+WMOV+WPRBP+WORPR
* WHPOP is an iteration vadable
* WO4,WO5 are discussed above.
* WHX is a flow to the POGO accumulator (9) No information is available in the configuration file
upon which to calculate an uncertianty. Estimate an uncertainty of 25%
* WMOV is the flow through the main oxidizer valve.
* WPRBP is the flow through the Prebumer Pump, and is an iteration variable.
* WORPR is the oxygen repressurization flow, and is a setpoint.
Now, look at the calculation of WMOV and it's uncertainty
WMOV=J_P. RHOVL2RMOV1
Consider uncertainties in the resistance and
the density from the property routine.
w_ov=J(__o_ _o_7÷(o_.ov__,- _o_,/_
Evaluating the parUal derivatives and dividing by WMOV to obtain
the uncertainty as a percentage.
U%WMOV :=J( 1 URMOVI 22 kM---_ / +
U% WMOV = 0.05
U WMOV '= WMOV.U% WMOV
RHOVL21 )2
U WMOV = 40.213
WMOV := 804.09
RMOV :=7.0.10 -5
U RMOV :=0.1-RMOV
WI-{X :=0.3511104
WPRBP := 108.1089
WORPR := 1.1
WO5 := 178.7268
Now, look at the calculation of WO5 and it's uncertainty
WOS_JaP RHOVL2Ro51
Consider uncertainties in the resistance and
the density from the property routine.
RO5 :=0.86- 10-4
U RO5 :=0.1.R05
u 2 )2wo_=J(O_o__o_/_(_ov_, _ov_l
Evaluating the partial derivatives and dividing by WMOV to obtain
the uncertainty as a percentage.
l( ;U%WO 5 := 1 URO5 / URHOVL21
-2 _ / + m-IOVt,21
U% WO5 = 5.001 -%
U WO5 := WO5.U% WO5
U WO5 = 8.938
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r_
Include a 10% uncertainty for the oxygen repressurizaUon flow
U WORPR := 0. l 0.WORPR
U WORPR = 0.11
Include a 25% uncertainty for the POGO flow
U WHX := 0 25 WHX
U _ = 0.088
Rewffdng the balance relation and determining the uncertainty
BAL44 ::W04+ WO5+ WHX+ WMOV+ WPRBP + WORPR- WHPOP
BALA4 =-4.96"10 -_
2 2 2 2 2UBAL44:= UWO 4 +Uwo5 +U HX +UwMov +UwORPR
U BAL44 = 41.195
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relaUon:
U BAL44
U% BAL44 - [WO4 + WO5 + WHX + WMOV + WPRBP t WORPR[
U% BALA4 = 3.764 -%
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BalanceRelation45:
WHPOP*HTVL20+QDOTHPOP=0NO4+WO5+WHX+WMOV+WPRBP+WORPR)*H'I'VL21
* WHPOP,WO4,WO5,WHX,WMOV,WPRBP,WORPRarediscussedabove
* HTVL20,HTVL21areiterationvariables
* QDOTHPOPisthe power required by the High Pressure O_ddizer Pump, calculated in SPUMP
The required pump power is determined from the SPUMP module and the pump map uncertainties.
The HPOP torque is calculated in SPUMP and uses a map for TAU vs PHI
TORQHPOP--- TAUHPOP. TORQMHPOP-RHOVL21. SNRADOH 2 TAUHPOP := 0.1524294
TORQHPOP := - 51369.37 SNOH = 2.755-104
SNRADOH = 2.885-103
Considering an uncertainty associated with the torque coefficient vs flow coefficient map, and an
uncertainty in density due to the property routine.
/(U TAUHPOpI2+ (U RHOVL2I 2
U% TORQHPOP := 4_ _ J _ _ )
U TAUHPOP := 0.05. TAUHPOP
U% TORQHPOP = 5.004 .%
U TORQHPOP := U% TORQI_IPop.TORQHPOP
U TORQHPOP = 2.571.103
QDOTHPOP :=- TORQHPOP SNRADOH
RJ
QDOTHPOP = 1.587279-104
SNRADOH
O TORQHPOP - ILl
U QDOTHPOP := _](O TORQHPOp'U TORQHPOP) 2
U QDOTHPOP = 794.274
U QDOTHPOP
U% QDOTHPOP - QDOTHPOP
U% QDOTHPOP = 5.004-%
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Rewriting the balance relation and determining the uncertainty
BAIA5 :: (WO4 + WO5 + WHX + WMOV + WPRBP + WORPR)-HTVL21 - WHPOP.HTVL20 - QDOTHPOP
BAIA5 =--0.03
O WO4 := HTVL2 l
OWO 5 := HTVL21
OWH X := HTVL2I
0WMOV := HTVL21
8 WORPR := HTVL21
O QDOTHPOP :=- 1
 B 45:J/ wo4 wo4/2   wos wos/2      12 t w ov w ov 2
4+(owo_._wo_)_+(oQ_o_o_.OQDo_o_):
UBAIA 5 = 3.418-1_
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation:
U BAIA5
U% BAIA5 - [(WO4 + WO5 + Wt-IX + WMOV + WPRBP ÷ WORPR)-HTVL21 [
U% BAL45 = 3.87 -%
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Balance Relation 46: WO5=WLPOT
* WO5, WLPOT are discussed above
Rewriting the balance relation and determining the uncertainty
BIA6 := WLPOT- WO5
BAJ.,46 =4-10 -4
2
UBAL46 :=_UwLPOT +Uwo5 2
U BAIA6 = 12.766
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation:
U BAL46
-IwLPOTI
U% BAL46 = 7.143 -%
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Balance Relation 47:WO5*HTVL21+QDO'I'VL22=WLPOT*HTVL22
* WO5, WLPOT are discussed above
* HTVL21, HTVL22 are iteration variables
* QDOTVL22 is zeroed out in this model version HTVL22 := 80.70924
QDOTVL22 := 0
BAIA7 := WLPOT-HTVL22 - WO5.HTVL21 - QDOTVL22
BAIA7 = 0.032
O WO5 :=- HTVL21
U BA/_A7 := _/(0 Wo5"U WO5) 2
U BAL47 = 721.389
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation:
U BAIA7
U% BAL47 - IWLPOT.HTVL221
U% BAI.A7 = 5.001 -%
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Balance Relation 48: WPRBP=WO6+WOPOV+WFPOV
* WPRBP is the flow through the Preburner Pump and is an iteration variable
* WO6 is the flow through oxidizer line six, and calculated in PIPE01
* WOPOV is the flow through the oxidizer prebumer oxidizer valve, cal'd in FLOW00
* WFPOV is the flow through the fuel prebumer fuel valve, cal'd in FLOW00
Looking at the flow and uncertainty calculations for oxidizer line six, WO6
WO6=%/_P.RHOPBSO. CFO6 2-FLOCON
WO6 := 10.08544
CF06 := 0.8416
RHOPBSO = 0.041
Consider uncertainties in the resistance and
the density from the property routine.
U 2w_J(_cFo6cFo6)+(_oPBso_oPBso)2
Evaluating the partial derivatives and dividing by W04 to obtain the uncertainty as a percentage.
u% wo6.= 4\ c--N_/ ÷ _ /
U% W06 = 10"%
U WO6 := WO6-U% WO6
U WO6 = 1.009
Now, look at the calculation of WOPOV and it's uncertainty
WOPOV--ffAP. RHOPBSORLINOPOV
Consider uncertainties in the resistance and
the density from the property routine.
wo_o_=J(_o_ov__o_ov)_+(__o,_so__o_so)_
WOPOV := 28.04103
RLINOPOV :=0.0635
U RLINOPOV := 0.1 .RLINOPOV
Evaluating the partial derivatives and dividing by WOPOV to obtain
the uncertainty as a percentage.
l('u  °P°v/2U% WOPOV := - 2 RLINOPOV / +
U% WOPOV = 5.001 "%
U WOPOV := WOPOV-U% WOPOV
U WOPOV = 1.402
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Now, look at the calcula_on of WFPOV and it's uncertainty
WFPOV=I_/, RHOPBSORLINFPOV
Consider uncertainties in the resistance and
the density from the property rou_ne.
w_o_=_/(oo_ _ov7 +(o_o_so._o_o/_
WFPOV := 69.98241
RLINFPOV := 0.00905
U RLINFPOV :: 0. l-RLINFPOV
Evaluating the partial derivatives and dMding by WOPOV to obtain
the uncertainty as a percentage.
U% WFPOV = 5001 "%
U WFPOV := WFPOV'U% WFPOV
U WFPOV = 3.5
Rewriting the balance relation and determining the uncertainty
BAIA8 :=WO6+ WOPOV+ WFPOV- WPRBP
B_8 =-2-1o=
,_ 2 2U BAIA8 := U WO62 + U WOPOV + U WFPOV
U BAIA8 = 3.903
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relaSon:
U BAIA8
U% BAL48 - [WO6 + WOPOV + WFPOV I
U% BAIA8 = 3.61 "%
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BalanceRelation49:WPRBP*HTVL21+QDOTPRBP=0NO6+WOPOV+WFPOV)*HTPBSO
* WPRBP,WO6,WOPOV,WFPOVarediscussedabove
* HTVL21,HTPBSOareiterationvariables
* QDOTPRBPisthepowerequiredbythe prebumer pump, card in SPUMP.
The required pump power is determined from the $PUMP module and the pump map uncertainties.
The PRBP torque is calculated in SPUMP and uses a map for TAU vs PHI
TORQPRBP=- TAUPRBP. TORQMHPOP-RI--IOVLPBSO-SNR.ADOH 2
TORQPRBP := - 3371.18
TAUPRBP := 0.00992
SNOH = 2.755-104
SNRADOH = 2.885-103
Considering an uncertainty associated with the torque coefficient vs flow coefficient map, and an
uncertainty in density due to the property ro_ne.
U% TORQPRBP .=_\ _ ] \ _ ]
U TAUPRBP := 0.05. TAUPRBP
U% TORQPRBP = 5.004 "%
U TORQPRBP := U% TORQPRBP" TORQPRBP
U TORQPRBP = 168.694
/ 2 2U TRQPOH := U TORQHPOP + U TORQPRBP
U TRQPOH = 2.576" 103
QDOTPRBP =- TORQPRBP SNRADOH
ILl
QDOTPRBP = 1.0417-103
SNRADOH
e TORQPRBP - RJ
U QDOTPRBP :--_ (0TORQPRBP "U TORQPRBP) =
U QDOTPRBP = 52.125
U QDOTPRBP
U% QDOTPRBP '= QDOTPRBP
U% QDOTPRBP = 5.004 -%
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Rewritingthebalancerelationanddeterminingtheuncertainty
BAL49 := (WO6 + WOPOV+ WFPOV)-HTPBSO - WPRBP.HTVL21 - QDOTPRBP
BAIA9 =--0.001
0 WO6 :: HTPBSO
e WOPOV := HTPBSO
e WFPOV := HTPBSO
e QDOTPRBP :=" 1
(ow06._,w06)2_(0woPo,_UwoPov)2+(Ow_ov.Uw_ov)2...
+ (O QDOTPRBp'U QDOTPRBP) 2
U BAIA9 :=
U BAIA9 = 356.437
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation:
U BAIA9
U% BAIA9 - [(WO6 + WOPOV+ WFPOV).HTPBSO[
U% BAIA9 = 3.649 .%
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Balance Relation 50:WOOPB+WOPBF+WHE2=WHG2
* WOOPB is the oxidizerto the OPB
* WOPBF is the fuel to the OPB
* WILE2 is the He dilutant to the OPB
* WHG2 is the hot gas out from the OPB
BALS0 :=WHG2- WOOPB- WOPBF- WI-IE2
BALS0 =-3- ]0-_
WOOPB :=28.04103
WOPBF :: 35.37508
WHE2 :--0
WHG2 :--63.41608
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BAL51=WHG2*(GAMA(PTOPRB,OFROPRB,HFROPRB,TTHETK,TTOPBF,TI'OPBI)- 1)*TI'OPRB
-(WOOPB+WOPBF+WHE2)*(GAMA(PTOPRB,OFROPRB,HFROPRB,TTHETK,
TTOPBF,TTOPBI)*TTCBST(PTOPRB,TTHETK,TTOPBF,TTOPBI)-TTOPRB)
Balance Relation 52: WOOPB=OFROPRB*(WOOPB+WOPBF+WHE2)
BAL52-- OFROPRB- (WOOPB + WOPBF + WILE2) - WOOPB
Balance Relation 53: WHE2=HFROPRB*(WOOPB+WOPBF+WHE2)
BAL53-HFROPRB-(WOOPB + WOPBF + WI-IE2) - WI-IE2
Balance Relation 54:
HFRHTOD*WHPOT+HFROTBP*WHG4+HFRPBSF*WOTC=HFROSF*(WHPOT+WHG4+WOTC)
BAL54=HFROSF- (WHPOT + WHG4 + WOTC) - HFRHTOD- WHPOT - HFROTBP- WHG4 - HFRPBSF- WOTC
Balance Relation 55:
OFRHTOD*WHPOT+OFROTBP*WHG4+OFRPBSF*WOTC=OFROSF*(WHPOT+WHG4+WOTC)
BAL55--OFRO SF-(WHPOT + WHG4 + WOTC) - OFRHTOD. WHPOT - OFROTBP. WHG4 - OFRPBSF. WOTC
Balance Relation 56: WHPOT+WHG4+WOTC=WHG6+WOLK
BAL56=WHG6 + WOLK- WHPOT- WHG4- WOTC
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BalanceRelation57:
WHPOT*GAMAHTOD*('I-I'HTOD-'I-I'OSF)+WHG4*GAMAOTBP*('R'OTBP_TTOSF)
+WOTC*GAMAPBSF*(TTPBSF-TTOSF)+QDOTOSF*GAMAOSF/CPOSF
=(WHG6+WOLK)*(GAMAOSF-1)*TTOSF
BAL57-(WHG6 + WOLK). (GAMAOSF - 1). TTOSF - WHPOT. GAMAHTOD- ( TTHTOD - TTOSF) ...
+- WHG4-GAMAOTBP.(TTOTBP - TTOSF) - WOTC-GAMAPBSF. (TTPBSF - TTOSF) ...
+- QDOTOSF GAMAOSF
CPOSF
Balance Relation 58:WOFPB+WFPBF+WHEI=WHG1
BAL58=WHG1- WOFPB- WFPBF- WHE1
Balance Relation 59:
0NOFPB+WFPBF+WHE1)*(GAMA(PTFPRB,OFRFPRB,HFRFPRB,
TTHETK,TTFPBF,TTFPBI)*TTCBST(PTFPRB,OFRFPRB,HFRFPRB,TTHETK,TTFPBF,
TTFPBI)-TI'FPRB)=WHG I*(GAMA(PTFPRB,OFRFPRB,HFRFPRB,TTHETK,'I-I-FPBF,
"I-I'FPBI)-I)*TTFPRB
Balance Relation 60: WOFPB=OFRFPRB*0NOFPB+WFPBF+WHE1)
BAIfK_OFRFPRB. (WOFPB + WFPBF + WHEI ) - WOFPB
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BalanceRelation61: WHEI+HFRFPRB*(WOFPB+WFPBF+WHE1)
BAL61=HTRFPRB (WOFPB + WFPBF + Wt-IE l ) - WHE 1
Balance Relation 62:
HFRHTFD*WHPFT+HFRFTBP*WHG3+HFRVL03*WFTC=HFRFSF*(WHPFT+WHG3+WFTC)
BAL62=HFRFSF.(WHPFT + WHG3 + WFTC)- HFRHTFD.WHPFT- I-IFRFTBP.WHG3- HFRVLO3-WFTC
Balance Relation 63: OFRHTFD*WHPFT+OFRFTBP*WHG3+OFRVL03*WFTC
=OFRFSF*(WHPFT+WHG3+WFTC)
BAL63--OFRFSF-(WHPFT + WHG3 + WFTC)- OFRHTFD.WHPFT- OFRFTBP-WHG3- OFRVLO3.WFTC
Balance Relation 64:WHPFT+WHG3+WFTC=WHG5
BAL64=WHG5- WHTFT- WI-IG3- W'FTC
Balance RelaSon 65:
WHPF'r*GAMAHTFD*('[-I'HTFD-TTFSF)+WHG3*GAMAFTBP*(TTFTBP-T-I'FSF)
+WFTC*GAMAVL03*('I-I'VL03-TTFSF)+Q DOTFSF*GAMAFS F/CPFSF
=WHGS*(GAMAFSF-1)*TTFSF
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Balance Relation 66:
HFRFSF*WHG5+HFROSF*WHG6+HFRVL16*WFSLV= HFRMFI*(WHG5+WHG6+WFSLV)
BAL66=HFRMFI-(WHG5 + WHG6+ WFSLV) - HFR.FSF.WHG5 - HFROSF-WHG-6 - HFRVL16-WFSLV
Balance Relation 67: OFRFSF*WHG5+OFROSF*OFROSF*WHG6+OFRVL16*WFSLV=
OFRMFI*(WHG5+WHG6+WFSLV)
BAL67=OFRMFI- (WHG5 + WHG6 + WFSLV) - OFRFSF- WHG5 + OFROSF. WHC,-6- OFRVL 16-WFSLV
Balance Relation 68: WHG5+WHG6+WFSLV=WFINJ
BA,_58=WF]NJ- W'[--IG5- WHC-6- WFSLV
Balance Relation 69:
WHG5*GAMAFSF*('r-I'FSF-TTMFI) +WHG6*GAMAOSF*('r'TOSF-TTMFI)
+WFSLV*GAMAVL16*(T3"VL16-TTMFI)+(QDOTFMCO+QDOTOMCO)*GAMAMFI/CPMFI
=WFINJ*(GAMAMFIR-1)*TTMFI
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Balance Relation 70: TRQPFL:TRQNFL
* TRQPFL is the torque required by the Low Pressure Fuel Pump
* TRQNFL is the torque produced by the Low Pressure Fuel Turbine
Both routines use speed as an iteration variable
The LPFP torque is calculated in SPUMP and uses a map for TAU vs PHI
TORQLPFP=- TAULPFP-TORQMLPFP. RHOVL01. SN'R.A.DFL 2
TORQLPFP :=- 10521.79
TRQPFL :=- TORQLPFP
Considering an uncertainty associated with the torque coefficient vs flow coefficient map, and an
uncertainty in density due to the property routine.
U TAULPFP := O.05.TAULPFP
  owoa/ U%TORQLPFP := \TT_ ] + _ ]
U% TORQLPFP = 0.05
TAULPFP := 1.971925
SNFL = 1.379.104
SN-RADFL = 1.444-103
U TORQLPFP :: [U% TORQLPFp'TORQLPFP[
U TORQLPFP = 526.195
U TRQPFL :--U TORQLPFP
U TRQPFL = 526.195
Now consider the torque calculation for the LPFT, modules TURB02 and TBMP04.
Uncertainties are introduced through the turbine flow, WLPFT, as discussed in balance relation 23,
and the turbine efficiency map. The DH is determined in TBMP04 by calling the H2 property
routine for the e_ pressure (an iteration variable) and inlet entropy, since this value is so closely
related to the iteration variable no uncertainty will be assigne to DHLPFT.
A 2.5% uncertainty for ETALPFT is being assigned based upon engineering judgment since no
information was obtained.
U% ETALPFT := 0025
R2
TORQLPFT-- DHLPFT. WLPFT
SNRADFL TORQLPFT :-- 10521.78
DHLPFT=ETALPFT-DHIDLLPFT
TORQLPFT=ETALPFT.DHIDLLPFT.WLPFT
RJ
SNRADFL
TRQNFL := TORQLPFT
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/ 2 2U% TORQLPFT :--- U% ETAI2FT + U% WLPFT
U% TORQLPFT = 0.065
U TORQLPFT := TORQLPFT.U% TORQLPFT
U TORQLPFT = 683.916
U TRQNFL :=U TORQLPFT
U TRQNFL = 683.916
Rewriting the balance relation and determining the uncertainty
BAL70 := TRQNFL- TRQPFL
BAL70 =-0.01
U BAL70 := _U TRQNFL 2 + U TRQPFL 2
U BAL70 = 862.915
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation:
U BALT0
U% BAL70 - ITRQNFLI
U% BAL70 = 8.201 "%
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BalanceRelation71: TRQPFH:TRQNFH
* TRQPFHisthetorquerequiredbythe High Pressure Fuel Pump
* TRQNFH is the torque produced by the High Pressure Fuel Turbine
Both routines use speed as an iteration variable
The HPFP torque is calculated in SPUMP and uses a map for TAU vs PHI
TORQHPFP=- TAUHPFP-TORQMHPFP.RHOVIA33. SNRADFH 2
TORQHPFP :=- 107789.8
TRQPFH := [TORQI--IPFP I
TAUHPFP := 3.003558
SNFH = 3.366" 104
SNRADFt--I = 3.524-103
Considering an uncertainty associated with the torque coefficient vs flow coefficient map, and an
uncertainty in density due to the property routine.
TA  /2
U% TORQHPFP :="_ / _ ] + RHOVlX)3
U TAUHPFP := 0.05. TAUHPFP
U% TORQHPFP = 0.078
U TORQHPFP := U% TORQHPFp.TORQI-IPFP
U TORQHPFP = 8.419" 103
U TRQPFH :=U TORQHPFP U TRQPFH = 8.419" 103
Now consider the torque calculation for the HPFT, modules TURB01 and TBMP03.
Uncertainties are introduced through the turbine flow, WHPFT, as discussed in balance relation 64,
and the turbine efficiency map. The DH is calculated in TBMP03 as a function of the inlet and exit
pressures, the inlet temperature, and the gas constant. The pressures are iteration variables,
since DH is so closely related to the iteration variable no uncertainty will be assigne to DHLPFT.
A 5% uncertainty for ETAHPFT is being assigned based upon engineering judgment since no
information was obtained.
TORQHPFT--DHHPFT-WHPFT
PJ
SNRADFH
U% ETAHPFT := 0.05
TORQHPFT := 107789.8
DHHPFT=ETAHPFT.DHIDLHPFT
TORQHPFT=ETAHPFT-DHIDLHPFT- WHPFT
TRQNFH :=TORQFIPFT
ILl
SNRADFH
Since this balance relation is
being worked prior to working #64
uncertainties for WHPFT is
being estimated
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2U% TORQHPFT := U% ETAHPFT 2 + U% WHPFT
U% TORQHPFT = 0.078
U TORQHPFT := TORQHPFT.U% TORQHPFT
U TORQHPFT = 8.419" 103
U TRQNFH :=U TORQHPFT
U TRQNFH = 8"419" 103
Rewriting the balance relation and determining the uncertainty
BAL71 :: TRQNFH- TRQPFH
BAL71 = 0
Iu 2 ,, 2
U BAL71 := ,_ TRQNFI-I ÷ u TRQPFH
UBAL71 = 1.191-104
U% WHPFT := U% WLPFT
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation:
U BAL71
U%BAL71 :-ITRQNFHI
U% BAL71 = 11.045 -%
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BalanceRelation72: TRQPOL:TRQNOL
* TRQPOListhetorquerequiredbytheLowPressureOxidizerPump
* TRQNOL is the torque produced by the Low Pressure Oxidizer Turbine
Both routines use speed as an iteration variable
The LPOP torque is calculated in SPUMP and uses a map for TAU vs PHI
TORQLPOP=- TAULPOP-TORQMLPOP. RHOVL01. SNRADOL 2
TORQLPOP :=- 10521.79
TRQPOL :=lTORQLPOP[
TAULPOP := 1.658089
SNOL = 5.129-103
SNRADOL = 537.135
Considering an uncertainty associated with the torque coefficient vs flow coefficient map, and an
uncertainty in density due to the property routine.
U%TORQLPOP =,_\ _'_ / + \ RHOVL01 /
U% TORQLPOP =0.05
U TORQLPOP := [U% TORQLPOpTORQLPOP[
U TORQLPOP = 526.195
U TRQPOL := U TORQLPOP
U TRQPOL = 526.195
Now consider the torque calculation for the LPOT, modules TURB02 and TBMP06.
U TAULPOP := 0.05. TAULPOP
Uncertainties are introduced through the turbine flow, WLPOT, as discussed in balance relation 46,
and the the torque correlation in TBMP06. The ideal "delta-enthalpy" is determined in TBMP06 by
calling the 02 property routine for the exit pressure (an iteraUon variable) and inlet entropy, since
this value is so closely related to the iteration variable no uncertainty will be assigned to DHIDL.
The torque produced by the LPOT is calculated in TBMP04 using a "torque correlation" equation
where AOT1 ,BOT1, ctqotl are defined constants
AOT1 := 1.0998
PHIOT1 is a function of turbine speed and turbine flowrate
and CLEN,CFORCE, CFORCE are unit conversion constants BOT1 :=0.16443
SNRADOL
PHIOTI :=
(WLPOT-SFW-CMASS+ 1.10 -1°) PHIOT1 =3.005
TORQLPOT '= (AOT1 - BOT1 .PHIOTI ).WLPOT. IWLPOTI-CTQOT1 SFW CMASS 2
( CLEN. CFORCE)
TORQLPOT := AOT 1 - BOT1 SNRADOL -WLPOT- [WLPOT] ...
(WLPOT- SFW. CMASS + 1-10-lO)
+ CTQOT I SFW CMASS 2
(CLEN- CFORCE)
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SFW := 1
CTQOT1 := 1
OAOTI:=WLPOT.[WLPOT[.CTQOTI SFW
(CLEN-CFORCE)
CMASS 2
_ - SNRADOL
OBOTI I 000_)"WLPOT'SFW CMASS + 1--000" WLPOT" ' WLPOT' "CTQOTI SFW CMASS 2(CLEN.CFORCE)
O WLPOT := BOTI SNRADOL SFW 2.CMASS 3-WLPOT [WLPOT[ ..
WLPOT. SFW- CMASS 1 210000000000)+
CLEN-CFORCE WLPOT. SFW- CMASS + 1 "'"
10000000000
+CTQOT1 SFW .CMASS2
( CLEN-CFORCE )
UAOT1 :=0.05.AOT1 U BOT1 :=0.05-BOT1
U TORQLPOT = 3.395-103
U TORQLPOT
U% TORQLPOT '- TORQLPOT
U% TORQLPOT = 17.551 -%
TORQLPOT = 1.934699.104
TRQNOL := TORQLPOT
U TRQNOL := U TORQLPOT
Rewriting the balance relaUon and determining the uncertainty
BAL72 := TRQNOL- TRQPOL
BAL72 = 8.825.103
,/ 2 2U BAL72 := U TRQNOL + U TRQPOL
U BAL72 = 3.436" 103
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Nowwritetheuncertaintyasapercentageof the RHS of the balance relalJon:
U BAL72
U%BAL72 :-ITRQNOLI
U% BAL72 = 17.76-%
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BalanceRelaUon73: TRQPOH:TRQNOH
* TRQPOHisthetorquerequiredbythe High Pressure Oxidizer Pump and the Prebumer Pump
* TRQNOH is the torque produced by the High Pressure Oxidizer Turbine
Both routines use speed as an itera'don variable
The HPOP torque is calculated in SPUMP and uses a map for TAU vs PHI
TORQI-IPOP=- TAUI-tPOP. TORQMHPOP-RHOVL21-SNR.ADOH 2 TAUHPOP := 0.1524294
TORQHPOP := - 51369.37 SNOH = 2.755-104
SNRADOH = 2.885-103
Considering an uncertainty associated with the torque coefficient vs flow coefficient map, and an
uncertainty in density due to the property routine.
U% TORQHPOP .=._ TAUHPOP ] \ P.H_
U TAUHPOP :: 0.05. TAUI-IPOP
U% TORQI.-IPOP = 0.05
U TORQHPOP := U% TORQHPOP' TORQFIPOP
U TORQI-IPOP = 2.571" 103
The PRBP torque is calculated in SPUMP and uses a map for TAU vs PHI
TORQPRBP=- TAUPRBP. TORQMI-IPOP.RI--IOVLPBSO. SNRADOH 2
TORQPRBP :=- 3371.18
TAUPRBP := 0.00992
SNOH = 2.755" 10a
SNRADOH = 2.885. l0 s
Considering an uncertainty associated with the torque coefficient vs flow coefficient map, and an
uncertainty in density due to the property routine.
U% TORQPRBP - ,_\ __ ] \ I_H_ /
U TAUPRBP := 0.05. TAUPRBP
U% TORQPRBP = 5.004 -%
U TORQPRBP := [U% TORQPRBp-TORQPRBP l
U TORQPRBP = 168.694
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TRQPOH := ITORQHPOP + TORQPRBP I
TRQPOH = 5.474-10 4
,_/ 2 2U TRQPOH := U TORQHPOP + U TORQPRBP
U TRQPOH = 2.576.103
Now consider the torque calculation for the HPOT, modules TURB01 and TBMP05.
Uncertainties are introduced through the turbine flow, WHPOT, as discussed in balance relation 54,
and the turbine efficiency map. The DH is calculated in TBMP05 as a function of the inlet and exit
pressures, the inlet temperature, and the gas constant. The pressures are iteration variables,
since DH is so closely related to the iteration variable no uncertainty will be assigne to DHLPOT.
A 5% uncertainty for ETAHPOT is being assigned based upon engineering judgment since no
information was obtained.
TORQHPOT=DHHPOT. WHPOT.
RJ
SNRADOH
U% ETAHPOT := 0.05
TORQHPOT := 54740.53
DHHPOT=ETAHPOT-DHIDLHPOT
TORQI-IPOT=ETAHPOT-DHIDLHPOT.WHPOT.
TRQNOH := TORQHPOT
RJ
SNRADOH
Since this balance relation is
being worked prior to working #_4
uncertainty for WHPOT is
being estimated
!
U%
_]U% 2 -,oz 2TORQHPOT ETAHPOT + u_,o WHPOT
U% TORQHPOT = 0.071
U TORQI-IPOT := TORQHPOT-U% TORQHPOT
U TORQHPOT = 3.91"I0s
U TRQNOH :=U TORQHPOT
U TRQNOH = 3.91"103
U%WHPOT:=U%wLPOT
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Rewriting the balance relation and determining the uncertainty
BAL73 :=TRQNOH - TRQPOH
BAL73 =-0.02
U BAL73 := _/U TRQNF'H 2 + U TRQPFH 2
UBAL73 = 1.191.10 a
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation:
U BAL73
U% BAL73 '- ITRQNOI-II
U% BAL73 = 21.749 -%
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BalanceRelation74:PTLPFP=PTVL01
* PTLPFP is calculated in SPUMP and utilizes the LPFP head coefficient map
* PTVL01 is an iteration variable
From the SPUMP module, the exit pressure and uncertainty are determined from
PTHTNK := 39.01
PTLPFP := PTHTNK + PSILPFP-RHOVL01- SNRADFL 2
PTLPFP = 229.477, Note: This value is slightly different
than the model calculated value of
PTLPFP=229.5579
PSILPFP := 0.0357
PTVL01 := 229.5579
Since PTHTNK is an input value and SNFL is an iteration variable,
PSILPFP and RHOVL01 are the terms which contain uncertainties.
Using an uncertainty of 3% for the head coefficient from the
head coefficient vs flow coefficient map. Estimate based upon
information provided by Rocketdyne.
U PS]I,PFP :=0.03.PSILPFP
0 RHOVL01 :: PSILPFP- SNRADFL 2
O PSILPFP :: RHOVL01- SNRADFL 2
U 2 2
U PTLPFP = 5.717
Rewriting the balance relation and determining the uncertainty
BAL74 :=PTVL0I - PTLPFP
BAL74 = 0.081
0 PTLPFP :=- 1
U BAL74 := _] (0 PTLPFp'U PTLPFP) 2
U BAL74 = 5.717
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation
O BAL74
U%BAL74 :-IPTVL011
U% BAL74 = 2.491 "%
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BalanceRelaUon75:PTHPFP=PTVL03
* PTHPFPiscalculatedinSPUMPandutilizestheHPFPheadcoefficientmap
* PTVL03is an iteration variable
From the SPUMP module, the e_ pressure and uncertainty are determined from
PTHPFP := PTVLO2 + PSIHPFP-RHOVL03-SNRADFH 2
PTHPFP = 5.82271° 103 . Note: This value is slightly different
than the model calculated value of
PTHPFP=5821.24
PTVL02 := 196.507
PSIHPFP := 0.1567331
PTVL03 := 5821.243
Since PTVL03 is an input value and SNFH are iteration variables,
PSIHPFP and RHOVL03 are the terms which contain uncertainties.
Using an uncertainty of 3.5% for the head coefficient from the
head coefficient vs flow coefficient map. Estimate based upon
information provided by Rocketdyne.
8 RHOVL03 :=PSIHPFP. SNRADFH 2
O PSII-]PFP := RHOVL03-SNRADFH 2
U PSIHPFP := 0.035.PSII-PFP
U PTHPFP = 390.808
Rewriting the balance relation and determining the uncertainty
BAL75 := PTVL03 - PTHPFP
BAL75 = -1.465
OPTHPFP :=- I
U BAL75 := _/(O PTHPFpU pTI-IPFP) 2
U BAL75 = 390.808
Uncertainty as a percentage of the right-hand side of the balance relation:
U BAL75 100U% BAL75 -
PTVL03
U% BAL75 = 6.713
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation
U BAL75
U% BAL75 :- IPTVL03I
U% BAL75 = 6.713 "%
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BalanceRelation76:PTLPOP=P'I'VL19
* PTLPOPiscalculatedinSPUMPandutilizestheLPOPheadcoefficientmap
* P'I'VL19isaniterationvariable
Fromthe SPUMP module, the exit pressure and uncertainty are determined from
PTLPOP := PTVL 18 + PSK,POP-RHOVL 19- SNRADOL 2
PTLPOP = 395.776. Note: This value is slightly different
than the model calculated value of
PTLPOP=396.0983
PSILPOP := 0.0276 PTVL18 := 74.07178
Rt-IOVL19 := 0.0404PTVL 19 := 396.0983
Since PTVL18 and SNOL are iteration variables,
PSILPOP and RHOVL19 are the terms which contain uncertainl_es.
U RHOVLI 9 := 0.002.RHOVLI9
U PSILPOP := 0.05.PSILPOP
Using an uncertainty of 5.0% for the head coefficient from the
head coefficient vs flow coefficient map. Estimate based upon
information provided by Rocketdyne.
0 RHOVL19 := PSILPOP. SNRADOL 2
O PSILPOP := RI-IOVL 19. SNRADOL 2
)2( )2UpTLPOP := OPSiLPOp.UpsiLPO P + ORHOVL19"URHOVL19
U PTLPOP = 16.098
Rew_ng the balance relation and determining the uncertainty
BAL76 := PTVL19 - PTLPOP
BAL76 = 0.322
OPTLPOP :=- 1
U BAL76 := ff (O PTLPOp'U PTLPOP) 2
U BAL76 = 16.098
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation
U BAL76
U% BAL76 '-IPTVL191
U% BAL76 = 4.064 -%
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BalanceRelation77:PTHPOP=PTVL21
* PTHPOPiscalculatedin SPUMP and utilizes the HPOP head coefficient map
" PTVL21 is an iteralJon variable
From the SPUMP module, the e_t pressure and uncertainty are determined from
PTVL20 :=362.0607
PTHPOP := PTVL20 + PSIt-IPOP.RI--IOVL21. SNRADOH 2 PSIHPOP := 0.0112
PTHPOP = 4.11975-103 . Note: This value is slightly different
than the model calculated value of
PTHPOP=4123.194
Since PTVL20 and SNOH are iteration variables,
PSIHPOP and RHOVL21 are the terms which contain uncertainties.
U RHOV'L2I :=O.002.RHOVL2I
Using an uncertainty of 6% for the head coefficient from the
head coefficient vs flow coefficient map. Es'dmate based upon
informalJon provided by Rocketdyne.
0RHOVL21 := PSIHPOP. SNRADOH 2
0 PSIHPOP := RHOVL21- SNRADOH 2
U PTHPOP :=_ (0 PSil_iPop.U PSiHPOP)2 + U(0 RHOVL2 l RHOVL21)
2
U PTHPOP = 225.587
Rewriling the balance relation and determining the uncertainty
BAL77 := PTVL21 - PTHPOP
BAL77 = 3.44
e PTHPOP := - 1
U 2UBAL77 ::_(SPTHPOP" PTHPOP)
U BAL77 = 225.587
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relaUon"
U BAL77
U% BAL77 :-IPTVL21 I
U% BAL77 = 5471 "%
PTVL21 :=4123.193
RHOVL2I := 0.0403
U PSIHPOP := 0.06-PSIHPOP
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BalanceRelaUon78: PTPRBP=PTPBSO
* PTPRBPisthepreburnerpumpdischargepressureandcalculatedinSPUMP
* PTPBSOistheoxidizersplitterductandisaniterationvariable
Thepreburnerpumpinletpressureiscalculatedintheconfigurationfile using the equation:
PTPBPI := PTVL21
4.47.10 -4
(RHOVL21 )
PTPBPI = 3.99356.103, Note, this value is slightly different than
the value in the output of 3994.133
WPRBP = 108.1089
PTPBSO := 6932.563
RHOPBSO := 0.0408
U RHOPBSO := 0.002.RHOPBSO
From the SPUMP module, the exit pressure and uncertainty are determined from
PSIPRBP :--0.00864
PTPRBP :: PTPBPI ÷ PSIPRBP.RHOPBSO-SNRADOH 2
PTPRBP = 6.9283 I- 103 , Note: This value is slightly different
than the model calculated value of
PTPRBP=6932.563
Since PTPBSO and SNOH are iteration variables,
PSIPRBP and RHOPBSO are the terms which contain uncertainties.
Using an uncertainty of 5% for the head coefficient from the head coefficient vs flow coefficient
map. Estimate based upon engineering judgment, since no information was provided by
Rocketdyne for the Prebumer Pump.
U PSIPRBP := 0.05.PSIPRBP
0 RHOPBSO := PSIPRBP- SNRADOH 2
0 PSIPRBP := R.HOPBSO. SNRADOH 2
U PTPRBP = 146.855
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Rewriting the balance relation and determining the uncertainty
BAL78 :=PTPBSO- PTPRBP
BAL78 = 4.249
0 PTPRBP := - 1
U BAL78 = _(0 PTPRBp'U PTPRBP) 2
U BAL78 = 146.855
Now write the uncertainty as a percentage of the RHS of the balance relation
U BAL78
U% BAL78 - [PTPBSO[
U% BAL78 = 2 118 -%
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Balance Relation 79: XROPV=XROPOV
BAL79=XROPOV- XROPV
Balance RelaUon 80: PTHG2=PTOPRB
BAL80=PTOPRB- PTHG2
Balance Relation 81 : PTHG6=PTOSF
BALSI=PTOSF-PTHCr6
Balance Relation 82: PTHGI=PTFPRB
BAL82=PTFPRB- PTHG1
Balance Relation 83: PTHG5=PTFSF
BAL83--PTFSF- PTHG5
Balance Relation 84: PTFINJ=PTMFI
BAL84_PTMFI- PTFINJ
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Balance Relation 85: WMCHB=WNOZL
BAL85-WNOZL- WMCHB
Balance Relation 86: WHGI=WFTBP
BAL86=WFTBP- WI-IG1
Balance RelaUon 87: WHG2=WOTBP
BAL87=WOTBP- WHG2
Balance Relation 88: PTMCHB=PCREQ
BAL88=PCREQ- PTMCHM
Balance Relation 89: EMRFCNTR=OFREQ
BAI..89=OFREQ- EMRFCNTR
Balance Relation 90:QNETNOZX=0
Balance RelaUon 91:QNETNOZU=0
Balance Relation 92:QNETCHML=0
Balance Relation 93:QNETCHMU=0
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Summary of balance relation uncertainties
U% BAL 1 = 5 .% U% BAL 11
U% BAL2 = 5.032 .%
U% BAL3 = 5 "%
U% BAIA = 5 "%
U% BAL5 = 4.876.*'4
U% BAL6 = 13.055 "%
U% BAL7 = 5.786"%
U% BAJ_,8 = 5.786 "%
U% BAL9 = 7.071 "%
U% BALl0 = 7.071 .%
= 7.071 "%
U% BALl2 = 7.071 "%
U% BALl3 = 7.681 .%
U% BALl4 = 23.613 "%
U% BALl 5 = 6.986"%
U% BALl6 = 8.718 "%
U% BALl 7 = 7.071 "%
U% BALI 8 = 7.071 .%
U% BALl9 = 7.071 "%
U% BAL20 = 7.071 "%
U% BAL21 = 7.071 "%
U% BAL22 = 7.071 "%
U% BAL23 = 6 "%
U% BAL24 = 40.769 .%
U% BAL25 = 7.293 "%
U% BAL26 = 7.292 "%
U% BAL27 = 6.604 "%
U% BAL28 = 7.419 -%
U% BAL29 = 7.282 .%
U% BAL30 = 7.282 -%
U% BAL31 = 14.142 "%
U% BAL32 = 14 141 "%
U%BAL33 = 14.142.%
U% BAL34 = 2.071 .*,4
U% BAL35 = 10"%
U% BAL36 = 7.062 -%
U% BAL37 = 7.062 .%
U% BAL38 = 5.001 "*,4
U% BAL39 = 5.001 "*,4
U% BAL40 = 5.071 "*,4
U% BAL41 = 5 09-%
U% BAL42 = 4.959 .%
U% BAL43 = 4.941 "%
U% B_ = 3.764.%
U% BAL45 = 3.87 .%
U% BAL46 = 7.143 "*,4
U% BAIA7 = 5.001 "%
U% BAL48 = 3 61 -%
U% BAL49 = 3.649 .%
= .%
= .%
_-- o%
_-- .%
= .%
_-- .%
_-- .%
.%
.%
.%
= .*/o
z
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U% BAL71 = I1045 .%
U% BAL72 = 1776 .%
U% BAL73 = 21749 .%
U% BAL74 = 2.491.%
U% BAL75 = 6.713 "%
U% BAL76 = 4.064-%
U% BAL77 = 5471 "%
U% BAL78 = 2 118"%
= .%
= .%
.%
.%
.%
.%
.%
-%
.%
.%
.%
.%
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Abstract
Providing aeoxrate performance predictions for
a liquid rocket engine is essential to providing a safe
and effective space launch system, since test
programs cannot, in a cost efficient manner, provide
all the necessary information. This paper discusses a
new methodology which includes knowledge of the
uncertainties associated with the test program as well
as the uncertainties associated with the analytical
model and the uncertainty associated with the
solution of the model. This methodology will be
used during the analysis of test data through a test
data reconciliation strategy to incorporate the test
data and its uncertainty within the model solution to
provide the most plausible region of engine
performance conditions.
This work is based around enhancing the
analysis tools for the continued evolution of the
Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) and its on-going
development at the Technology Test Bed CITB)
faeifity at Marshall Space Flight Center. Assessment
of the experimental uncertainties associated with
TTB SSME test data and assessment of the
uncertainties associated with the analytical model
are also diseusse&
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Introduction
The conflicting demands placed upon current
and future liquid rocket engine systems, maximum
performance at minimum cost, require the
development of new analysis tools, tools which
provide more information upon which to base
decisions. The uncertainties in the test results and
the uncertainties in the analytical model predictions
have often been neglected. Hence, a research
program has been in progress, led by NASA
Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC), to develop
analysis tools for use with the Space Shuttle Main
Engine (SSME) which considers these uncertainties.
The intent of these tools is to provide information
which identifies the region of most plausible engine
performance conditions.
This paper describes the combined effort of
researchers from NASA/MSFC, Christian Brothers
University 1, and the University of Alabama in
HuntsviUe 2 to develop these tools. This paper
presents the background and overall objective of the
effort, aspects of the experimental uncertainty
analysis, aspects of the data integration and
modeling work, and a discussion of future work.
Back_,round and Obiective
Analytical performance models simulate the
internal flow environment of a rocket engine by
modeling subsystem components and integrating
these components into an engine system. These
performance models are essential in the support of
SSME hardware design, evaluating hardware
performance, predicting engine operating for off-
nominal hardware conditions, and anomaly
investigations. The primary purpose of these
performance models is to accurately predict the
performance characteristics of the individual engine
components. These individual components are
modeled using analytical relationships which
describe turbopump characteristics, pressure losses.
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and heat transfer effects. These analytical
relationships are adjusted to correlate to test data.
Thus, the quality and validity of the performance
predictions generated rely primarily on the process
in which test data is integrated with the analytical
relationships. If this process is flawed, the hardware
characteristics and performance predictions
generated from these models will be inaccurate,
unrefiable, and could steer the rocket engine
development program on a costly and undesirable
COUI_.
Accurately predicting the performance
characteristics of the individual engine components
is extremely difficult because of three factors. First,
limited instrmnentation exist on most rocket engines.
There are approximately 700 parameters within the
current SSME performance model which represent
all of the predicted pressures, temperatures and
flowrates within the engine. The instnnnentation on
the Technology Test Bed SSME provides data for
only 12% of these internal flow parameters.
Secondly, rocket engine testing is extremely costly.
This limits the amount of data that can be attained
for a specific rocket engine design. Third, most
rocket engine performance analysis models integrate
test information within the physical relationships by
assuming that the measured test data is absolutely
acemate. This, so-called, "pristine data" assumption
is flawed since all measurement systems have
inherent inaccuracies. In addition, rocket engine
models consist of anal_cal relationships based upon
simplified assumptions. Individual engine
components are modeled assuming one-dimensional,
uniform, flow-averaged conditions. Local
measurements in this compficated flow network are
incapable of characterizing these flow-averaged
conditions with accuracy. Computational
predictions are forced to agree with the data at
instrmnented locations, often at the expense of
balancingfundamentalphysical relationships (mass
conservation, momentum, and energy conservation).
Consequently, this leads to inaccurate hardware
chara.x-ter_fion and engine system performance
predictions. The first two factors are inherent within
all rocket engine technology. The third factor can be
significantly improved by developing new methods
to integrate uncertain test information within
simplified analytical relatiomhips.
A new generalized performance analysis model,
termed the Performance Reconciliation Model
(PRM), is currently being developed which contains
a test data integration strategy that eliminates the
pristine data assumption. The solutionprocedure
incorporates a system level nonlinear mathematical
optimization strategy. The optimization strategy
requires uncertainty estimates for both test
measurements and the balance of the fundamental
physical relationships. The optimization procedure
selects values for engine variables (flow rates.
pressures, temperatures, speeds, etc.) within defined
measurement uncertmnty limits, willie satisfyi.'rig the
fundamental physical relationships within defined
balance uncertainty limits. The objective of the
optimization procedure is to minimize adjustments
in the engine variables from the initial test values.
The PRM generates a set of performance predictions
by reconciling test data with fundamental physical
relationships within specified unce_inty limits. In
effect, PRM predictions provide the most plausible
set of engine performance conditions, recognizing
the inherent uncertainties in both fundamental
physical relations and test measurements. Figure 1
schematically shows the fundamental aspects of this
new computational strategy. Test data obtained from
the SSME Technology Test-Bed facility at MSFC is
being used to support this model development. The
goal of this strategy is to get the test information and
fundamental physical relationships to reinforce each
other and thus, more accurately predict the
performancecharacteristics ofthe individual engine
components.
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Figure 1 Schematic of Research Effort
Uncertainty Analysis in TTB Testine
The focus m thistaskistoidentify the uncertainty
that should be associated with measured variables such
as temperature or pressure or with a determined result
such as flowrate that is calculated using a number of
measured variables.
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Figure 2 shows a schematic of the viewpoint used
in _g error somves that conm2mteto the overall
uncertainty. The desired variable is taken to be the one
with which a model outtaa will be compared - a cross-
section averaged _ for example, that would
usually be rcf=n_ to as "the_" of the flow at
a particular location in the engine. If the sensor
responds to _ at a point, then an install_on
or conceptual bias exists due to the semor not actually
responding to the desired variable (the average
temperanm:). This is an elemental som_ that must be
included, and it is potentially one of the dominant
elemental sources in temperature and presmm data in
TrB testing. The traditional "measurement
_ sources are shown as biases in the sensor
_on and biases in the ca_ration of the data
acquisition system (DAS). Additionally, the effect of
unsteadiness in, and due to, the operating environment
must be considered since the sensor calibrations and
DAS pretest calibration checks are not done with the
engineoperatin and cemi can
have an effect on tie final system ouqmt - the measured
value of the variable.
Cl_ice of the appropriate precision unceminty
estimate (precision limit) to use with TrB data needs to
be carefully done. A precision limit determined using a
standant deviation from a time slice during one test
gives information about the steadiness of the "steady
state"at that operating condition daring that particular
test, but includes no effec_ of the testdodest variation of
the variable at that operating condition. Computing a
standard deviation of a variable or result from multiple
tests, all of which were at the same operating condition,
givesthe appropriateprecisionestimateforuse in
discussingtheuncertaintyina measuredTTB variable.
R isalsotheappropriateprecisionlimitoconsider
when comparingtheresultsfromonetestoresultsfrom
another test in an effort to detemune ff a change in
component, for instance, had any discernible effect on
the value of the result.
An investigation to determine the experimental
uncertainties associated with test measurements from
the SSME Engine 3001 installed in the Technology
TestBed facilitywas conducted.This investigation
consisted of reviewing pre_ious analyses, discussions
with NASA personnel, review of other teclmical
literature, and new analyses. Since the
thermodynamic performance analysis of the SSME
was the motivation behindthis contractual effort, the
pressure, differential pressure, temperature, and
mass flow rate measurements were the focus of the
initial investigation.
Analysis of Previous TTB Test Data
To achieve a setofdata torexdcwwhichcould
be defined as from the "same" hardware, tests
TrB039 through TTB 051 were chosen. These tests
were conducted with Engine 3001 with the large
throat combustion chamber and a consistent set of
other hardware.
The mass flow rate uncertainties for the venturi
flowmeters were determined using the methodology
in references[31, [4],[5]and [6].The systematic
uncertainty estimates (bias limits) used in the
uncertainty propagation equations were based upon
the information gathered from the available
documentation, discussions with TrB personnel, and
engineering experience.
Potentially significant bias uncertainties yet to
be evaluated in the TrB measurements are the
conceptual bias uncertainties. The conceptual bias
uncertaintiesin the temperature and pressure
measurements are particularly important in this
effort because of the interest m comparing the
experimental results with the anal)tical predictions.
In many of the SSME measurements the flowfield is
highly complex due to the simrp turns and bends,
valves, pump and tu_inc inlets and discharges, and
other complicating factors. These factors accentuate
the difference between the pl_'sical quantity at the
sensor and the quantity for which the measuremem
is desired, typically an average _iue at a cross-
section. These assessments will require extensive
review of the measurement, the sensor and its
installation, the thermodynamic and fluid d3nmmic
flowfield, and their interaction. This detailed
analysis of the measurements is currently underway..
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The precision limits for the mass flowrate
uncertainties are dependent upon the question being
asked, or rather, what is purpose for the information.
Precision limits can be calculated in many different
ways, but the interpretation of the precision limit and
the use of it depends upon data used to calculate it.
The variables which must be considered for the
precision limit calculation include, but are not
limited to:
• engine number
• specific engine component configuration
• engine test(s)
• power level
• testprofile
• specific engine adjustments
• time slice within the test
• data sample rate (data points used for
standard deviation calculation)
The precision limits for the tlowrate
uncertainties were based upon review of the flowrate
data for the chosen lime slice. Precision limits were
esfimatedin two primaxyways. First, one was based
upon the full sample-rate (25 or 50 samples/see) data
within each test. The second precision limit was
estimated based upon averaging the full sample-rate
data over a given time slice, for a given test, at a
chosen power Level to provide a single data point for
that test condition and using similar points from
other tests to form a sample from which a precision
limit estimate could be calculated.
The uncertainty in the thermophysical property
data must be included in the uncertainty analysis
since there was some experimental uncertainty in the
original experiments upon which the property tables
were developed. If the property data is represented
by a curve-fit of the experimental data an uncertainty
associated with the data and with the curve-fit must
be included. The venturi flowrate data reduction
utilizes the thermophysical property routine GASP _.
The GASP documentation shows the uncertainty in
density for liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen to be
within approximately 0.25% outside of the critical
region and within approximately 2.0% near the
critical region. The GASP program is based upon
National Bureau of Standards data for the
thermodynamic properties of hydrogen and oxygen.
Calibration of Mass Flowmeters, Determination
of Discharge Coefficient, CD
The accurate determination of the mass flow
rate for cryogenic rocket propellants is di_cuit
because of the special problems presented. These
problems arise because of the cryogenic
temperatures, the property, data uncertainty, the
differences in calibration fluids (water or air versus
cryogens), and calibrationlimitationsdue to safety
considerationsEach of thesecan introducean
uncertainty in the mass flow rate determination.
The accurate determination of a mass flow rate
depends upon the ability to trace the output from a
given device back to a standard certified by the
National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) or some other respected standard. The basic
problem with cryogen flowmeters is that there are
limited facilities which can produce an accurate
standard using the actual c.ryogenic fluid. The
facilities which do exist are limited to the calibration
of liquid nitrogen flows, or have limited capacity.
The principle of dynamic similarity, matching
the Reynolds number of the test fluid with the
Reynolds number of the calibration fluid, has been
relied upon, with corrections for the dimensional
changes due to thermal contraction and other
miscellaneous effects being made. A literature
survey indicates that very little work has taken place
to assess the accuracy of this procedure, primarily
due to the cost and complexity, involved with
developing the necessary experiments with liquid
oxygen and liquid hydrogen. The systematic
uncertainty due to not calibrating the venturi
flowmeters in the appropriate cryogenic fluid has
been estimated to be as much as 1%.9,'0 Other
assumptions and approximations are made to
achieve the venturi mass flowrate data reduction
equations.Two ofthe fundamentalassumptions are
thattheflowthroughtheventurisadiabaticand
one-dimensional,which isnot trueduringengine
operation.Anothersignificantfactoristhatnoneof
the venturisare installedwith the recommended
length of upstream straight duct. An attempt was
mades to account for this problem by calibrating the
venturis with the "as-installed" ducts connected,
however they could not reproduce the other flow
characteristics, such as flow swirl, turbulence,
OScillations, etc.
The venturi calibration report s develops a
polynomial curve-fit to obtain the value of the
discharge coefficients where the curve-fit is based
upon the Reynolds number of the flow through the
venturi. For all of the venturi flo,_aneters calibrated
with water dynamic similarity could not be obtained.
that is, the flowmeters could not be calibrated at the
Reynolds number expected during an engine test. In
fact, most of the calibrations were performed at a
fraction of the operating Reynolds number, from
1.7% to 10%, and the curve-fits were ex-trapolated
out to the operating condition.
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The extrapolation of the calibration curve-fits
and the use of a different fluid for the calibration
introduce an uncertainty which must be associated
with the venturi discharge coefficient. In the
absence of performing detailed experiments to assess
these uncertainties, estimates must be made based
upon the existing information° In this study,
systematic uncertainties of 2-4% were estimated for
the discharge coefficients.
Uncertainty in Mass Flowrate Determinations
A computer program was developed to calculate
the flowrates for the venturi flowmeters and to
perform the uncertainty calculations. This program
accesses the raw, full sample-rate data for all of the
engine measurements. The program uses the
measured pressure, differential pressure, and
temperature for each venmri, combined with the
specific dimensional dam and other constants (such
as discharge coefficient), averages the data for the
chosen time slice and calculates the mass flowrate.
The bias limits and precision limits for the
uncertainty sources for each venturi are stored in the
program as constants and propagated through the
data reduction equation using the uncertainty
propagation equations. The only correlated bias
uncertainty included in the uncertainty propagation
equation is the uncertainty in the venturi
dimensions. All other possible bias correlations
were considered negligible, particularly with respect
to the magnitude of the dischaxge coefficient bias
uncertainty. The partial det_atives are determined
numerically using a finite differencetechnique, often
referred to as a jitter routine.
The mass flow rate uncertainties were
determined to be in the 4% to 8% range, with the
two dominant uncertainty contributions being the
systematic uncertainty from the discharge coefficient
and the precision uncertainty. Further review of the
test data indicated that most of the precision
uncertainty was due to the variation in the engine
balance from test-to-test for a given power level. A
factor which complicates the analysis of the SSME is
that the engine will balance at different operating
points for a given power level. Hence, the test-to-test
uncertainty estimate contains this information and is
the appropriate interval to use within the PRM.
Uncertainty Analysis in SSME Modelin_
When comparing output of a model with
experimental data, the uncertainties that should be
associated with the model predictions must be
considered for proper conclusions to be draw_ In the
past, most of the work reported in this area has simply
considered the sensitivity of the model output to
uncertainties m the input data. This obviously does not
include any uncertainties in the model itself and thus is
not a satisfactory approach. In this research effort, we
have divided the sources that cause uncertainty in the
model output into three categories: (1) tmcenamties due
to assumptions and approximations in the model. (2)
uncertainties due to the incorporation of previous
exlm'imen_ data into the model, and (3) uncertainties
due to the numerical solution algorithm. Consideration
of the third category is considered in the next section.
The first category, uncertaintiesdue to assumptions
and approximations in the model, does not include the
installation and/or conceptual bias source shown in
Figure 2 and discussed above since that uncertmnty is
associated with the measured value. Consider the
tempemUae at a particular position in the flow. The
uncertainty associated with the measured _alue of the
teng)cmmre includes the effect of making a point
measurement but desiring a cross-sectional averaged
value. The inability of the model to calculate a correct
average tcmperam_ at a particular location because the
oue-dimensional flow approximation has been made
results in an unomamty in the predicted temperature.
(Stated another way, if the model predicts the correct
average temperature at a particular location, then the
one.dimensional flow approximation has mused no
in the model output_)
The uncertainties due to the incorporation of
previous experimental data in the model arise when
material prelm_ data is used, when valve resistance
characteristics are used, when pump maps are used, etc.
These are all instances in which previous experimental
data has been used by replacing the data with curvefits.
The original cLam contained uncertainties, but the
curvcfit equations used in the predictive models have
been treated as the "truth" in most previous
considerations of uncertainty in model outputs. Adding
further complication, there is no accepted way of
estimatingtheinfluenceofsystematicuncertaintieson
the uacertai_ that should be associated with a
regression. This aspect has been investigated as a part
of this programaud is discus,_ later.
Modeling Assumptions and Approximations
When a modelof a physical _'stem is developed,
assumptions and approximations about the system
are made to simplify the system to one which
mathematical expressions can describe. By making
these simplifications an error is introduced and the
model cannot exactly describe the physical system.
Some of the primary assumptions and
approximations made within the SSME model
include:
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• l-dimensional
• fully developed
• steady-state
• adiabatic
• ideal gas
If the uncertainty to associate with a particular
assumption or approximation can be estimated, then
sometimes the model should be improved to include
this estimate instead of uying to estimate the
uncertainty. For example, it was determined that a
turbine exit temperature was being predicted using
an ideal gas, constant specific heat approximation,
which for the specific temperature range of interest
was a poor approximation. Instead of trying to
estimate an uncertainty to associate with that
approximation, the model was altered to include a
better thermodynamic description of the process.
If the models are developed based upon the
soundest assumptions and approximations available,
assessing the uncertainty due to these assumptions
and approximations would require an effort beyond
the scope of the current research program
Uncertainties From Using Previous Experimental
Information
In all of the component modules, information
from previous testing is used. For example, the
model of the liquid oxygen flow through a given duct
or through a given valve is based upon its component
testing, which provides an equation for the resistance
through the duct as function of the flowrate. This
test information is often reduced to the form of a line
or curve. The values of the polynomial constants in
the thermodynamic property routines are also
examples of using previously obtained uncertain test
information in a model.
The methodology to assess the uncertainty in the
coefficients of a linear regression were developed as
part of this effort. The uncertainty analysis
methodology previously discussed was applied to the
expressions for the regression coe_cients to develop
the technique. The details of this methodology were
presented at the 1995 AIAA Aerospace Sciences
conference ml. The work presented in that paper
demonstrates that this technique provides a method
to determine the uncertainty in linear regression
coefficients, and incorporates the effects of correlated
systematicuncertainties.
Recently, the methodology has been
extended to provide the appropriate uncertainty
interval for the predicted value using the regression
model equation. Work is continuing to develop the
specific techniques needed to apply this methodology
to the types of models and previous experimental
information found in the SSME program.
Performance Analysis
Data integration strategies are defined by
formulation, including both physical and
mathematical components, and computational
solution procedure. A reliable strategy requires a
computationally tractable and physically consistent
performance model as a fundamental starting point.
In mathematical terms, the computational steady-
state performance analysis problem can be stated as
follows:
Problem 1 Computational Performance Analysis
Problem
determine X
suchthat F(X;Y) < Tol
where
F - the column vector [F_ , F2 ..... F_ ]r
composed of n independent balance relations that
govern modeled engine performance
X - the column vector [ xt . x: ..... x, ]r
composed of n independent physical characteristics
that define modeled engine performance
Y - the column vector [ Yl . Y2 ..... Ym IT
composed of m performance parameters, assumed
constant, for the modeled engine
1"oi - the column vector [ tol_ . toh .... , tOln iT
composed of the n solution tolerances associated
with the n independent balance relations governing
modeled engine performance
Acceptable solutions to Problem 1 are located
within the intersection of tolerance bands about the
individual balance solution contours. The method
for selecting individual tolerances is an important
consideration which can significantly affect the
solution obtained. Despite the critical nature of
tolerance selection, heuristic guidelines are generally
used to specify individual relation tolerances. A
more systematic procedure for specifying the
acceptability threshold is to define tolerance limits
in terms of balance relation uncertainties. Balance
relation ( Fi(X;Y)=0 ) uncertainty arises from a
variety of sources including model
assumptions/approximations, scarce/ inaccurate
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thermodynamic property data in ranges of interest,
scatter/extrapolation of experimental data used to
estimate parameters in semi-empirical relations, and
secondary effects such as small scale leakage often
ignored in large scale performance models.
Techniques for estimating experimental
uncertainties and their propagation are well
developed, as discussed previously. Although not
uniformly applicable to tolerance estimation, these
techniques can be expanded to provide a
fundamental approach to balance uncertainty
estimation. Once defined, the balance uncertainty
vector U--[ Ul, 132..... U_ ]r can be used in place
of the tolerance vector Tol in Problem 1, yielding a
modified computational performance analysis
problem in which tmcertainty band intersections
define the solution feasible region as depicted
conceptually in Figure 3. This type approach is
logically consistent and provides consistent
utilization of available information in performance
modeling.
Data Reduction
The term "dam reduction" indicates a specific
procedure for integrating experimental test data
within performance prediction models.
Traditionally, data reduction has referred to data
integration based on a single test firing of a specified
engine. This does not, however, preclude the use of
data reduction as a method for ensemble average
data integra_on.
The data reduction procedure is a strategy for
modifying engine hardware performance
characteristics in order to enforce model agreement
with a specified set of experimental observations. To
facilitate mathematical description of the data
reduction process, it is useful to define the following
set partitions:
X = [xl,x2 .... xk I _-l .... x_] r = [XrIX=] T
Y = [Yl,Y2 .... Yk lYe1 .... y=]r = [y, lyt]r
where
X_ a subset of X composed of the k physical
characteristics that axe fixed by test data
X, the complementary subset (X,=X-Xr)of n-k
physical characteristics that remain as independent
data reduction solution variables
X2
physically %
comistc'nt
solution\ .J']
/
solution
\l
X1
Figure 3 Feasible Region, Physical Relations
Y, - a subset of Y composed of k
hardware parameters that are treated as independent
data reduction solution variables
Yt - the complementar,., subset (Yr=Y-
Y,) of m-k hardware parameters that remain at
assumed constant values
Using the above set partition definitions, the data
reduction analysis problem can be stated as follows:
Problem 2 Data Reduction Analysis Problem
fix k physical characteristics Xr at test data
indicated values
select k hardware parameters Y_ to treat as
variable
determine 3:, and Y,
such that F(X,,Y, ; Xf,Yf) < Tol
Because there is some freedom in the selection
of the elements of Y,, the solution of the d_t,_
reduction analysis problem is generally not umque.
This troublesome characteristics results from the f_
that the system F(X,Y)=O is underprescribed. "It
places a significant burden on the model user in
selecting the variable hardware components of Y,..
A logical, although not a priori correct, procedure is
to select as dements of Y, those hardware
characteristics which most significantly impact
corresponding fixed elements of Xr. In practice, the
variable hardware characteristics are selected based
on experience and related observation. This t31aeof
subjective selection provides unfortunate
opportunities for systematic prediction bias.
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A conceptual view of consistent data reduction
analysis solutions, assuming absolutely accurate
(pristine) test data, is presented in Figure 4. It is
obvious that the set of acceptable physical solutions
becomes more restricted as the dimension of Xf
increases (i.e., the number of test fLXed physical
parameters increases).
X2
XI test XI
l_re 4 Dma_ Comlstem Prl_le I_m Solmlom
In addition, a significant problem arises when
experimental observation falls outside the physically
consistent solution region as displayed in Figures 5.
It is an unfortunate consequence of experimental
uncertainty that consistent data reduction becomes
more difficult as the number of physical
measurements increases. In the limit, as the number
of test fixed physical characteristics approaches the
total number of prediction variables, a physically
consistent performance solution is unobtainable due
to test data measurement uncertainty. Traditional
data reduction methods do not address this
fundamental problem. A logical strategy is needed
to resolve the integration anomalies depicted in
Figure 5.
Data Reconciliation
Three approaches can be taken to resolve the
data integration problems described in the previous
section The first, and perhap s ple technique is
to retain the pristine data assumption and increase
the physical relation tolerance bands to include test
values. Uncertainty bandwidths would both guide
and limit the allowable tolerance relaxations. A
second approach is to consider measurement
uncertainty as well as balance uncertainty in data
integration. The intersection of balance and
measurement uncertainty bands would then define
all feasible solutions. The pristine data assumption
can be retained ff test measurements fall within the
feasible region. In addition, the second approach
provides a strategy for determining feasible
X2 test .....
X2
2 TOL2
Xl test Xl
l_mre 5 DataRedncdon,NoConsistentPristineDataSolution
reconciliation solutions while relaxing the pristine
data assumption . The third, and perhaps least
desirable, approach is to simply ignore a portion of
the flow physics in order to retain the pristine data
assumption. This method is often used in current
data reduction strategies when data restrictions
preclude a consistent physical solution. This
approach fails to recognize inherent measurement
uncertainty and reduces physical consistency. This
type of rigid adherence to the pristine data
assumption is ditticult to defend as a prediction
enhancement strategy.
The fundamental question and problem related
to test data integration is simply stated. What is the
best estimate of engine performance in the presence
of uncertain, non-physical test data? The available
flow physics and test data are insufficient to provide
a rigorous answer to this question. Therefore, the
quality of performance prediction depends in large
measure on effective problem formulation/solution.
Since best estimates are sought for an
underprescribed engine system, it is logical to
assume that an effective data integration model will
take the form of a mathematical programming
problem. Several such formulations based on
squared residual sums have been developed during
the interim phase of this study. These formulations,
termed data reconciliation models, are described
below.
Reconciliation Formulation 1
Assumes pristine data and physical relations
uncertainty band satisfaction.
2
minimize f(X,Y>= _-'_[Fi(X,.,Y,.;Xf,Y,) ]
i=l
by selection of X,, Y,
8
subject to IF(X.,Y_ ; Xf,Yf)l < U
X¢ -- test value
Formulation 1 is the mathematical representation of
data integration approach 1. No feasible solution
exists ff Xr does not fall within the physical relation
uncertainty band intersection.
Reconciliation Formulation 2
Assumes minimum deviation from test data
and physical relations uncertainty band satisfaction.
minimize fix,Y) -
by selection of X, Y,
_(x_- xi._) 2
x i sXf
subjecto IF(X,Y,;Yf)I < U
Formulation 2 is one example of a mathematical
model reflecting data integration approach 2. It
seeks the physically consistent performance state
closest to test data The feasible region is the
intersection of physical relationand test data
uncertainty bands. In this formulation, the
reconciliation solution is the point within the feasible
region that deviates the least from test data.
Reconciliation Formulation 3
Assannes pristinedataand minimum violation of
physical relations.
n • ,mmmze f(x,Y)=
by selection of X,, Yv
subjecto Xr = test value
Formulation 3 presents a mathematical model
related to data integration approach 2. It seeks the
performance state with the highest level of physical
consistency that can be attained while enforcing
absolute test data agreement. The reconciliation
solution selectedby formulation 3 isthe operating
state closest to the feasible region that agrees with
test data.
It is evident that reconciliation formulations 2
and 3 return data integration solutions that differ
only in the perceived quality of test data relative to
physical consistency. Formulation 4 described below
includes both formulations 2 and 3 as specificases.
In addition, it eliminates constraint comple_ .ty and
utilizes beth physical relation and test data
uncertainty weighing to identify the "best" operating
state prediction.
Reconciliation Formulation 4
Assume uncertainty weighing of test data and
physical relations.
minimize fiX, Y) =
i=,L" _ 'J "l'-xi_Xr Ui J
by selection of X, Y,
The effect of uncertainty weiglling in the above
squared residuals relation is obvious. Reconciliation
formulation 4, as displayed in Figure 6, provides a
logical and consistent platform for combining
information from the historical data base (Y and U)
with single test experimental data (Xf) and physical
model relations (10. It admits plausible "solutions"
that approach physical and test consistency in an
"optimum" fashion. In addition, it can be used to
relax the requirement that the number of adjustable
hardware performance parameters (in Y,) match the
number of available test measurements (in Xt) in the
data integration process.
The L2 or squared residuals formulation
presented above is but one of many potential
extremum formulations that can be used for effective
data integration. The formulation of choice will be
the one that admits the most reliable and efficient
solution.
X2
V ", /
2TOL2
Xl
Figure 6 Data Reconciliation. Formulation 4 Feasible Re,on
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Summary
An uncertainty analysis of the SSME test
program at the Technology Test Bed facility has
shown that non-negligible uncertainties exist in the
determination of the mass flowrates, ranging from
2% to up to 10%, and even larger in some cases.
The systematic uncertainty is dominated by the bias
limit in the experimentally determined venturi
discharge coeIticient. The precision uncertainty is
dominated by the test-to-test variation in the power
balance within the engine, causing a variation in the
actual flowrate in addition to the inherent flow
randomness.
The uncertainty intervals provided in this report
can be used for comparison to performance
prediction models; however the engine configuration
being modeled must be representative of the engine
configuration for which the precision uncertainty
was determin_
A primary source of uncertainty in the
analytical modeling of the SSME is from the use of
previous experimental information. This
information is usually utilized in the form of
regressions or curvefits. Initial research efforts to
deter[nine a methodology to properly account for the
uncertainty in the regression coe_cients has shown
to be promising, and work is continuing to develop
the methodology.
Mathematical programming formulations
provide a natural analytical basis for test data
integration in performance models. Plausible
formulations have been developed and implemented.
Computational experience with these
implementations is currently being extended.
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Appendix 7
Miscellaneous Background Information
The information provided in this appendix is included to assist in
reviewing and updating the uncertainty estimates. They are also included as
background, to used to resolve currently open issues.
The pump performance maps contained here were obtained from
Rocketdy-ne, the proper correlation between these maps and the performance
maps in ROCETS is currently not known. When the proper relationship is
determined the transfer of the standard deviation bands can also be
transferred.
Portions of three reports from water testing of pump inlets and exits are
provided. This information can be used to estimate the conceptual bias
uncertainty for the pressure measurements located near the pump inlets and
exits. This information was obtained too late in the performance period
include in the report.
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- StaticPressure
- Total Pressure
- Static Pressure Differentials
- Total Pressure Differentials
- Flow Angles
The locations of these probes is indicated in figure A5. There was a number of specialized
probes implemented in the model; these probes are described below.
Total Pressure Kiel Probes _ /,,_'_--'_'_,
Total pressure kiel probes are used at three locations. _es are located at th/_e'_J_ _
inlet to the model, at the leading edge o_ i_guide vanes, and for the dynamic
test at the impeller discharge (See _ C7 and C8, respectively). The total
pressure probes at the model inlet were rotated from 0 degrees to +25.7, +52.4 and
-25.7 to obtain the maximum number of points allowed by the model geometry of the flow
profile exiting the SSME fuel supply duct.
Wedge Probes
Wedge prob._ are direction-sensing as thq implies thes_obes have a
wedge or/t#iangular shaped head._ is apt _ port on eacl_,'_ide of the wedge
near th.e/_railing edge and a to_ lore _ _ =t the leading ed._. The probe can be_
rotate/0" about an axis perp,,e_dicular to _,,_ved! re allowing its/alignment with the flo,w_,
whe./._'the pressure differ_tial across the orts on the sides_ff/the probe is zero the j_be
,is_f.igned with the ,'_nd the flow s_ angle can be re/_d directly of the probe_:_using.
V_edge probes :ated sli¢ /rorw -d of the inle_ne leading ed_ between
/_elected vane s and _mo', d when not/Jtfi use. The wedge _bes provided
vo, 0e "=0o,O  ooeo ,e,
( Cobra / -
Like the probes the Cobras were upe'_ to measure flow angle_"total pressure.
These in _ts were located 90 degrees apart with three proo,ed'across the span o
the IG/V/_ ge annulus in close pr/o_imity to the impeller inl_,/'plane during the inUri_c
indu/c'ed test. Although wedge pro,p_S are a more accurate_low angle measu.r,_ent
!_trument they require rotation//capability and could nOt/be accommoda_ in this
JOcation; angle is measured usi.p0 the curves obtained fr_ probe calibrati_/'. Calibration
of the cobra A_bes used/in thesjP-'Tests was _:_'rformed at M_"C
/ c_mence nt of test,rig _ prior to-the
, T
_d data is archived in the NASA netwj:_4C'_AS databasw_at
,es,.
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/
Several differ/e'nces can be ob_ved from rev_ew/ip_ the two test proceed_des for static and
dynamic te_ts, First it wjl_ be noted that ir_'_ructions to clean._/_e inlet screens are
specifie-/A-Ithoughl-th/_/_ascommon p_ce during the s_ ie;t iibecame cri/t_al
the a/O(ive test: as te2_ng was performe/d/debr!s would buildup in screens and ev_tually
pro/Guce a conditio/0/were inlet pressur_ would be lost dur_" g a data point <the Fl/ui'dWafer
S_'__s) resulting in an u/0acceptable
highest
resulti s
well a_ a set of instructions to ensure/o_at exchang_#" was operating. The
attention given to the bleed procedure has also been enhanced since the hook-up to the
transducer panel was not as straight forward as during the static test.
Results and Discussion
Figure B-1 shows the total and wall static pressure profiles versus circumferential position
measured at the inlet flange. The instrumentation ring was clocked around the
circumference of the flange to map the incoming flowfield. Total pressure measurements
were taken at three different radial locations, each of which displayed similar trends,
indicating peak pressures at 270 degrees and minimum pressures at 90 degrees
circumferentially. The turning bend in the SSME duct upstream of the inlet flange,
producing the inlet profile shown, results in higher flowrate and total pressure toward the
forward side of the inlet duct and lower flow#ate and pressure on the rear side near the
inner wall of the bend. Radially, the data shows the lowest pressures near the center of
the inlet flange with pressures increasing radially outward.
The wall static pressures were reasonably uniform around the perimeter of the inlet
flange. A calculation of the resultant velocity profiles from the data is presented in Figure
B-2 at three radial locations around the circumferenc@ of the inlet flange. Significant inlet
flow distortion is indicated entering the model, with variation between maximum and
minimum velocities of up to approximately 45 percent. A subsequent test to assess the
impact of the distortion on model performance was attempted employing flow
straighteners upstream of the inlet flange. Negligible changes in the inlet profile forced by
the inlet duct were affected however, as indicated by the inlet instrumentation
measurements.
Figure/BT._tshows t_/_top, left, _ right side wall statj_sures aroun_e
circ_/f_rence of _ vo,ute.fA/_iffuser sect/_'n was/.e_p,oy/ed in the d/e-_n jbst
do/_5!eam of t,h/_nlet flanTq_//tbinitiallyredu_ the _/j_ incom_g veloci_j_f_ the inleI
ly
flo
by " " _ "
the inlet
sectioned _ or flow visualization. Overall the flowfielcP_ppeared steady and
reasor_l/_well, behaved.
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SECTION III
INSTRUMENTATION
To quantify the flow phenomena observed in the AlternateTurbopump Development inlet
flow models, a variety of probes and ports were used. The types of measummente obtained were
as follows:
• Static pressure
• Total pressure
• Static pressure ditterentials
• Total pressure differentials
• Flow angles.
The locations of these probes are indicated in Figure 111-1.The number of specialized
probes implemented in the model are described below.
A. TOTAL PRESSURE KIEL PROBES
Total pressure kielprobes are used at three locations.These probes are locatedat the inlet'_
the model (Figure III-2),._'_e leading edge (LE) of selected inletguide vanes (IGVs)
"-{_gu_ i-5),and forthe dynamic testat the inducer discharge.The totalpressure probes at the
model inletwere rotatedfrom 0 to +30 degrees,and -30 degreestoobtain an adequate number of
pointsto map the flow profileexitingthe Space Shuttle Main Engine LOX supply duct.During
the dynamic test,the inducer totalpressure discharge ringwas alsoused to map the flowfieldat
three span-wise locationsevery 30 degrees.
B. WEDGE PROBES
Wedge probes aredirection-sensingprobes.These probes have a wedge ortriangularshaped
head. There isa pressure port on each sideof the wedge near the trailingedge (TE) and a total
pressure port at the LE. The probe can be rotatedabout an axis perpendicular to the wedge,
allowing itsalignment with the flow.When the pressuredifferentialacrossthe portson the sides
of the probe is zero,the probe is aligned with the flow.Wedge probes were located slightly
forward ofthe IGV LE between selectedvane positionsand were removed when not in use.The
wedge probes provided the inlet volute discharge angle to verify IGV angle-of-at_cack.
C. WAKE RAKES
A wake rake isa seriesof totalpressure impact tubes,in closeproximity,used to measure
the totalpressure profileatthe TE of a f'Lxedbody ina flow.These rakeswere used in the model
behind one IGV on each side of the volute to examine the characteristicsof the totalpressure
profileat the IGV TE.
D. COBRA PROBES
Like the wedge probes, the cobras were used to measure flow angle and totalpressure.
These instruments were located90 degrees apart with threeprobes acrossthe span of the IGV
discharge annulus incloseproximity to the inducer inletplane during the statictest.Although
wedge probes are a more accurate flow angle measurement instrmnent, they require rotation
capabilityand cannot be accommodated in this location;angle is measured using the curves
obtained from probe calibration.Calibration of the cobra probes used in these tests was
performed at Marshall Space Flight Center before testing.
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SECTION V
TEST DATA AND RESULTS
Fi_ows the total pressure and wall static pressure profdes measured at the inlet
flange versus circumferential position. The instrumentation ring was clocked around the
circumference of the inlet flange to map the incoming flowfield. Total pressure measurements
were taken at five different radial locations, each of which displayed similar trends. To
investigate the impact of the bypass duct and the inlet bushing (employed to isolate vibrations j_.¢M._
from the inlet housing) on measured inlet profdes, a subsequent test was conducted with the .
model and bushing removed and straight discharge duct installed. The results indicated
negligible effects on total pressures, but apparent influences from the inlet bushing on wall static
Y readings, as well as bypass duct influences on the side opposite the inlet model (see Figure V-2).The decrease in total pressure on the model side (0 to 180 degrees) is clue to losses and flow
disturbances from the Pogu suppressor flange. Figure V-2 is considered to be most representative
of the High-Pressure Oxidizer Turbopump (HPOTP) inlet duct static pressure_ Significant inlet
duct flow distortion entering the model is indicated by the data. Figure V-3 shows the velocity
j profiles derived from the data at varied circumferential and radial position, showing variations
between maximum and minimum velocities of up to approximately 60 percent.
J
V-4 shows the front, top, and rear volute wall static distributions at varied
locations around both sides of the _id acceleration and diffusion is
apparent corners along with no indication of flow separation. The
measured data indicates a pressure distribution along the walls on both sides
of the volute from the A moderate acceleration of flow along the side walls
near the cusp, along the apparent within the vane channels
adjoining cusp.
Figures V-7 show a
volute for each walL _les are siz
pressures measured on the
pressures on each half of the
sidesalong each wall with slightlyhigher
Flow tests revealed no flow separations or anomalies within
for a twin vortex off the inlet flow splitter that separated the from the bypass
duct. The vortices the fourth and fifth from the cusp on both sides
of the volute where they of the vortices could be observed
downstream of the inlet guide within the discharge annulus.
Figure V-8 shows total st the leadingedge (LE) of 4 of the 21
turning vanes. The were reasonably the span forall four vanes, with
slightlylower for the two vanes locatedat 70 degrees top of the vohrce.A wedge
probe was upsr_ream of two vanes on each side of the vc traversed spanwise
across LE to measure the inlet swirl angle. Figure V-9 shows the _swirl angles
to predicted values around the volute calculated from a three-dimensionaT'p_
shown. analysis.The measured swirlanglescompare favorablywith the predictedvalues as
V-1
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l(
pressure. The higher static pressure was the result of flow diffusing through the
lower half of the nozzle. As will be shown later in Figure 8.19 most of the flow
was being pushed out through the upper half of the nozzle. The pressure profiles
were similar for all three Q/N's, but with slightly more circumferential pressure
variation with increasing flows. At higher flows the main discharge leg includes
more of the cutwater channel flow and more positive incidence on the splitter.
The inner and outer walls along the branch leg were instrumented to measure the
amount of diffusion through the branch leg. Two static pressure taps were posi-
tioned along the outer wall and four pressure taps along the inner wall. The two
outer wall taps were located at the entrance and exit of the branch leg. The four
inner wall taps were located upstream of the entrance, at the entrance, part way
through, and at the exit of the branch leg. Unfortunately, the static tap at the
exit of the branch ieg along the inner wall, where a majority of the diffusion
would occur was plugged. Therefore the measurement of the complete diffusion
through the branch leg along the inner wall was unobtainable. Figure 8.18 shows
the static pressure along the inner and outer wall for three different Q/N's. A
moderate amount of diffusion takes place along the outer wall. Once inside the
branch leg, the inner wall shows a greater amount of diffusion as expected. The
calculated wall loadings for design and off-design flow conditions were low.
There were. no signs of any flow separation on either wall.
The trends for the off-design Q/N's were very similar, although there was more
diffusion along the inner wall and slightly less diffusion along the outer wall as
less flow traveled through the branch leg. Higher inlet Q/N's resulted in slightly
lower flows through the branch discharge leg, due to the engine cycle flow split
requirements. Also at higher Q/N's less of the cutwater channel flow traveled
through the branch leg, resulting in higher positive incidence angles on the main
- branch leg splitter.
The discharge flanges of the main and branch legs were instrumented with a keil
probe ring. Each ring contained four keil probes 90 degrees apart, to measure the
total pressure profile exiting into the downstream ducting. Plotted in Figure 8.19
are the total pressures versus circumferential position, for the main and branch
leg discharge flanges at the design Q/N. Approximately 84 percent of the total
flow through the pump passes through the main discharge leg at the design point.
The outer wall for the main discharge flange, opposite from the splitter, was lo-
cated at 270 degrees. The outer wall for the branch discharge flange was located
at 60 degrees. The total pressure profile at the branch leg discharge flange was
quite uniform. The main discharge flange showed higher pressures on the outside
wall away from the splitter. The measured profile was consistent with test data
of similarly designed volutes which displayed higher total pressures and flows
pushed out toward the outer wall. The total pressures measured at the branch
leg discharge were slightly higher than those measured at the main leg discharge.
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